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O. Introduction. 
The purpose of this report is to give an informal description of a 
compiler compiler for languages defined by means of a Compiler Description 
Language based on affix grammars, together with a description of that com-
piler compiler itself. in that Compiler Description Language (CDL). Affix 
grammars have been described formally in [2]. 
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In the first chapters of this report, an explanation is given of the 
use of this compiler compiler •. This explanation is neither very formal nor 
very complete, but should enable the reader to understand the description 
given in the last chapter of the report. 
The compiler compiler is a syntax-directed compiler of the top-to-
bottom variety equipped with a macro mechanism, which accepts input 
written in a two-level extension of CF grammar, giving as output a program 
in ALGOL 60. It is intended as a tool in the study and production of com-
pilers for high level languages, such as ALGOL 68. 
0.1 Notation and terminology. 
A Context-Free grammar (CF grammar) consists of two distinct finite 
collections of symbols (,termed the collections of "nonterminal" and 
"terminal" symbols respectively), and furthermore of one specific non-
terminal, its "starting symbol", and a finite collection of "rules". 
Each rule associates with some nonterminal its "alternatives", a num-
ber of possibly empty sequences of nonterminals and terminals. 
In writing down a grammar, we will write down one rule for each non-
terminal, with that nonterminal as its "left-hand-side", followed by a 
colon(:), followed by the "right-hand-side" of the rule, followed by a 
point(.). The right-hand-side consists of the alternatives of the left-
hand-side, each separated from the next by a semicolon(;). The symbols 
within one alternative are separated by commas(,). As symbols we will use 
only "tags", i.e., sequences of letters and digits beginning with a letter. 
The notation just described, the "Van Wijngaarden notation" [3], is a 
variation on the more common Backus-Naur form C4J, with as advantages ease 
of writing and reading, and the fact that the end of a rule is clearly 
indicated. 
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By a "direct production" of a nonterminal we mean any of its alterna-
tives. By a "production" of a nonterminal x we mean a sequence of symbols, 
which is either a direct production of x, or is the result of replacing, 
in some production of x, a nonterminal y by a direct production of y. 
By a "terminal production" of a nonterminal x we mean a production of 
x that contains no nonterminals. 
By a "sentence" of a CF grammar we mean a terminal production of its 
starting symbol. 
By the "language" of a CF grammar G we mean the collection, of its 
sente~ces. This language is denoted by L(G). 
0.2 CF grammars of type LL(1). 
By the productions of a sequence of symbols y we mean· the productions 
of a new nonterminal x with y as its only direct production, with the ex-
clusion of y itself. 
For an alternative x, we will indicate by first (x) the set of termi-
nal symbols which are the first symbol of some production of x, and by 
follow (x) the set of terminal symbols which immediately follow x in any 
production of the starting symbol. 
We then say a CF grammar is "of type LL(1)" [6] if it satisfies the 
following 3 conditions: 
1) For any rule A: a1; ~; ... ;~-the sets first (a1), first(~), 
••• ,first(~) are mutually disjoint. 
2) At most one of a1, ... , an can produce an empty string e. 
3) If~ produces e, then first (aq) has no elements in common with 
follow (A). 
It is decidable whether a given CF grammar is of type LL(1). Without 
loss of generality we may assume that only the last alternative can pro- : 
duce e (condition 2). 
1. Syntax-directed compiling. 
1.1 What is a compiler compiler? 
A "program" is a text 1.n some programming language more or less 
directly executable on a computer, which, when executed with some input, 
gives some output. 
A "compiler" for some high level language is a program which, when 
executed with a program in that language as input , gives as output a pro-
gram in some other language (preferably more directly executable). 
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A "compiler compiler" is a compiler which, when executed with a formal 
description of a compiler for some language as input, gives as output a 
compiler for that language. 
A "family of compiler compilers" 1.s a collection of compiler compilers 
which, when executed with identical input, give as output equivalent pro-
grams, possibly in different languages. 
Ideally, a formal description of some programming language should be 
capable of yielding also a formal description of a compiler for it; cer-
tainly a formal description of a compiler may be used to define a language. 
The formalism for definition of a language consists of two coupled mecha-
nisms, its syntax and semantics. Strictly speaking, the syntax should in-
dicate whether a given sequence of symbols is a program in the language, 
and if so, derive a parsing tree for it, while the semantics should attach 
a meaning to the parsing tree of a correct program. 
In the definition of most languages, for instance that of ALGOL 60, this 
separation is not so clean cut: one can argue that part of the syntax 1.s 
given under the heading of semantics. In ALGOL 68, the "context-condi-
tions" are an example of syntactical restrictions on programs appearing as 
semantics, so that the syntax by itself is not sufficient to define what 
is a proper program. 
Formalization of the syntax of programming languages is now well 
enough understood to obtain part of a compiler by mecnanical means, using 
"syntax-directed" techniques. On the other hand,there exists no formali-
zation of the semantics which could usefully give the "semantics-directed" 
parts of a compiler. For this, manual techniques are used, for instance by 
translating to some set of macros which then reflect the semantics. 
e 
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Our goal is to extend the applicability of syntax-directed techniques so 
far that all but the very kernel of the semantics of a compiler can be 
defined by syntax, so that only that kernel remains to be defined by other 
means. To this end, a notational system, "Compiler Description Language" 
(CDL) will be introduced, strongly based on an extension of CF grammars 
("affix grammars','), a kind of grammars which, on the one hand, are power-
ful enough to define major programming languages, and, on the other hand, 
lend themselves to syntax-directed compiling techniques. 
In the light of the foregoing discussion the Compiler Description 
Language can best been seen as a programming language, which allows one, 
at a high level of abstraction, to write compilers in a machine independent 
way. 
Although it is our intention to describe a family of compiler compil-
ers, the discussion will center around one particular member of that 
family, whose input is in Compiler Description Language, and whose output 
is in ALGOL 60. ALGOL 60 as an output language provides a clear enough 
framework for the notions involved while being broadly available. ALGOL 68 
would certainly provide a better framework, but its availability is still 
very limited. 
Other members of the same family of compiler compilers are being con-
structed, giving output in various assembly languages and in ALGOL 68. 
1.2 Parsing according to a CF grammar. 
The basis of a syntax-directed compiler is a parser, so we must first 
go into matters of parsing. 
By a "parse" of a sentence according to a grammar we mean a sequence 
of substitutions of a direct production for some nonterminal, which leads 
from the starting symbol of the grammar to that sentence. The problem of 
parsing a given sequence of symbols then consists of 
1) deciding whether that sequence of symbols is a sentence of the 
grammar; 
2) if so, then constructing a parse for it. 
Using a CF grammar as a generating device is simple enough, but it 
takes more trouble to find a practical algorithm for parsing, even though ,, 
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the parsing problem can easily be shown to be decidable. Still, at the 
moment the parsing problem for CF grammars is wholly solved, and literature 
abounds with parsing methods. 
These methods can be classified along various criteria: 
a) bottom up or top down 
b) general algorithm & table for the particular grammar .2!:. particular 
parser for that grammar only 
c) parser for general CF grammars .2!:. parser for a reduced class ob-
tained by imposing restrictions on the grammars. 
The compiler compiler to be described generates a top down particular 
parser, written in ALGOL 60, for a CF grammar which satisfies the LL(1) 
conditions. 
From a grammar, the particular parser is obtained by a transscription 
process where each rule is turned into a <declaration> for a parsing pro-
cedure corresponding to the nonterminal in its left-hand-side; these pro-
cedures are then embedded in an environment, which contains at least some 
as yet unspecified means of input and output. Several such transcriptions 
are possible, and we will investigate two of them. 
1.2.1 The first parsing method. 
The transcription process is best introduced by an example. 
Assume the following part of a grammar: 
number: digit, numbertail. 
numbertail: digit, numbertail; endrnarker. 
Its transcription would run: 
Boolean procedure nwriber; 
begin if. 7 digit then goto 1; 
if. 7 nwribertai l then goto O; 
nwriber:= true; goto end; 





BooZean proaedUPe nunibertaiZ; 
begin f:1-, digit then goto 1; 
f:1 7 nunibertai Z then goto 0; 
nunibertaiZ:= true; goto end; 
1: f:17 endmarker then goto 2; 
nunibertaiZ:= true; goto end; 
2:0: nunibertaiZ:= faZse; end: 
end; 
We will assume digit and endmark to be procedures declared in the 
environment, such that they return true if the current symbol in the input-
stream is a digit or an endmark respectively, simultaneously advancing the 
input by one symbol, and return false otherwise. 
When we now call nuniber it returns either true or false, depending on 
whether the input stream, starting with the current symbol, contained a 
sequence of digits followed by an endmarker. 
Now consider another CF grammar for number 1: 
number 1: digit, number 1; digit, endmarker. 
with transcription: 
BooZean proaedUPe nuniber 1; 
begin f:17 digit then goto 1; 
f:17 nuniber 1 then goto 0; 
nuniber 1: = true; goto end; 
1: f:17 digit then goto 2; 
f:17 endmarker then goto 0; 
nuniber 1: = true; goto end; 




The first transcription method fails to parse any number 1. Consider, 
e.g., 9 +, where 9 is a digit and i= the endmarker. It finds the string 
begins with a digit, so advances the input, and then tries to parse the 
remainder as a number 1, which fails; so number 1 returns false. 
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Clearly, there are CF grammars for which method 1 does not work satis-
factorily. 
1.2.2 A second parsing method. 
The trouble with grammar G2 had to do with the fact that, upon meeting 
a digit, the input could not safely be advanced. Assume the environment to 
contain an input pointer pin, indicating at every moment the current symbol 
of an input array. Advancing the input is done by incrementing pin, so 
backtracking the input can be done by restoring pin to its original value. 
The second transcription method transforms G2 into 
Booiean procedure number 1; 
begin integer poid; poid:= pin; 
if.. -, digit then goto 1; 
if.. -, number 1 then goto 1; 
number 1: = true; goto end; 
1: pin:= poid; 
if.. 7 digit then goto 2; 
if.. 7 endmarker then goto 2; 
number 1 : = true; goto end; 
2: pin:= poid; number 1:= faise; end: 
end; 
This second version will recognize the string 9-://= as follows: 
P2.b 
it finds 9 is a digit and increments pin; it finds+ is not a number 1, so 
control goes to the label 1; pin is restored to its old value; a digit is 
found, incrementiq.,g pin; an endmarker is found, again incrementing pin and 
the procedure returns true. 
Clearly this second transcription method works for a wider class of 
grammars than the first did. 
1.2.3 Comparison of the two methods 
In this section we will compare the merits of the two methods and the 
conditions under which they can be used. 
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First some terminology: We will term a procedure x, yielding a Boolean 
value, and obtained from a nonterminal y by one of the transcription pro-
cesses, a "parsing procedure" for y. 
We say a parsing procedure x "recognizes" the nonterminal x if it 
satisfies the following two requirements: 
1 ) x always terminates; 
2) if the inputstream, starting with the current symbol, contains a 
terminal production of x, then x yields true, simultaneously 
advancing the input to the first symbol after that terminal pro-
duction; otherwise it yields false. 
We will say x "exactly recognizes" x when x recognizes x and advances 
the inputstream only when returning~-
In this terminology digit is a parsing procedure exactly recognizing a 
digit. By induction on the length of the inputstream, one can deduce that 
number and nwribertai'l recognize number and numbertail, though not exactly, 
as shown by the inputstring la where a is not an endmarker: number 1 will 
return false, but has then already advanced the input. 
According to the first method, number 1 (P2.a) fails to recognize any-
thing, but the second version (P2.b) exactly recognizes number 1. 
For convenience we will term the first transcription method "non-
restoring" and the second "restoring". 
We can make a number of observations concerning the two transcription 
methods: 
1) For a CF grammar its nonrestoring parser recognizes its starting 
symbol if and only if that grammar satisfies the LL(1) conditions. 
The first condition assures that, upon recognizing a terminal sym-
bol, the input can safely be advanced without a chance of taking a 
wrong alternative. The second and third condition assure that no 
problems arise because of empty terminal productions. 
2) For a CF grammar, its restoring parser exactly recognizes its 
starting symbol if that grammar satisfies the LL(1) conditions. 
These conditions assure that an alternative taken and found pres-
ent is indeed the only correct one. They are sufficient, but not 
necessary: the class of grammars recognized exactly contains the 
11(1) grammars. 
The difference between the restoring and nonrestoring parser for a 
LL(1) grammar comes out only for input which does not form a sentence: 
while the restoring parser rejects it (recognizing exactly), the non-
restoring parser may reject it but still have advanced the input, or even 
accept it, as is clear from the example: 
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statement: ass stat; if stat. G3.a 
ass stat: 
if stat: 
identifier, becomes symbol, expression. 
if symbol, bool expr, then symbol, statement. 
With statement as starting symbol, and appropriate exact recognizers 
for identifier, becomes symbol, etc., the_nonrestoring parser for G3 would 
accept not only 
v:= o 
and :.ff. v > 2 then v:= v + 1 
but also v :.ft v > 2 then v:= v + 1 
without giving any error message. A nonrestoring parser may accept errone-
ous sentences without warning. This deficiency must be mended by explicitly 
ta.king possible errors into account while constructing the syntax: 
ass stat: identifier, rest ass stat. G3.b 
rest ass stat: becomes symbol, expression; errorrnessage. 
Errormessage should print out some appropriate warning. 
Advantages of the nonrestoring parser over the restoring parser are: 
1) Time-efficiency: the parser has less work to do than the restoring 
parser, which may have to perform lots of backtracking. 
2) Memory-efficiency: because backtracking can never occur, there is 
~o need for any array to hold all of the input, and no need for 
temporary storage to retain old values of pin. 
The disadvantage. of the nonrestoring parser lies in the restrictions 
it imposes on the grammar. 
In a practical situation, the advantages of the nonrestoring parser 
may outweigh its disadvantage: when constructing a syntax, one has good 
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grounds to make it LL(1). 
The compiler compiler allows one to choose between the two parsing 
methods, translating some rules in a restoring, others in a nonrestoring 
fashion. This facility is essential for making compilers as efficient as 
possible, but makes explaining the workings of the compiler compiler some-
what complicated. For this reason we will show mainly nonrestoring parsers 
in the rest of this chapter, leaving the construction of the restoring 
version to the reader. 
1.3 Extensions to CF syntax. 
In this section we will give an account of the extensions that have 
to be made to CF syntax in order to turn it into an appropriate input-
language for the compiler compiler. 
1.3.1 Embedding actions into the syntax. 
In order to turn a parser into a compiler, one has to provide it with 
means to perform, as a side-effect of parsing, some semantic actions. To 
accomplish this, these actions are embedded in the syntax as follows: 
Consider the parsing of a number with as translation its value: 
number 2: digit., action 1, numbertail 2. 
numbertail 2: digit, action 2, numbertail 2; end.marker. 
where action 1 assigns the value of the last digit read to some global 
variables while aation 2 multiplies s by 10 and then adds the value of 
the last digit read to s. 
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We divide the nonterminals into "predicates" and "actions", where pre-
dicates are transscribed as described in 1.2, while actions are transscri-
bed as insertion of a procedure call at the corresponding place of the 
parser: 
BooZean proaedure nwriber 2; 
begin :ft. 7 digit then goto 1; 
aation 1; 
:ft. , nwribertai Z 2 then goto 0; 
nwriber 2:= true; goto end; 
1:0: nwriber 2:= faZse; end: 
end; 
BooZean proaedure nwribertaiZ 2; 
begin :ft. , digit then goto 1; 
aation 2; 
:ft. 7 nwribertai Z 2 then goto O; 
nwribertaii 2: = true; goto end; 
1: :ft. 7 endmarker then goto 2; 
nwribertai Z 2: = true; goto end; 




We will allow "primitive" actions and predicates to be defined not by 
a rule of the grammar but by some other means, e.g., macros. If we take as 
such primitive actions: 
alpha= s:= O 
beta = s:= 10 * s 
and gamma = s:= s + Zast digit read 
then we can define the actions action 1 and action 2 in terms of those 
primitive actions: 
action 1: alpha., gamma. 
action 2: beta, gamma. 
with transcription: 
proaedure aation 1; begins:= 0; s:= s + Zast digit read end; 
proaedure aation 2; begins:= 10 * s; s:= s + Zast digit read end; 
G5 
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An example of a primitive predicate could be digit. 
The transcription of a rule for an action is the <declaration> of a 
procedure (not a Boolean procedure) which may involve again actions and 
predicates, primitive or not primitive. More involved examples will follow. 
1.3.2 Affixes. 
The primitive actions alpha, beta and gamma mentioned in 1.3.1 are 
neither really primitive nor very practical: they involve a global variable 
s which may not be used for other purposes by other actions, e.g., some 
action taken by digit. 
We want to provide parsing procedures with parameters, as a mechanism 
for communicating information to and from other parsing procedures. 
To this end, a nonterminal may be accompanied by a number of "affixes" 
in the form of symbols written after it in the syntax and each preceded by 
a plus ( +) , e.g. : 
number 3 + value: 
digit, action 3, numbertail 3 + value. 
numbertail 3 + value: 
digit, action 4, numbertail 3 + value; 
endmarker. 
Where action 3 and action 4 are primitive actions: 
action 3 = value:= last digit read 
and action 4 = value:= 10 *value+ last digit read 
with transcription: 
Boolean proaedure nwriJ?er 5 (value); integer value; 
begin :!:..f. 7digit then goto 1; 
value:= last digit read; 
:!:..f. 7 nwribertai l 5 (value) then goto 0; 
nwriber 5:= true; goto end; 




Boolean procedure nwribertail 3 (value); integer value; 
begin :ft. 7 digit then goto 1; 
value:= 10 * value + last digit read; 
:ft. , nwribertai l 3 (value) then goto 0; 
nwribertai l 3: = true; goto end; 
1: :ft. 7 endmarker then goto 2; 
nwribertai l 3: = true; goto end; 
2:0: nwribertail 3:= false; end: 
end; 
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Note that value is an output parameter. All parameters are called by name. 
Of course, also primitive actions and predicates can have parameters. 
Apart from para.meters, we will also need local variables, which we 
will indicate in the left-hand-side of the rule as symbols each preceded by 
a minus (-), e.g.: 
number 4 + value - d: G7 
digit 4 + d., action 5 +value+ d, numbertail 4 + value. 
numbertail 4 + value - d: 
where 
digit 4 + d, action 6 +value+ d., numbertail 4 + value; 
end.marker. 
digit 4 + d: digit, action 5 + d + last digit read. 
action 5 + x + y = x:= y 
and action 6 + x + y = x:= 10 * x + y 
with transcription 
Boolean procedure nwriber 4 (value); integer value; 
begin integer d; 
:ft. -, digit 4 ( d) then goto 1; 
value:= d; 
:ft. 7 nwribertail 4 (value) then goto 0; 
nurribeP. 4: = true; goto end; 




Booiean procedure nUJTUJertaiZ 4 (vaZue); integer vaZue; 
begin integer d; 
if.. 7 digit 4 (d) then goto 1; 
vaiue:= 10 * vaiue + d; 
if.., nUJTUJertaiZ 4 (vaZue) then goto 0; 
nUJTUJertai i 4: = tru.e; goto end; 
1: if.. 7 endmarker then goto 2; 
nUJTUJertaiZ 4:= tru.e; goto end; 
2:0: nUJTUJertaiZ 4:= faZse; end: 
end; 
BooZean procedure digit 4 (d); integer d; 
begin if.. 7 digit then goto 1; 
d:= iast digit read; 
digit 4: = true; goto end; 
1: digit 4:= faZse; end: 
end; 
Those symbols which occur in the grammar to indicate a para.meter or 
local variable are affixes, and must be distinct from all other symbols. 
Affixes occurring in the left-hand-side of a rule we _term "bound" 
affixes of' that rule if they are preceded by a plus and "free" affixes 
if preceded by a minus. Affixes occurring in a rule which are neither bound 
nor free are "terminal". 
For sake of simplicity we assume the bound, free and terminal affixes 
to be disjoint sets. If a bound affix is used as an input para.meter to a 
parsing procedure we will term it "inherited"; otherwise, it is "derived". 
A nonterminal must, when occurring in a right-hand-side, always be 
accompanied by as many affixes as there are bound affixes in the left-hand-
side of its defining rule. 
Of course, care has to be taken that an inherited affix should get a 
value before being used. In an article of D.E. Knuth [5] it is shown how to 
investigate by graph-theoretical means whether a system of inherited and 
derived affixes is consistent (in his terminology, whether a system of in-
herited and synthesized attributes is well defined). 
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A nont-erminal together with its affixes is termed an "affix expres.-
sion", of which the nonterminal is the "handle". The handle with its appen-
ded affixes, in a definition of an affix grammar as a generating device, 
takes the same place as a nonterminal in the definition of a CF grammar. 
Affixes derive their name from the fact that they are considered to be 
attached to the handle of an affix expression. 
1.3.3 Grouping; jumps and labels. 
Consider again G2: 
number 1: digit, number 1; digit, endrnarker. 
When recognizing a number 1, a restoring parser for this grammar has to 
recognize the the last digit twice. The grammar can be rewritten to G1 in 
order to obviate this backtracking, but then we must introduce an extra 
nonterminal numbertail. When we have recognized the first digit of a 
number 1, we expect either an endrnarker or another number 1; this.could be 
denoted as 
number 5: digit, 
(number 5; endrnarker). 
with as transcription: 
Boo Zean proaedure nwnber 5; 
begin i:f. 7 digit then goto 1; 
begin i:f. 7 number 5 then goto 2; 
number 5: = true; goto end; 
2: i:f. 7 endmarker ·then goto 3; 
number 5: = true; goto end; 
3: goto O; 
end; 





The restoring version of this parser runs: 
Boolean proaedure number 5; 
begin integer pold; pold:= pin; 
-J:f.. 7 digit then goto 1; 
begin integer pold; pold:= pin; 
-J:f.. 7 number 5 then goto 2; 
number 5:= tru.e; goto end; 
2: pin:= pold; 
-J:f.. 7 endmarker then goto 3; 
number 5:= tru.e; goto end; 
3: 
end; 
1: pin:= pold; number 5:= false; end: 
end; 
P8.b 
As a restoring parser, P8.b recognizes the same language as P2.b but 
without recognizing the last digit twice. As a nonrestoring parser, PB.a 
succeeds where P2.a failed; consequently G8 can be considered as of type 
LL(1). The introduction of grouping brackets allows one to construct gram-
mars which can be parsed more efficiently, and to enlarge the applicability 
of nonrestoring parsers. 
Still, the parser for number 5 is inefficient because it is an un-
necessarily recursive procedure; the recursion in number 5 is used only to 
effectuate repetition: a number consists of a first digit, optionally fol-
lowed by some number of digits,followed by an endmarker. We will need a 
device for performing repetition. Therefore we will allow both labels and 
jumps within one rule of a grammar, indicating a label as a symbol acting 
as label-identifier followed by a colon, and a jump by a colon followed by 
such a symbol, e.g. (with label rep): 
number 6: 
digit, 
rep : (digit, : rep; endrnarker) • 
with transcription: 
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BooZean procedure nwriber 6; 
begin if. 7 digit then goto 1; 
rep: begin if. 7 digit then goto 2; 
goto rep; 
2: if. -, endmarker then goto 3; 
nwriber 6 := true; goto end; 
3: goto O; 
end; 




A jump is an action and may only occur at the end of some alternative, 
to a label within that same rule. 
Under these conditions, the introduction of jumps and labels can 
easily be understood as shorthand for a corresponding recursive definition, 
so that the language accepted by a parser is unchanged, and none of the 
problems associated with the unrestricted introduction of jumps and labels 
is encountered. As an example, the recursive counterpart of number 6 is 
simply: 
rnmlber 7 : digit, rep. 
rep: digit, rep; endmarker. 
1.3.4 Some more syntactic sugar. 
In order to turn affix grammars into a Compiler Description Language, 
some more features are needed. 
Apart from parameters and local variables, parsing procedures may 
require global variables. The variable pin used by restoring parsers is an 
example. For the sake of simplicity we will use integer variables only, as 
a very general and useful datatype. Thus, for a pointer pin, a 
<declaration> will appear in the parser, as 
integer pin; 
Furthermore, a facility is needed to declare arrays, e.g. for holding 
input, e,nd, as we will see later, to be used as stacks. Lastly, a facility 
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is needed for declaring a Boolean variable, termed a "flag", which may then 
occur instead of a predicate. In 2.4 the precise notation for such declara-
tions is given. In 2.3 it is described how one can indicate to the compiler 
compiler that a specific symbol is an action or predicate, defined globally, 
and thus to be used without further definition. 
A simple mechanism for specifying macros is also described in 2.4. 
1.4 What is the use of a compiler compiler? 
The conventions introduced in the previous sections, and described in 
chapter 2, allow one to program the input to the compiler compiler in a 
reasonable level detail giving a reasonable efficient compiler, where eape-
cially one can leave many administrative details to the system. Of course, 
ALGOL 60 is not the most practical language to write compilers in. But also 
in the hardest machine code, subroutines (with local variables and para.me-
ters kept on a stack), global variables, labels and jumps etc. have their 
counterparts, so a compiler compiler can be written towards every decent 
machine code. 
The primitive actions and predicates are not defined in the Compiler 
Description Language itself, but are borrowed from some other language in 
the form of macros. These primitive actions and predicates therefore have 
to be chosen with particular care, so that they can be implemented in an 
equivalent way on any reasonable computer. 
The Compiler Description Language allows one to define, in a machine 
independent fashion, how to construct recursively more involved actions 
and predicates out of the primitive ones, and out of other actions and pre-
dicates. 
A compiler description in CDL describes not one ·single compiler, but a 
collection of these, one for every language to which a compiler compiler 
exists. 
In particular, because the compiler compiler itself is defined in CDL 
(chapter 4) it is possible to obtain a compiler compiler to another lan-
guage, and written in that other language, by a process of bootstrapping 
[7]: 
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Preparation Assume we have a compiler compiler c1, written in L1, which 
turns a compiler description(= text in CDL) into a compiler 
written in L
1 
again. We then construct a compiler description 
A1 of a compiler compiler which turns a compiler description 




C = .---------, A 1 = .--------, 
1 
and 
We execute c1 with A1 as input, giving as output c2 , which is 
a compiler compiler written in L1, turning a compiler descrip-
tion into a compiler written in L
2
• 
In a picture: 
CDL ➔ CDL ➔ L2 ,-=--~-~---, 
CDL CDL ➔ L1 
We execute c2 with A1 as input, giving as output c3 , wbich is 
a compiler compiler written in 1
2
, turning a compiler descrip-
tion into a compiler written in L
2
. 
In a picture: 
CDL ➔ L2 CDL ➔ L2 
~ -
CDL CDL ➔ L2 L2 
L1 
Using CDL for writing some compiler is preferable both to using 
machine-code and to using a general purpose high-level language as, e.g., 
ALGOL 60, for the following reasons: 
Compiler Description Language forms a very high framework for writing 
compilers, where one is little bothered with the administrative de-
tails of the parsing process. ,, 
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- A Compiler Description is highly machine-independent and transferable, 
since a compiler can be obtained in any object language for which a 
compiler compiler exists. Because of their simplicity, compiler com-
pilers for CDL can easily be made compatible. 
- There is the possibility of first testing the compiler description 
using a high-level object code with good diagnostics, which is guaran-
teed never to blow up the system, and later to use a version in 
machine-code for production. 
By forcing oneself to use only specific programming tools, there is 
less possibility for tricky programming, using local features of some 
system which make transfer impossible. 
A Compiler Description is well enough readable to be of help in 
documentation. 
Of course a carefully handwritten program can be more efficient both 
in time and in space than the mechanically obtained result of a compiler 
compiler. But one must not exagerrate the importance of this point: by a 
suitable choice of macros and careful construction of the crucial part of 
the syntax, one can get as near to machine-code as one should wish. 
On a more general level, the Compiler Description Language can be seen 
as a mechanism for the syntactical composition of semantics, which should 
be suitable for the definition of programming languages, not by an in prin-
ciple generative grammar plus verbally formulated semantics, but as a sys-
tem describing the meaning of a program in terms of very simple and basic 
semantics actions, i.e., a machine-independent compiler. 
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2. About this compiler compiler. 
In this chapter, a description is given of the Compiler Description 
Language, in the form of a context-free grammar exhibiting its syntax, 
accompanied by semantic remarks. For a precise definition, the description 
of the compiler compiler itself is to be found in chapter 4. 
2.1 Compiler description. 
compiler description: 
specification, compiler description; 
declaration, compiler description; 
command, compiler description; 
comment, compiler description; 
rule, complier description; 
starting symbo I • 
A compiler description consists of various building stones; some of 
them provide only information to the compiler compiler (as specifications 
and commands), others give rise to a translation. The compiler compiler 
treats those building stones in one scan as it goes along, at the same time 
printing out a copy of the text with possibly some diagnostic messages, 
producing a translation and collecting information, some of which is dis-
played afterwards as a diagnostic aid (see section 2.9). 
Since all work is done in one forward scan, as a general rule defining 
occurrences of symbols must precede applied occurrences: if one wants to 
use, e.g., some symbol as an action, one has to specify it as such before 
its defining rule. Very limited use is made of block structure: there are 
only two levels; symbols are either global, or local to some rule; in the 
latter case they may be redefined in a later rule •. 
2.2 Symbols. 
The input is seen as a sequence of symbols, between which layout 
characters are ignored. A symbol is of one of four kinds: 
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1) tag, consisting of a letter, possibly followed by a number of 
letters or digits, between which spaces are ignored. 
2) constant, a sequence of digits, between which spaces are ignored. 





















4) bold, a sequence of characters other than accents, enclosed be~ 
tween accents. The following bolds are reserved bold symbols: 
external symbol 'external' 
action symbol 'action' 
predicate symbol 'predicate' 
pointer symbol 'pointer' 
flag symbol 'flag' 
macro symbol -'macro' 
I ist symbol 'list' 
restore symbol 'restore' 
unrestore symbol 'unrestore' 
short symbol 'short' 
long symbol 'long' 
trace symbol 'trace' 
untrace symbol 'untrace' 
first parameter symbol '1' 
, second parameter symbol '2' 
third parameter symbol '3' 
fourth parameter symbol '4' 
fifth parameter symbol '5' 
result symbol 'result' 
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Tags are used as nonterminals, terminals, affixes, labels, in macros, 
etc. Constants may occur, e.g. as inherited affixes and in macros. Non-







external symbol, type, tag list, point. 
type: 
action symbol; predicate symbol; 
pointer symbol; flag symbol.· 
tag I ist: 
tag, (comma, tag list;). 
Internal specification: 
type of internal, tag list, point. 
type of internal: 
action symbol; predicate symbol. 
macro specification: 
macro symbol, type, rest macro spec, point. 
rest macro spec: 
macro def, 
(comma, rest macro spec;). 
macro def: 
tag, equals, macrotext. 
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During e~ecution of a compiler compiler with a compiler description as in-
put, every tag occurring in the comp i I er descr•i pt ion has three attributes, 
its "state", "sort" and "type", which may change according to fixed rules 
from occurrence to occurrence. Before its first occurrence, the atributes 
are all assumed to be zero. At every occurrence, the context may prescribe 
a state, sort and type, and an attempt is made to change the attributes of 
the tag accordingly. If such a change is not allowed, a diagnostic message 
is printed. Thus, it is not allowed to redefine a predicate, or use it as 
an affix, etc. Affixes local to a rule get, at the end of that rule, attri-
butes zero, so that they can be used afterwards with other attributes. The 
attributes also serve to influence the output of the compiler compiler, so 
that it translates an action in a different way than a predicate. 





zeJ definition> defined application tlanoapplication 
I t > applied d f' 't" applica iov e ini ion 
application 
begin of rule 1 al end of rule oc 
specification 
zero......--, ____ -=-__ :;global 
I......._ declaration 
'f" t" >macro speci ica ion 
action (global or 




pointer (local or global or macro) 




At the end of each rule, the state of each local should be blank 
(i.e. both defined and applied; if not then an errormessage is given); all 
locals again obtain state, sort and type zero. 
At the end of the compiler description, the state of each global and 
macro should be blank, with the exception that an applied but not defined 
global pointer is treated as a terminal symbol, i.e. a declaration is pro-
duced for it, and also a read statement. (See 2.8.) 
Specifications serve to prescribe the attributed of a tag, as follows: 
state sort ~ 
'external' 'action' defined global action 
'external' 'predicate' defined global predicate 
'external' 'pointer' defined global pointer 
'external' 'flag' defined global flag 
'action' applied global action 
'predicate' applied global predicate 
'macro' 'action' defined macro action 
'macro' 'predicate' defined macro predicate 
'macro' '.flag' defined macro flag 
'macro' 'pointer' defined macro pointer 
An external specification indicates that the tags mentioned are 
supposed to have been declared externally by other means; such a tag may not 
be redefined and must be applied later on in the compiler description. In 
this way, e.g., system procedures can be used. 
An internal specification indicates that the tags mentioned are to be 
defined later in in a specific way; it serves as an application: the 
tags mentioned are henceforth applied globals. Example: 'action' x. 
If now a rule follows with x in the left-hand-side, then it will be 
translated as a <declaration> for an action-procedure. Had the rule not 
been preceded by this specification, then x would have been treated as a 
global predicate: an internal specification 'predicate' is always assumed 
by default. 
A macro specification not only establishes the tags mentioned as 
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defined macros of some type, but also stores their macrotext. A macrotext 
is any sequence of symbols not containing a comma or a point. 
Examples of parameterless macros: 
'macro' 'pointer' max list = 5000. 
Whenever now in the text max list appears., it will be expanded to 5000. 
If a macrotext must contain a point or comma, then this symbol can be 
turned into a different (bold) symbol, by enclosing it between accents: 
'macro' 'pointer' pi= 3'.'141592654. 
On output, the accents will disappear. If one wants to output an accent, 
then the quote may serve as accent-image, being output as an accent. (There 
is, unfortunately, no quote image, so a macrotext cannot contain a quote on 
out put ) • Example : 
'macro' 'flag' true= "'true"'· 
which, expanded on output, gives 't'I'U.e ' • 
Macros can also be parameterized, with up to 5 parameters. (Another 
upper limit migh have been chosen.) In the macrotext, the reserved bold 
symbols '1', '2', '3', 141 and '5' stand for first, second, up to fifth 
parameter respectively. For a para.meter may be substituted any affix, i.e. 
a local, global or macro, pointer, flag or list. In 2.7 is described how 
and when a macro is expanded. The macro system described here is admittedly 







pointer symbol, tag list, point. 
flag declaration: 
flag symbol, tag list, point. 
I ist declaration: 
list symbol, rest list declaration. 
rest I ist declaration: 
tag, sub, expr, comma, expr, bus, 
(comma, rest list declaration; point). 
expr: tag, rest expr; constant, rest expr. 
rest expr: plus, expr; minus, expr; • 
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A declaration has an effect on the attributes of the tags mentioned, 
making then defined globals. 
Furthermore, a pointer declaration is translated as a <declaration> 
for a number of integer variables, a flag declaration as one for a number 
of Boolean variables, and a I ist declaration as one for a number of integer 
arrays. 
Macros occurring in an expr are expanded. Example: 
'macro' 'pointer' min text = 1, max text = 10000. 
'list' text [min text: max text]. 
'pointer' stackpointer. 
with translation: 
integer array te:ct [1: 10000]; 
integer staakpointer; 
After these declarations, text is a defined global list, min text is a .. 
macro pointer (both defined and applied), and stackpointer a defined global 
pointer. 
2.5 Comm.ands. 
command: restore symbol; unrestore symbol; 
short symbol; tong symbol; 
trace symbol; untrace symbol. 
The command 'restore' causes the compiler compiler to translate rules 
in the restoring mode, 'unrestore' in the nonrestoring mode. The default 
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mode is nonrestoring. 
The command 'short' causes the compiler compiler to produce compact 
output by suppressing most layout; 'long' causes more legible output to be 
produced. The default command is 'long'. 
The command 'trace' causes, at the end of each rule, and at the end of 
the compiler description, tracing output to appear indicating attributes 
of all locals and globals respectively; the normal situation is 1untrace 1 • 
2. 6 Comments. 
comment: sub, rest comment. 
rest comment: bus; nonbus, rest colnment. 
(Here, nonbus stands for any symbol except].) 
A comment is translated as <comment>, e.g. [input] is translated as 
comment input; 
2.7 Rules. 
rule: left hand side, middle, right hand side, point. 
left hand side: 
handle, optional bound affixes. 
handle: tag. 
optional bound affixes: 
plus, bound affix, optional bound affixes; 
times, bound affix, optional bound affixes; 
bound affix: tag. 
middle: 
optional free affixes, colon. 
optional free affixes: 
minus, free affix, optional free affixes; . 
free affix: tag. 
right hand ·side: 
alternative, 
(semicolon, right-hand-side;); . 






label, colon, affix expression; 
handle, optional affixes. 
label: tag. 
optional affixes: 
plus, affix, optional affixes; 
affix: tag; constant. 
group: open, right hand ·side, close. 
jump: colon, label. 
A rule is translated as a <declaration> for a parsing procedure 
corresponding to its handle, where the left-hand-side furnishes the 
<procedure heading>. 
Bound affixes that occur preceded by a plus appear in the 
<specification part> specified integer., whereas those preceded by a ti mes 
remain unspecified (so as to allow, e.g., arrays to be passed as para-
meters). 
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The middle of a rule is translated as begin followed by <declarations> 
for the free affixes, if any, possibly followed by integer pold; pold:= pin;. 
The translation of the right-hand-side, consists of the translation of 
its alternatives, followed by 
0: handle:= false; end: 
end; 
where handle is an <identifier> corresponding to the handle of the rule. 
The <label> 0 labels the only way in which the parsing procedure can return 
false. 
The translation of an alternative consists of the translation of its 
constituents, if any, followed by handle:= true; goto end; followed by an 
unique <label>. 
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The translation of a jump is the corresponding <go to statement>. A 
jump furnishes an applied occurrence of a local label. 
The translation of a group is 
1) In the restoring mode: 
begin integer poZd; poZd:= pin; followed by the translation of 
its constituent alternatives, followed by end; 
2) In the nonrestoring mode: 
begin followed by the translation of its constituent alterna-
tives, followed by goto O ; end; 
The translation of an affix expression depends on sort and type of its 
handle, as follows: 
Let). stand for: 
i) in the restoring mode: the <label> at the very end of the 
alternative of which the affix expression is a constituent (termed 
the current <label>); 
ii) in the nonrestoring mode: if this affix expression is the first 
one of the alternative with a predicate as handle, then 
the current <label>, and, otherwise, the <label> O. 
Let a stand for: 
i) if the handle is a flag, then the <identifier> corresponding to 
it; 
ii) if the handle is global, then a call of the procedure correspon-
ding to it, with its affixes translated as <actual parameter>s; 
iii) if the handle is a macro, then its expansion, with its first, 
second, etc. affix substituted for the corresponding parameter in 
its macro text. If the handle is a flag or predicate, then this 
expansion is furthermore enclosed between brackets (and). 
For an affix occurring as a para.mete~ the following translation is 
given: 
i) if the affix is a constant, then the corresponding <unsigned 
integer>; 
ii) if the affix is a tag but not a macro, then the corresponding 
<identifier>; 
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iii) if the affix is a macro, then its expansion (without para.meter 
substitution; a parameterized macro is not, for the moment, allow-
ed as an affix). 
The expansion of a macro with some number of para.meters is its macro 
text after substitution of para.meters and expansion of all parameterless 
macros occurring in it. (A parameterized macro occurring in the ~aero text 
is not, for the moment, expanded.) 
The expansion of a parameterless macro is its macro text. (Clearly, 
recursive macros cannot occur.) 
The translation of an affix expression is: 
1) If the handle is a flag or predicate, then 
2) If the handle is an action, then 
The compiler compiler may delete some elements from this most general 
translation: 
1) it deletes the assignations to the procedure identifier if the 
handle of the rule is an action, correspondingly changing the 
Boolean procedure into a procedure; 
2) it deletes the <label>s to which no Jumps occur, together with 
those parts of the procedure that can only be reachted via those 
<label>s. 
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As an example, consider a part of a compiler description: 
'action' set to zero. 
'macro' 'action' put= '1' ['2']:= '3', incr = '1':= '1' + 1, 
make = ' 1 ' : = ' 2 ' • 
'macrp' 'predicate' equal= '1' = 1 2 1 • 
set to zero* list+ min+ max - p: 
make+ p + min, 
rep: put+ list+ p + O, 
(equal+ p + max; 
incr + p, :rep). 
Translation: 
procedure set to zero (Zist, rrrin, ma:,;); integer ma:i:, rrrin; 
begin•integer p; 
p:= rrrin; 
rep: Ust [p]:= O; 
begin :i:f.. 1 (p = ma:i:) then goto 2; 
goto end; 
2: p:= p + 1; goto rep; 
end; 
A tag with type zero, when applied as an affix, becomes by context an 
applied global pointer. If no declaration or external specification for 
some applied global pointer occurs in the compiler description, then it 
will be treated at the end as a terminal (2.8). This is the only provision 
for terminal symbols: in a compiler description they oc~ur as affixes with-
out defining occurrence. 
2.8 Starting symbol. 
starting symbol: 
result symbol, handle, point. 
The ,starting symbo I is translated as a call for the procedure corres-
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ponding to its handle. In front of this call, for each applied but not 
defined global pointer a <declaration> and a read <statement> is given. 
Between these <declaration>s and the read <statement>s a preparation proce-
dure initiaZize for read.ing is called once. If there are no terminals, then 
also this call is obviated. 
Example: assume one terminal, t, and starting symbol sentence: 
end 
integer t; 




1) in executing the obtained ALGOL 60 program, a representation for 
each terminal is to be provided as input. 
2) If there are terminals, the following actions have to be defined 
in the compiler description: 
r-~ad, out and initiaZize for read.ing. 
3) In restoring parsers, the pointer pin must be defined. (Other 
representations may be taken if the relevant input to the compiler 
compiler is changed.) 
2.9 Diagnostics. 
For debugging a compiler description, various diagnostic aids are 
provided. 
In the first place, the whole text is printed out while it is read, 
with two empty lines between building stones such as rules, declarations, 
etc. Input is assumed to come from cards, so lines have a maximum width of 
80 positions. Output is assumed to proceed on cards, with a maximum of 72 
positions used. A$ in column 72 of an output card is used to indicate 
continuation on the next card. Continuation cards are not counted. The num-
ber of the input line ~ppears on the left of its printout, the number of 
the current output card on its right • 
• 
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If, at the end of a rule, some local has not been both defined and 
applied, then a warning message is printed. 
If, at the end of the compiler description, some global has not been 
both defined and applied, then also a warning message appears. Various 
other errors are signalled by messages which should speak for themselves. 
The compiler compiler makes use of a number of tables of fixed size. 
Whenever the upper bound of one of those tables is e:eceeded, but also at 
the end of successful execution., a "post mortem" is printed, giving the 
lower and upper bound of each table, with the space occupied at that moment, 
and finally the number of cards read and.punched. 
These tables, with lower and upper bounds are: 
ttag 100001 110000 (tags) 
tbold 200001 200300 (bolds) 
tspec 300001 300100 (specs) 
tcons 400001 400300 (constants) 
lloc 500001 500200 (locals) 
lglob 600001 601000 (globals) 
lmacr 700001 701100 (macrotext) 
ltext 800001 804000 (line numbers of occur;.. 
rences of globals). 
The bounds are such that a compiler of the size and complexity of the 
compiler compiler itself needs only 50% of each of those tables. 
Finally, at the end of the execution, a list is printed in alphabetical 
order of all the globals and macros occurring in the grammar, with their 
linenumbers of occurrence. 
3. Examples. 
In this chapter some examples are given and explained of texts in 
CDL. They are all assumed to occur in an environment containing: 
'unrestore' 
'macro' 'action' 
get = ' 3 ' : = ' 1 ' [ ' 2 ' J , put = ' 1 ' [ ' 2 ' J : = ' 3 ' , 
make = '1' := '2', 
mark= '1':= -'1', 
add = '3' : = ' 1 ' + '2 ' , sub tr = '3' : = '1 ' - '2 ' , 
addmult = '4':= '1' * '2' + '3', 
divrem = '3':= '1' t '2'; '4':= '1' - '2' * '3', 
incr = '1':= '1' + 1, deer= '1':= '1' - 1. 
'macro' 'predicate' 
marked = '1' < o, 
less= '1' < I 2 f, equal= '1' = '2', lseq = '1' 
'global' 'action' resym, prsym., exit. 
'global' 'pointer' newlinechar., spacechar. 
< '2' • 
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This is a rather minimal environment with which a lot can be done. The 
macro actions get and put are for accessing array elements; make performs 
the assignation; mark inverts the sign of an integer variable, which we 
will use as marking bit; add and subtr allow arithmetic; addmult and 
divrem serve for packing and unpacking small integers into a word; and incr 
and deer serve to increment and decrement a variable by one. 
The system procedure resym reads one character from input (without 
possibility of backtracking) arid assigns to its only parameter an integer, 
viz. the internal value of that character, which does not exceed 255. We 
will assume that the digits have internal value O - 9 respectively, and the 
letters the internal values 10 - 35. Complementarily, prsym prints out the 
character corresponding to the value of its parameter. The global variables 
newZinechar and spacechar contain the internal values of the suggested cha-
recters. A call of e:cit terminates execution. 
The following set of examples introduces one by one some building 
stones for a compiler for an ALGOL like language. Each example may make use 
fc 
of objects defined in a previous example. 
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3.1 Reading a number. 
By now we have seen so many versions of number that it is time to see 
a good one: 
'action' nextchar. 
'pointer' char. 
number+ val - d: 
digit+ d, make+ val+ d, 
rep: (digit + d, addrrru.lt + val + 10 + d + val, :rep;). 
digit+ d: 
lseq +char+ 9, make+ d + char, nextchar. 
nextchar: 
resym + char, 
rep: ( equal + char + spacechar, resym + char, :rep;) • 
Before the first number is read, initialize for reading has to take 
care of calling nextahar once. 
3.2 Updating a chain. 






Each element points, via its link, to the next of the chain, the last 
element having link 0. Each chain is accessible by a variable which either 
points to its first element or contains Oto indicate an empty chain. We 
want to be able to 
1) search a chain for an element whose head has a specific value, 
and, if such an element exists, obtain its tail. 
2) insert an element at the head of a chain. 
3) see whether a specific element is already there, and in that case 
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obtain its index. 
4) detach an element, if any, from the head of a chain, but leave it 
in the worktable (no garbage-collection). 
An updating system with these properties is needed in a compiler, e.g., 
for collecting declarations: The most recently found declaration for a spe-
cific identifier is always the first to be looked at and the first to lose 
its significance, although the information obtained is needed again after-
wards and may therefore not disappear from the worktable. 
'macro' 'pointer' min work = 1, max work = 4095. 
'list' work [min work : max work]. 
'pointer' pwork. 
'action' insert 2, initialize chain adm, errormessage. 
'macro' 'action' 
get link= '2' := work ['1'], put link= work ['1']:= '2', 
get head = '2' := work [ '1' + 1], put head = work 
get tail = '2' := work [ '1' + 2], 
search 2 + p + hd + tl - q - x: 
make+ q + P, 
put tail = work 
fnd: (lseq + min work+ q, get head+ q + x, 
(equal+ X + hd, get tail+ q + tl; 
get link+ q + q, :fnd)). 
insert 2 + p + hd + tl - q: 
['1' + 1]:= 
['1' + 2]:= 
'2', 
I 2 f • 
make + q + p, make + p + pwork, add + pwork + 3 + pwork, 
(less+ max work+ pwork, errormessage + work full; 
put head+ p + hd, put tail+ p + tail, put link+ p + q). 
already there+ p + hd + tl + q - x: 
make + q + p., 
fnd: (lseq + min work+ q, 
(get head+ q + x, equal+ X + hd, get tail+ q + x, 
equal+ x + tl; 
get link+ q + q, :fnd)). 
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detach 2 + p + hd + tl: 
lseq + min work + p, get head + p + hd, get tail + p + tail, 
get link+ p + p. 
'pointer' access. 
initialize chain adm: 
make + pwork + min work, make + access + O. 
Af'ter one call of initiaZize chain adm, access gives access to an 
empty list. If the worktable becomes too small, erroI'Trlessage is called (see 
3.4). 
If the compiler is to be run on a computer where the wordlength is 
such that the head and tail may fit together in one word, then one may 
simply replace the macro text of put head, get head, put tail and get tail 
by a version which manipulates with half'words. 
An advantage of using macros for accessing fields of a datastructure 
is that one can change the datastructures without invalidating the whole 
grammar. One could, e.g., in testing the compiler perform no packing, and 
in a later production version introduce packing. This allows the develop-
ment of quite machine-independent compilers without a resulting price in 
efficiency. 
As an initialization, initiaZize chain adm has to be called. 
Note that work full is a terminal symbol (being an affix without 
defining occurrence) and that a representation of that symbol will have to 
be at the beginning of the input to the compiler resulting from this . 
compiler description. 
3.3 Reading tags. 
We want to read <identifier>s, i.e. tags, and obtain a unique key for 
each different tag. We want to be able to list the tags in alphabetical 
order. Accompanying each tag_we must remember a pointer, originally zero. 
We choose the following storage organization: the information is kept 
in cells linked together in a text table, one cell for each tag, a cell 
consisting of a fixed and a variable part. 
The fixed part consists of 3 pointer: 
defn an access to a definition chain; 
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Zeft a pointer to the chain of all tags alphabetically preceding the 
tag, zero if empty; 
right idem for the alphabetically following tags. 
The variable part contains the successive characters of the tag, 
packed three to a word, the last word being filled out with dummies(= 255) 
and provided with a - sign, the others with a+ sign. (We will assume that 
the wordlength of the computer on which the compiler will run is sufficient, 
i.e. at least 25 bits.) 
We will give out the index (in the text table} of the first word of 
the variable part as a key. 
The chainstructure just described is a doubly linked nam.elist. It is 
more efficient to use than a linear nam.elist, and less efficient than a 
nam.elist using hash coding, over which again it has the advantage of 
keeping the tags in alphabetical order. 









When reading a tag, we will first build up a cell for it in the text 
table, and then enter it, checking whether the same text already occurs in 
the table; if so, then the key of the old occurrence is delivered and the 
new cell removed; if not, then the new cell is fitted into the chain. 
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'macro' 'pointer' mintext = 1, max text = 4095. 
'list text [min text : max text]. 
'pointer' ptext. 
'macro' 'action' 
put defn = text [ '1' - 3] := '2', get defn = '2': = 
put left= text [ '1' - 2] := '2', get left= '2' := 
put right= text ['1' - 1] := '2', get right= '2': = 
'macro' 'predicate' 
is letter= I 1' > 9 A. '1' < 36, 
is letgit = '1' < 36. 
[treatment of text] 
text ['1' - 3], 
text ['1' - 2], 
text ['1' - 1]. 
'action' add to text, stack text, stack last, enter, reserve fixed part. 
'pointer' word, c. 
'macro' 'pointer' durrmy = 255, bytesize = 256, maxbytes = 3. 
'macro' 'predicate' left= abs('1') < abs('2'). 
add to text + x: 
equal+ c + maxbytes, stack text+ word, make+ word+ x, 
make+ C + 1; 
addmult +word+ bytesize + x + word, incr + c. 
stack text+ x: 
lseq + ptext + max text, put+ text+ ptext + x, incr + ptext; 
errormessage + text full. 
stack last: 
rep: (less+ c + maxbytes, addmult +word+ bytesize + durrmy + word, 
incr + c, :rep; 
mark + word, stack text + word). 
Now follows the p.l~c.e de ll.U-i.6.ta.nc.e of the treatment of text. The 
action enter checks whether the_ topmost element of the texttable, which is 
pointed to by x:, already occurred somewhere else in the texttable; if such 
is the case, then xis made to point to that older element, and the new 
element is deleted. Also, this action takes care of the alphabetic ordering 
of the tags. 
enter+ x + pchain - y - xi - y1 -wx - wy: 
equal+ pchain + O, make+ pchain + x, reserve fixed part; 
make+ y + pchain, 
nxy: make+ xi+ x, make+ y1 + y, 
mew: get+ text+ xi+ wx, get+ text+ y1 + wy, 
(equal + wx + wy, 
(marked+ wx, 
(equal+ x + y, reserve fixed part; 
make+ ptext + x, make+ x + y); 
incr + xi, incr + y1, :mew); 
left+ wx + wy, get left+ y + wy, 
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(equal+ wy + O, put left+ y + x, reserve fixed part; 
make + y + wy, :nxy); 
get right+ y + wy, 
(equal+ wy + O, put right+ y + x, reserve fioced part; 
make+ y + wy, :nxy)). 
reserve fixed part: 
stack text+ O, stack text+ O, stack text+ O. 
[reading a tag] 
'pointer' ptag. 
read tag+ X - t: 
letter+ t, make+ word+ t, make+ c + 1, make+ x + ptext, 
nxt: (letgit + t, add to text + t, :nxt; 
stack last, enter+ x + ptag). 
letter+ t: 
is letter+ char, make+ t + char, nextchar. 
letgit + t: 
is letgit + char, make+ t + char, nextchar. 
initialize text adm: 
make+ ptext + min text, reserve fixed part, make+ ptag + 0. 
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Of course the lef't- and right-pointer of a tag can be packed together 
again in one word. As initialization, initialize te:x:t adm has to be called. 
The pointer ptag gives access to the chain of tags, text full is a termi-
nal. 
3.4 Printing, errormessages. 
We are now in a position to define the printing of tags, and the 
treatment of errormessages. 
'action' print, print 1, print 2, nlcr, eITormessage. 
print+ x - p - el: 
make+ p + x, 
rep: get+ text+ p + el, 
(marked+ el, mark+ el, print 1 + el; 
print 1 + el, incr + p, :rep). 
print 1 + t - c: 
prsym + spacechar, 
make+ c + max bytes, print 2 + c + t. 
print 2 + c + t - el: 
equal+ c + 1, prsym + el; 
divrem + t + bytesize + t + el, deer+ c, print 2 + c + t, 
prsym + el. 
nlcr: prsym + newlinechar. 
eITOrmessage + x: nlcr, print+ x, exit. 
The definition of print 2 has to be recursive in order to get t~e 
characters out in the right order. 
The procedure errofffllessage prints a message and then terminates exe-
cution. A more subtle reaction might be envisaged. 
3.5 An input administration. 
Assuming that there also exist texts, similar to that in 3. 3, for 
reading bold symbols, special symbols and constants, a complete input ad-
ministration can be constructed: 
'macro' 'pointer' min inpt = 1., max inpt = 2047. 
'list' inpt [min inpt: max inptJ. 
'pointer' pin., xin, symb. 
'action' next symbol, skip layout. 
next symbol: 
nxt: skip layout, 
(read tag + symb; 
read bold+ symb, add+ symb + 20000 + symb; 
read spec+ symb, add+ symb + 30000 + symb; 
read const+ symb., add+ symb + 40000 + symb; 
errormessage + incorrect char., nextchar, :nxt) • 
skip layout: 
skp: (equal+ char+ new line char., nextchar, :skp;). 
rq + x: 
equal+ symb + x., incr + pin, 
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(equal+ pin+ xin, next symbol, put+ inpt +pin+ symb, 
incr + xin; 
get+ inpt +pin+ symb). 
identifier+ x: 
less+ symb + 20000., make+ x + symb., rq + x. 
initialise for reading: 
nextchar, initialize chain adm, initialize text adm, 
make+ xin + min inpt., make+ pin+ xin, nextsymbol, put+ inpt + 
pin+ symb. 
The pointer pin serves as reading pointer, xin indicates up to what 
index the inputarray has been filled with symbol-keys. In next syrriboZ, a 
multiple of10000is added to some keys as a type-indication, allowing dis-
crimination between, e.g., tags and bolds. By means of rq, one can ask 
whether the current symbol (kept in syrrib), is equal to a given symbol, 
while identifier returns true only if the current symbol is a tag. A 
restoring parser can now work on the basis of this input administration. 
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3.6 Reading declarers. 
We will now show how to recognize declarers not unlike those of 
ALGOL 68. During recognition of a declarer, some (head.,tail) pairs may be 
added to the worktable (3.2), and the mode of the declarer is represented 
by the index of one such pair. 
-Letµ stand for a declarer,µ for its index, T for a tag, T for its 
key. 
int gives an index to ( 0, int) 
real gives 
longµ gives (long, ii) 
ref µ gives (ref, ii) and 
struct (µ 1T1, µ2T2 , ••. , µnTn) gives 
0 /\':t 0 
(struct, v , ) ( , ) . ·) , D) 
(µ1,T1) iT2) ... (µn,Tn) 
In adding a pair to the worktable,,we take care that no two copies of a 
pair are ever inserted: in adding a pair that was already there, the index 
of the old copy is obtained. This implies that equivalent modes automati-
cally get equal indices. 
'action' add to decl. 
'pointer' pdecl. 
declarer+ mode: 
primitive declarator+ rµode; 
long declarator+ mode; 
ref declarator+ mode; 
struct declarator+ mode. 
'restore' 
primitive declarator+ mode: 
rq + int, add to decl + 0 + int + mode; 
rq + real, add to decl + O +real+ mode. 
long declarator+ mode: 
rq + long, declarer+ mode, add to decl +long+ mode+ mode. 
ref declarator+ mode: 
rq + ref, declarer + mode, add to decl + ref + mode + mode. 
struct declarator+ mode: 
rq + struct, rq + open, fields+ mode, add to decl + struct + 
mode + mode. 
fields+ mode - m1 - m2: 
rq + close, make+ mode+ O; 
field + m1, fields + m2, add to decl + m1 + m2 + mode. 
field+ mode - tag: 
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declarer+ mode, identifier+ tag, add to decl +mode+ tag+ mode. 
'unrestore' 
add to decl + hd + tl + mode - oldp: 
already there + hd + tl + pd.eel + oldp, make + mode + oldp; 
make + oldp + pwork, insert 2 + hd + tl + pd.eel, make + mode + 
oldp. 
Note that for the declarators we want restoring parsers. Also note 
that affixes that have no defining occurrence, e.g. , int, real, long, 
etc,, are terminals, so that a representation for them has to be given as 
input to the resulting compiler. 
For already there and insert 2, see 3.2. 
3.7 Collecting defining occurrences. 
We will now show how to collect defining occurrences of identifiers. 
We assume the existence of a global pointer bZoaknurriber that is automatir 
cally updated by some other part of the compiler description. 
A defining occurrence of an identifier is an occurrence in a decla-
ration. For each defining occurrence we want to store its blocknumber and 
mode in the worktable. We will not allow an identirier to be defined twice 
in one block. 
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'global' 'pointer' bloclmurnber. 
'action' define identifier 
declaration - mode - idf: 
declarer+ mode, identifier+ idf, 
rep: (define identifier+ idf + mode, 
(rq + comma, 
(identifier+ idf, :rep; 
declarer+ mode, identifier+ idf, :rep; 
errormessage + incorrect declaration); 
rq + semicolon)). 
define identifier+ idf + mode - def - dumny: 
get defn + idf + def, 
(search 2 +def+ bloclmumber + dumny, errormessage + 
defined twice; 
insert 2 + def + blocknumber + mode, put defn + idf + def) • 
A more elaborate version of this last example can be found in [2]. 
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... [4, 1 GENERAL ENVIRONMENT) 
{4,1,1 INTERFACE WITH MACHINE) 
1 fXTERNAL' 1 ACTION• 
NEW PAGE,EXIT,PRSYN,CSVM, 
13 'EXTERNAL 11 POINTER 1 RESVM, 
14 1 MACRC 11 FLAG 1 
1; WAS LETTER='1•>9A 1 1'<36, 
16 ~AS LETG1T: 1 1•<36, 
17 WAS DIGIT ='1'<10, 
18 WAS SPECCH:'1'>63, 














1 MACRC 1 •POINTER' 




M•N LOC :500001,MAX 
M'N GL08:6 □ 0001,MAX 
MIN MACR:700001,~AX 
MIN TEXT:~00001,MAX 









33 TTAG [MIN TAG MAX TAG ), 
34 TaOLO[MIN 80LD MAX ROLD], 
3' TSPEC[MIN SPEC MAX SPECJ, 
36 TC:ONS[MIN CONS:r:AX CONS), 
3'/ LL.CC [MIN LOC :~IAX l.OC I, 
3B LGLCB[MIN GLoe:MAX GLOB], 
39 LTEXT[MIN TEXT:MAX TEXT], 
40 LMACR[MIN MACR:MAX MACR], 
41 1 MACR0 1 'FLAGI 
42 WAS TAG :MIN TAG '"LE"''1•~•1'<PTAG, 
43 WAS BOLD:~IN 80LD'"LE"''1'A'1 1 <PBOL0, 
44 W•S SPEC:MIN SPEC•"LE" 11 1•~'1'<PSPEC, 
























































Gf" T 1:, 3, : : , 1, [ , 2, ] , 
PtJT •'1'[ 1 2t];:131, 
MAKE: 1 1' := 1 2 1 , 
Sf:T :'1'::'2', 
MARK: 1 1 1 :=•'1', 











5!:l SIJ!HR: 1 3 1 ::•1•- 1 2•, 7 
5b AflDli•UL T: 1 4 • : : • 1 • 11, 2 • + • 3 •, 7 
57 D VREli:'3' :: 1 1• 1 •1• 11 2 1 1'4 1 :='1 1 • 1 2 1 • 1 3•, 7 
51:1 p~CK3= 14•:=( 11'•128+'2 1 )•1?8+ 13', 7 
59 UNPACK 3= • 2 1 : i:: • 1 1 • •I" • 16384: • 4' : = 1 1 '• 16384• • 2, l , 3 • : :1 • 4 • • 11 /11 • 128 J 1 4 • 1 •, 4, •128• • 31 , 7 
60 ?ACK2:'3•:=f!19?• 1 1 1 + 1 2 1 , , 7 
61 UtJPACK2:: 1 ?•::•l 1111 /"'8192;•3 1 ::•1••8192•'2', 7 
62 GET TAiL:'2 1 !:'1'•'1''"/"'ij192•8192, 7 
63 1:JCR :•1•:: 1 1 1 +1, 7 
64 Df'CR. ='1'="'1'•1, 
65 1 MACR0 1 'FLAG 1 
66 MARKE0:•1 1 <C, 
67 l.f.FT:ABS('1')<ABS('2'), 
6b l.~SS:'1'< 1 2', 
69 LSEQ: 1 1'S'2', 
70 CQUAL='1'= 1 2 1 , 
71 1 MACRC 1 •POINTER' 
72 FAl.SE: 1 "FALSE"', 
73 TRUE: "'TRUE" 1 , 
74 [OATA STRUCTURCS AND THEIR ACCESS] 
7~ 'MACRC 1 'ACTION' 
76 Gf.T NPARS: 1 2•;:TTAG[ 1 1 1 •8],PUT NPARS:TTAG[ 1 1••8Jli::•2 1 , 
77 GET MTEXT:'2 1 ::TTAG[ 1 1 1 •7],PUT MTEXT:TTAG[•1••7]1:•2•, 
78 GrT PLACE: 1 2•::TTAG['1 1 •6J,PUT PLACE:TTAG[•1••6J::•2 1 1 
79 GET 5TATE:'2':=TTAG('1'•5J,PUT STATE:TTAG[ 1 1'•5J::•2', 
80 GrT SOQT =•2•:=TTAG('1 1 •4),PUT so~T :TTAG(•1•-4J::•2•, 
81 G~T TYPE ='2 1 :=TTAG('l'-3],PUT TYPE =TTAG( 1 1 1 •3J:: 1 2 1 , 
b~ GF.T LEFT :'2 1 ::TTAG( 1 1'•2J,PUT LEFT :TTAG[ 1 1 1 •2]::121, 
8S GET RIGHT='2 1 :=TTAGt 1 1 1 •1],PUT RIGHT:TTAG['1'•1]:= 1 2', 
84 
8~ [4.1,4 POINTE~S ANO F~AGSJ 
86 1 r>OINTER 1 
87 P~AG 1 PBOLD,PSPEC,PCONS, 
88 P,.oc, PGL.OB, PT EXT, ?MACR, XL.CC. 
89 'FLAG' GIVE iEXT,GIVE TRACE,LEG16LE, 





































t 4. 2 .. OUTPUTJ 
98 [4,2.1. PRINTER SECTION] 
01 




103 WAS TAG +X,PRINT+TTAG +X; 
104 WAS BOLO+X,PRINT+TROLO+XJ 
105 WAS SPEC+X,PRINT+T~PEC+X; 















····················• .............................. . 
-116'.PRINT•LIST+Y•X•LX: 
117 MAKE+x+v,SPACE, 
118 RST: GET+LIST+X+LX, 
119 (MARKEO+LX,MARK+LX,PRINT1+LX;PRINT1+LX,INCR+X,IRST), 









. 128 MAKE+N+O, 
. 129 spc: LESS+N+X,SPACE, INCR+N,:SPCl 
130 T/18S+X-N: 
131 Mll~E+N•O, 
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133 NLCR: 
134 ~RSVM tNLCRCOOE,MAKE+POS+O, 
135 SHIFT 2 LINES•OLD POS: 











146 (4,2,2 TRACE ADMINISTRATION] 

















................................................................................ -148 UACE+X: 
29 
30 










... 158 .. 
159 
. MAKE+OLO POS+POS,NLCR,OUT+TEXT, 
















161 (4.2,3 CARO PUNCH SECTION] 34 
162 1 ACTIONIWRITE,WRITE 1 NT,WRITEINT1,PUNCH,PUNCH1,NEW CARO,TAB CARO,SPAC! CARO, 34 
163 PUCHAR, 
164 1 MACR0 1 'POINTER•. 
165 MAX CARD:72,DOLLAR COOE=133, 

















+X • EL: 
. WAS TAG. • X, PUNCH+ TTAG + XI 
WAS BOLD+ X, PUNCH+ TBOLD + Xl 
WAS SPEC+ X, PUNCH+ TSPEC + XI 






177 WRITE l~Tl+X•QUOT•REM: 
178 EQUAL+X+O; 
179 OtVREM+X+lO+OUOT+REM,WRITE INTl+QUOT,PUCHAR+REM, 
18n.PuNCM+LIST+v-x-Lx: 
181 MA~E+x+v, 
.. 182 RSTI GET+LIST+X+LX, 
183 (~ARKEO+LX,MARK+LX,PUNC~l+LXI 




188 NEW CARD: 
189 SPCI LSE:0 +CPOS + MAX CARD,CS'tM+SPAC·E~-OOE, I NCR+CPOS, lSPCI 
03 
19~. MAKE+CPOS+1,WRITE INT+CARO,CSYM+NLCR CODE,INCR+CARD,MAKE+CPOS+1, 
19~ TAB CARr.-SPCES-TBS: 
192 DIVREM+CPOS+8+~6S+SPCES, 
193 SPC: LESS+SPCES +8,SPACE CARO, INCR+SPCES ,:sPC; 










EQUAL+ X + NLCRCODE, NEW CARO; 
EQUAL+ X. TABCOOE, TAB c~Ro: 
EQUAL+ X + NIXl 
LESS+CPOS+MAX CARD,CSYM+X, INCR+CPOSI 
C~YM+DOLLARCOOE,CSvM+NLCRCOOE,MAKE+CPOS+l,PUCHAR+X, 
203 [4,2,4 RESULT AOMINISTRATIONJ 
2U4 IACTION'G,LINE UP,PUTABS,U,L,NEW LINf,BLANK LINE,TAB LINE, 
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,· 
.2P6_~PQl~TtR•_tNOENTATION •. 
207 G + x: 
208 ..... L.INE .UP, WRITE.+ X •. 
······················•···•···"·········•···•···••·········•··•·••··••·•········••················ . . ............. .. .................... . 
.................................................... 
209 LINE UPl 
-210 LINED UP; 
211 LEGl8LE,PUTABS+INOENTATION,SET+LINED UP+TRU£. 
- 212 PUTABS + N ~ N1: 
213 LSEQ + N + -Ol 
214 MAKE+ N1 + N,. OECR ·• N1, TAB CARD, PUTABS+ N1, · 
0 215 u• INCR + INDENTATION, 
-216 LJ DECR + INDENTATION, 
217 NEW LINE: 
218 ---· ··- LEGIBLE,LtNED UP,BLANK LINE, ... 
219 BLANIC LINf.l 
...... 220 NEW CARD, St:T .+ .LINED UP + FALSE, 
221 TAB LINE: 1.EGIBLE,TAB CARD. 
222 
223 




228 (4.3 1 NPUT] · 
229 'ACTICN' POST MORTEM, 
230 •i>OINTERt 
231 I. ~E,CHAR, INPT, 
232 
2j3 [4,3,1 READING CHARACTERS] 
234 1 ACTICN 1 NtXTCHAR,OISPLAV CHARACTER,NEXT NON SPACE CHAR, 
235 Lf.TTER+X: 
236 WAS LETTER+CHAR,MAKE+X+CHAR,NEXT NON SPACE CHAR, 
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.... 238 .. WAS LETGIT+CHAR,MAKE+X+CHAR,NEXT NON SPACE C~AR. 
239 OIGIT+X: 
24U WAS DIGIT +CHAR,MAKE+X+CHAR,NEXT NON SPACE CHAR, 




245 SPECCHAR + X: 
246 WAS SPECCH+CHAR,MA~E+X+CHAR,NEXT NON SPACE CHAR, 
247 NEXTCHAR: 
248 DISPLAY CHARACTER,MAKE +CHAR+ RESYM, 
249 DISPLAY CHARACTER: 
250 EOUAL+CHAR+NLCRCOOE,INCR+LINE, 
2~1 (GIVE TEX-,POSITION+133,0UTINT1+CARO, 
252 POSITION+48,0UT'NT1+LINE,POSITION+52; ); 
2~3 GIVE TEXT,?RCHAR+CHARJ 
2~4 NEXT .NON SPACE CHAR: 
2~5 CHR: NEXTCHAR, 
2::i6 (EQUAL+CHAR+SPACECOOE,:CHRl ) . 
257 LAYOUT SYMBOL: 
................. 258 EQUAL+ C~AR + SPACECOOE; 
2::i9 EQUAL+ CHAR+ NLCRCOOE: 
260 EOvAL +CHAR+ TABCODE . 
26:. 
262 [4,3,2 TAG SYMBOLS] 
203 •ACTICN 1 S~ACK TAG,EMTER TAG,RESERVE ADM!N SPACE, 
READ TAG+ X • T •Tl• T2 • T3 • T4: 
LETTER+Tl,MAKE+X+PTAG, 
NXT: (LETGIT + T2, 
















PACK3 + Tl + T2 • T3 ·+ T, lLST) I 
PACK3 + Tl + T2 + NIX + T, : L.ST) I 
PACK3 +Tl+ NIX+ NIX ♦ T, 
LST: MARK+ T, STACK TAG+ T), 
STACK TAG+ XI 






























































ERROR+ TAG FULL+O,POST MORTEM,EXIT,· 
ENTER TAG~ X • Y • X1 • Y1 • WX ~ WYI 
MAKE+ Y + FIRST TAG, 
NXY! MAKE+ X1 + X, MAKE+ Yl + y, 
Nxw: GET+TTAG+X1+WX,GET+TTAG+Y1+WY, 
(EQUAL+ WX + WY, 
(MARKED+ WX, 
0:5 




(EQUAL+\1/Y+Q,PUT LEFT+V+X,RESERVE ADMIN SPACEJ 
MAl<E+Y+'IIY,!NXY)J 
GET RIGtH+Y+wv, 


















AOMIN SPACE: 73 
A0D+PTAG+8+PTAG,LESS+PTAG+MAX TAG,PUT NPARS+PTAG+999, 73 
PUT MTEXT+PTAG+O,PuT PLACE+PTAG•O,PUT STATE+PTAG+O,PUT SORT+PTA~+O, 73 
PUT TYrE+P~AG+O,PUT LErT+PTAG+O,PUT RIGHT+PTAG+O; 73 
ERRO~+TAG FULL+O,PnST ~O~TEM,EXIT, 

































RST: (ACCENT,PACK3+Dl+NIX+NIX+O,MARK+O,STACK 80LD+OJ 
80LDCHAR+n2, 





LSEQ + PBOLO + MAX BOLO, PUT+ TBOLD + PBOLD • X, INCR+PBOLO; 
ERROR+ BOLD FULL+O,POST MORTEM,EXIT, 
ENTER BOLD+ X • V • Xl - Y1 • WX • WY: 
MAKE+Y+MIN BOLO, 
Nxv: MAKE+ Xl + X, MAKE+ Yl. Y, 
Nxw: GET+TeOLD+X1+'11X,G~T+TBOLD+Y1+Wv, 




I NCR+X:!, 1 NCR+Y1,: NXW); 
SKPl MARKED+ WY, M.~KE + Y + Yl, INCR + V, lNXYI 
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325 [4,3,4 SPECIAL SYMBOLS] 





















STACK SPEC+ Xl 
LSEQ + PSPEC + MAX SPEC, PUT+ TSPEC .+ PSPEC ♦ X, INCR+PSPECJ 
ERROR+ SPEC FULL+O,POST MORTEM,EXIT, 
ENTER SPEC+ X • Y • WX • WY: 
MAKE+Y+MIN SPEC,GET+TSPEC+X+WX, 
Nxv: GET+TSPEC+v+wv, 
(EQUAL+ WX + wv, 
(EQUAL+V+XI 
MAKE+PSPEC+X,MAKE+X+Y)J 
!NCR + Y , lNXY), 
. 340 l4.3,5 .CONSTANTS] 
341 1 ACTION'STACK CONS,ENTER CONS, 




346 s•ACIC CONS+ x: 
D • s: 
D, MAKE+ S 
(DIGl1' • 0, 
MAKE+ X • 
• 0, 
AOOMULT + S + 10 + 0 + S,:RST; 
?CONS, STACK CONS+ S), 
347 LSEQ + pCQNS + MAX CoNS,PUT + TCONS ~ ?CONS+ X, INCR + PCONSJ 




ENTER CONS+ X • Y - S • T: 




. - 356 
GET+ TCONS + X + S, MAKE+ Y··• MIN CONS, 
NXT: GET+ TCONS + Y + T, 
( EOUAL + S ·+ T, 
(EQUAL.+ X + v; 
MAKE+ PCONS ·• X, MAKE·+ X + Y);. 
!NCR+ v, :NXT), 
3!:>7 [4,3,6 INPUT ADMINISTRATION] 
358 'ACTICNlfNITIAl.lZE FOR READING,NEX~ SYMBOL.,REAO, 
3!:>9 l~ITIAl.lZE FOR READING: 
36~· MAKE+~IVE TEXT+FALSE,MAKE+PCONS+MIN CONS, 
36: MAKE+PTAG+MIN TAG,MAKE+P60LO+MIN BOLO,MAKE +PSPEC+MIN SPEC,MAKE+LINE+0, 
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363 IS TAG + Xl WAS TAG+ INPT, MAKE+ X + INPT, NEXT SV_MBOL. 
364 .IS BOL.Q+x:WAS BOLD+INPT,MAKE+X+INPT,NEXT. SYMBOL. 
365 IS CONS+ XI WAS CONS+ INPT, MAKE+ X + INPT, NEXT SYMBOL. 
366 R +. x: .AHEAO + X, NEXT SYMBOL, 
367 AHEAD+ Xt EQUAL+ INPT + X, 
368 NEXT SYMBOL.I 
369 REAO+INPT, 
370 REAO+X: 
371 SKP: LAYOUT SyMBOL.,NEXTCHAR,:SKP; 
372- -~EAD TAG +X,ENTER TAG+XI 
373. READ BOLD+X,ENTER BOLD+X; 
374 READ srEC+X,ENTER SPEC+x; 
375 READ CONS+X,ENTER CONS+X; . 








[A,4 COMPILER COMPLLER To AL.GOL60J 
•FLAG 1 G1Vt RSTO,ADVANCED, 






[4.4,1 AUXILJARY ACTIONSJ 
'ACTION' 
FORG!T LOCALS,WARN,ENTER L.6CAL,ENTER GL.OBAL,ENTER MACRO,ENTER ·TEXT, 
ADD PLACE,REPLACE .. 
390 ADO PLACE+TAG•H•K•QI 
391 GET PLACE+TAG+H, 
392 . (EQUAL+ H + 0, REPLACE+ TAG+ HI 
03 





Rf PLACE +TAG+ H: 
PUT PL.ACE+TAG+PTEXT, 
· (EQUAL+H•O,ENTER TEXT+LINE; 
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398 FORGET ~OCALS•LOC: 
J99 RST: EOUAL+PLOC+MIN LOC: \ 
40,, OECR~PLOC,GET+LLOC+PLOC+LOC,WARN+LOC, 











407 ENTER LOCAL+ HEAD: 
408 · LSEQ + PLOC,+ MAX LOC, PUT+ LLCC + PLOC + H!AD, · INCR + PLOC~ 
409 (LSEQ • PLOC + XLOCl MAKE+ XLOC + PLOC)I 
410 ERROR+ LOC FULL+O,POST MORTEM,E~IT, 
41: ENTER GLOBAL+ HEAD: 
03· 
412 LSEC + pGLOB + MAX GLOB, PUT+ LGLOB + PGLOB + HEAD,-~NCR + PGLOII 
413 ERROR+ GLOB FULLtO,POST MORTEM,EXIT, 
414 ENTER MACRO+ HEAD: 
415 LSEQ + PMACR + MAX MACR, PUT + L~ACR + PMAC:R + HEAD, •I NCR + PMACIU 
416 ERROR+ M4CR FULL+O,POST MORTEM,EXIT, 
417 ENTER TExT + x: 
418 LSEC + PTEXT + MAX TEXT, PUT+ LTEXT + PTEXT + X, INCR- ♦ PTEXTI 
419 ER~OR + TEXT FULL+O,POST MORTEM,EXIT~ 







DEFINE ACTION,DEFINE LABEL,DEFINE PREDICAT~,DEFINE AFFIX,APPLV ACTION, 
APPLY LABEL,REDEFINE,NEW PLACE,NEW NPARS,APPLY,APPLY PREDICATE,-
425 DEFINE ACTICN+HEAD: 
426 REDEFINE+HEAD+OEFiNED+GLOBAL+ACTION,-
427 DEFINE PREDICATE+HEAD: . 
428 REOEFINE+HEAD+OEFINEO+GLOBAL+PRF.DICATE, 
429 DEFINE· AFFIX+HEAD: 
43:: REOEF1NE~HEAO+OEF1~ED+LOCAL+P01NTER, 
43: Of.FINE LABEL+LAB: 
432 WAS TAG +LA6,REOEF1NE+LAa+DEFINED+LOCAL+LABELJ 
4J3 WAS CONS+LAB, 
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.. 436 APPLY PREDICATE+HEAO: 
437 REOEFINE+HEAO+APPLIEO+GLOBAL+PREOICATE, 
4j8 APPLY LABEL+LAB: 
439 WAS TAG +LAB,REDEFtNE+LAB+APPLl~O+LOCAL+LABELl 
44U WAS CONS+LA6, 
44: APPLY+X: 
442 NEW PLACE+X,TRY STATE+X+APPLIEO, 
443 REDEFtNE+X+NSTATE+NSORT+NTYPE•OLO POS: 
444 REDEFINEl+X+NSTATE+NSORT+NTYPE,NEW PLACE+XJ 
445 .AKE+OLO PCS +POS,NLCR,OUT+X IMPOSSIBLE, INFORM+X, 
446 OUT+NSTATE,OUT+NSQRT,OUT+NTYPE,POSITION+OLO POS, 
447 REOEFINE1•X+~STATE•NSORT+NTYPE: 
448 TRY TyPE+X+NTYPE,TRY SORT+X+NSORT, 
TRY STATE+X+NSTATE, 





GET STATE+X•Q,EQUAL+Q+Q,pUT STATE+X+Sl 





EC-l'JAL+S+OEF I lliED,·PUT STATE+X+BLANK) J 
EQUAL+Q+BLANK ,EGUAL+S+APPLIEO, 
456 TRY SORT+X+P•Q: 
4~7 GET SORT+X•O,EQUAL+O+O,PUT SORT+X+P, 
458 . ( EGllAL+P•L'iCAL, E;~TER LOCAL+X l 
459 EQUAL•P+GLOBAL,ENTER GLOBAL+Xl 
460 EOUAL+P+MACRC,ENTER GLOBAL+X); 
461 EGUAL+P•O, 
462 TRY TYPE+X+P•Q: 
463 GF.T TYPE+X+Q~EQUAL•O+O,PUT TYPE+X+Pl • 
464 ·. EQUAL+P+Q, 
465 NFW PLACE•X•SOPT: 
466 GET SORT+X+SORT,EQUAL+SORT+LOCALI ADD PLACE+X, 
467 NEW NPAP.S•X+P•Q: 
468 GET ~PARS•X+Q,EQUAL+Q+P; 
469 EOUAL+Q•999,PUT NPARS•X+PJ 
4/0 ~F~O~+WRONG NUMBER OF PARAMETERS+X, 
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EQVAL+T+PO·I NTER l 
EQUAl.,+T+Fl.AGl 
EQVAL+T+LIST, 
477 WAS MACRO+HEAO-s: 
.................. 47 8 . GET SORT+HEAO+S, EQUAL+S+MACRO, 
479 WAS PARAMLESS MACRO+HEAD! 
460 WAS TA~+HEAD,WAS MACRO+HtAO,WAS AFFIX+HEAD~· 
.48: 
. 482 (4,4,3 SPECIFICATIONS] 









488 EXTERNAL SPECIFICAT:ON•TYPE! 
489 R•EXTERNAL, IS TYPE+TYPE, 










TREAT SPEC LIST+DEFINED+GLOBAL+TVPE, 
495 TREAT SPEC LlST+STATE+SORT+TYPE•HtAO! 
. 496 NXT! IS TAG+HEAD,REDEFINE+HEAD+STATE+SORT+TyPE, 
497 (R+COMMA,lNXTJSHIF~21.INES,R+POINT), 
-498 INTERNAL SPECIFICATION-TYPE! 
499 IS TYPE Or l.OCAL+TYPE,TREAT SPEC LIST+APPLIEO+Gl.06AL+TYPE, 
500 IS TYPE OF LOCAL+X:MAKE+X+tNPT, 
501 R+ACTION; 
502 R+PREDICATE, 
503 MACRO SPEClrlCATION•TVPE•HEADl 
504 R~MACRO,IS TYPE+TVPE, 
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. .......................... 506 ... (R+COMM.A, :NXTJSHIFT2LINES,R+POtNT),. 
507 READ ~ACRO+HEAD-x: 
508. PUT MTEXT+HEAD+PMACR, 
509. NXTI (AHEAD+ POINT, EN~ER MACRO+ POINTJ. 
510 AHEAD+ COMMA, ENTER MACRO+ POINTJ 
511 IS TAG+X,TRY STATE+XtAPPLIEO, , 
• ENTER MACRO+x,:NXTJ 512 ENTER MACRO• INPT, NEXT SYMBOL, :NXT)~ 
513 
514 [4,4,4 DECLARATIONS] 
515 1 ACTION 1 TREAT DECL LISt,CONSTANT TEXT, 
516 'ACTION'PUT PARAMLESS MACRO, 
517 DECLARATION: 
518 POINTER DECLARATIONl 
.................................. 519 l"LA(i DECLARATION; 
52~ LIST DECLARATION, 
521 POINTER DECLARATION: 
522 q+POINTER,TREAT DECL LIST+Q IN.TEGER+POINTER, 
.. 523 TREAT OECL LIST+ALGOLTYPE+TYPE•HEAD: 
524 BLANK LINE,G+ALGOLTYPE, 
525 NXT: IS TAG+"EAD,REDEFINE+HEAD+DEFINF.O+GLOBAL+TYPE,G+HEAD, 
526 (R+COMMA,G+Co,~A,:NXTJ 
. 527 SH!FT2LINF.S,R+POINT,G+SEMICOLON), 
528 FLAG DECLARATION: 
529 R•FLAG,TREAT DEC~ LIST+Q BOOLEAN+FLAG, 
530 LIST OECLARATION-~EAOI 
531 R+LIST,8LANK LINE,G+Q !NTEGER,G+Q.ARRAY,U, 
532 
, .................... 














538 CrNSTANT TEXT - SYMB: 
539, NXT: IS TAG•+ SYMB,APPLv+SYMB, 
54J (fAS PARAMLESS MACRO+SY~B,PUT PARAMLESS MACRO+SYMB,INXTJ 
54: G + SYMB, :NXT); 
542 IS CONS + SYMB, G + SYMB, :NXT; 
I 
I l ; 134 :~ 135 
135 I 135 I 
135 
I 135 . 135 I 135 
136 I 
I 
136 I ;; 136 .....? ~. 
137 I 
137 i 
137 I .. 
137 i 138 i 
I 
138 I:: f 
139 ~ 
139 I 139 i 139 i 
I 
139 I 140 I 
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R + PLUS, G +: PLUS. :NXT; 





546 [4,4,5 AFFIX EXPRESSIONS] 143 
547 'ACTICN'PUTAFFIX EXPRESSION,PUT OIRECT,APFIX PACK OPTION,TREAT A'FIX,PUT SINGLE, 14J 
548 PUT PARAMLESS MACRO,PUT MACRO,GET PARAMETERS,GET PAR,pUT PAR, 
.. 549 PUT 
55:: 
AFFIX EXPRESSION+HEAD: 
TRY SORT+HEAD+GLOBAL,PU~ OIRECT•HEAD;_ 
TRY SORT+HEAO+MACRO, 55 .. 
552 
553 
(WAS ACTION+HEAO,PUT MAr.RO+HEADI 
G+OPEN,PUT MACRO+HEAO,G+CLCSE), 
554 PUT OIRECT+HEAO-NPARS: 
555 MAKE+NPARS+O,G+HEAO,AFFIX PACK CPTICN+NPARS,NEW NPARS+HEAD+NPA~S. 
556 AFPIX PACK OPTION+NPARS: 
557 R • PLUS, G • OP.EN, TREAT AFFIX, 
558 RST: (!NCR+NPARS,R+PLUS,G+COMMA,TREAT AFFIX,:RSTJ 
559 G + CLOSE); 
56Q TREAT Aff!X • AFFX: 
56: IS TAG+ AFFX, PUT SINGLE+ AFFX,APPLV+AffXJ 
~62 IS BOL~+AFFX,G+SrR1NGOUOTE,G+AFFX,G+STRINGQUOTE; 
563 IS CONS+ AffX, G + AFFX; 





















PUT SINGLE➔ Xl 
WAS AFFIX+t, 
(WAS MACRO+X,PUT PARAMLESS ~ACRO•X; G+X)~ 
·REOEFl~E•X+APPLIEO+GLOBAL+POINT~R,G+X, 
PUT PARAMLESS MACRO+V•X•M: 
GET MTEXT+Y+X,NEW NPARS+V+O, 
-NXTl. INCR + X, GET+ LMACR +· X + M, 
IEOUAL + M ~ POl~Tl G + M, :NX'I'). 
PUT MAC~O+X•P1•P2•P3•P4•P5•0-M•NPARSI 
MAKE+NPARS+O,GET MTEXT+X+Q, 
GET PARAMETERS+NPARS+P1+P2~P3+P4+P5, N~W NPARS+X+NPARS, 
NXT: I NC.R + Q, C,ET + LMACR + Q + M, 





EQUAL+M+FouR ,PUT PAR+P4+4,:NXTl 
EQUAL+M+FlvE ,~UT PAR+P5+5,INXTI 
· WAS PARAMLESS MACRO+M,PUT PARAML!SS MAC.RO+M,INXTI 
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~85. GET P~RAMETERS+P+P1+Pi+P3+P4+P5: 
5ij6 GET PAR+P+P1,GET PAR+P+P2,GET PAR+P+P3,GET PA~+P+P4,GET PAR+P+P5, 
587 G!':T IIAR+p+)C: 
568 . R+PL.US, I NCR+P, 
569. (IS TAG+X,APPLV+XI IS CCNS+X)l 






PUT ·PAR + X + V: 
WAS CONS+X,G+~; 
EQUAL+X+X PARAMETER ERROR,ERROR+X+Vi 
WAS BOLO+X,G+STRINGQUOTE,G+X,G+STRINGQUOTEJ 
PUT SINGLE+ X, 






'ACTICN' PUT CONNECT ANO,PUT CONNECT OR,ENO JUMP,ENO L.~8EL,LOST LABEL,PUT INIT, 
PUT RESTORE,FRESH LABEL,TR1JE RESULT,FAL~E RESUtT,PUT JUMP,PUT LABEL,SE~ICOL, 
egGIN,ENoeR,BECOMES, 
PUT CONNECT ANO: 





AOVANCEO,ERROR+POSSIBLV 9ACKTRACK NECEiSARy+O,PUT JUMP+O,INCR+TO L.CSTJ 
PUT JUMP+CUR LAS, INCR+TO NEXT, 
605 PUT.CCNNECT OR: 
606 AHEAO+SEMICOLON,PUT RESTORE,FRE~H LABEL, 
607 (EQUAL+TO NEXT+d,ERROR~ALTERNATIVE NEVER REACHE~+QJ. 
608 AHEAO+CLOSE, 
6~9 (EQUAL+TO NEXT+O; 
610 PUT LABEL+CUR LAB,FRES~ LABEL, 
611 (GIVE RSTOIPUT JUMP+O,INCR+TO LOST)); 
612 PUT R~STORE,LOST LABE~. '. 
613 LOST LABEL.I 
614 EQUAL+TO LOST+O, 
615~ (EQUAL+TO 
616 PUT LABEL+O,FALSE 
617 ENO LABEL! 
NEXT+O:FALSE RESULT)J 
RESUL.T, 
618 EQUAL+TO ENO+Q;PUT LA8EL+999, 
619 ENO JUMP: 
62J. EQUAL+INPT+POINT,EQUAL+~O LOST+O,EQUAL+TO NEXT+O; 
621 PUT JUMP+999, INCR+TO ENO, 
622 Pl,,IT .!NIT: 
623 GIVE WSTO,G+INIT ~ESTORE; 

















































































.. EQUAL+TO NEXT+OJ .. 
PUT LABEL+CUR iAB, 
(GIVE RSTO,G+OO RESTORE: ), . 
628 F'RESI-I I.ABEL: 
.......... 629 MAKE•C:UR LAB+NEW LAB, INCR+NEW LAB, 
630 TRUE RESULT: 
, 63: WAS AC:TION+HANDLE; 
632 G+HANOLE,BECOMES,G+Q TR~E,SEMICCL, 
6J3 F'ALSE RESULT: · 
634 WAS ACTION+HANDLE; 
635.. G+HANOLE,BECOMES,G+Q F'ALSE,SEMICOL, 
636 PUT JUMP+ LAB: 
637 G+Q GOT01 G + LAB, G + SEMICOLON, NEW Ll~E,APPLY LABEl,.+LAB, · 
638 PUT LABEL+ LAB: 
639 NEW LINE,L1G+LAB,G+COLON,U,DEFINE LABEL+LAB,TAB LINE. 
640 SEMICOL: G+SEMICOLON, 
641 BECOf,IES: 
6~2 G+COLON,G+EOUALS, 
.64i BEGIN: NEW LINE, G + Q BEG1N,U,TAB LINE• 






















645 · 170 
646 [4.4.7 GENERAL FORM OF A RULE] 171 
647 1 AC:TION 1 0PTIONAL BOUND AFF1XES,REST BOUND AF'FIXES,OPT!ONAL FREE AF'FIX!S,RESTLHS, 







LEFT ~ANO SIDE: 
IS TAG+HANOLE,BLANK LINE,~AKE+BOUNDi+O,MAKE+SPECX+O, 
(WAS ACTION•HA~DLE,DEFtNE ACTION+HANOLE,REST LHS; 
· · G+Q BOOLEA~,OEF'INE PREOICATE+HANOLE,REST LHS), 
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······························· ·····················656 .: .... G•Q-PROCEDURE,G+HANDLE,OPTLONAL BOUND AFFIXES,NEW NPARS•HANOL!•!OUNOX, 
657 SEMI COL, . 
658 .OPTIONAL BOUND AFFIXES•AFFx: 
659 BOUND AFFIX1•AF'F'X,G+OPEN,G+AFF'X,REST BOUND AFFIXES! 
·············· .......................................... 660 eou~1D AFFIX2+AFF'X,G+OPEN,G+AFFX,REST BOUND AFFIXi:S,G+AFF'XI 
.......... ,, ......... ····················· ··•·········•·•·········· 
··••· ....... ,. .......... . 
BOUND AFFIXES-AF'F'X: 60:i. REST 
662 BOUND AFF1xl+AF'F'X,G+COMMA,G+AF'F'X,REST BOUND AFF'IXESI 
663 
664 
BOUND AFFtX2+AFFX,G+COMMA,G+AFFX,REST BOUND AFFIXES,G+AFFX,OECR+SPECX, 
CEQUAL+SPECX+O;G+COMMA)J 
665 G+CLOSE, 
666 (EQUAL+SPECX+O;SEMICOL,~+Q INTEGER), 
667 BOUND AFFIX1•AF'FX: 
668 R+TIMES,IS TAG+AF'Fx, 
DEFINE AFFIX+AFFX,INCR+BOUNDX, 
669 BCUNO AFFIX2+AFFX: 
670 R~PLUS , IS TAG+AF'FX, 
DEFINE AFFIX+AFFX,INCR+BOUNDX,INCR+SPECX, 
671 MIDDLE! 
672 BEGIN, OPTIONAL FREE AFFIXES, R + COLON,PUT INIT, 
073 OPTIQNAL FREE AFFIXES• AFFX: 
. 674 R + MINUS, G + Q INTEGER, 
675 F'l"X: IS TAG + Af'FX 1 
676 
677 
G + AFFX, DEFINE AFFIX+ AF'PX, 
CR + MINUS, G + COMMA, :FFXI 
G + SEMICOLOll/)1 
678 RIG~T HANO SIDE: 
.......................................................................................................... 679. . .. MAKE•CUR i.AB+1,MAt<E+NEW 1.AS.2,MAKE+TO LOST+O,MAKE!+TO ENO+O, · 
680 NXT: ALTERNATIVE,PUT CO~NECT OR~ 
. 681. <R•SEMICOLON, :NXTl 
682 END LABEL,ENO BR,SEMICOL) • 
683 ALTERNATIVE-LAB-OLD NEXT:. 
684 MAKE•TO NEXT+O,SET+AOVANCED+F'ALSE, 
665 NXTI R+COMMA,INXTI 
666 R+COLON, IS TAG•LA8, 
PUT JUMP+LABl 





(GIVE RSTO,MAKE•TO NEXT•1JMAKE+TO N£XT+OLO NEXT)! 
MEMBER,:NXTl 
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....................................... 692 .. 
693 
... 694 .... 
. . 
26 
.MAK!+LAB+CUR .. LAB,BEGIN,PUT INIT,F~!SH. LABEL, 
NXTl ALTERNATIVE,PUT CONNECT OR, • 
(R+SEMICOLON,INXTJENOBR,SEMICOL,MAKE+CUR LAB+LAB), 
695 MEMBER•HEAOI 
696 IS TAG+HEAD,APPLY+HEA0, 
697 . (R+COLON,PUT LABEL+HEAOI 
698 TRY T~PE+HEA0+PRE01CATE~ 
O!S 
699 G+QIF,G+NOT,PUT AFFIX EXPRESSION+HEAO,G+Q ·THEN, 
700 PUT CONNECT AND,SET+AOVANCEO+TRUEJ 
70! TRY 1'VPE+HEA0+.FLAG, . 
702............ G•OIF,G+NOT,.PUT AFFIX EXPRESSIOl'l+HEA0 1 G•Q THEN,· 
703 PUT CONNECT ANDJ 
704 TRY TVPE+HEAO+ACTION, 
705 PUT AFFIX EXPRE~SION+HEAD,SEMICOL), 
.............. .......... . ..................................... 706 
707 [4,4,8 OTHER BUILDING STONES OF A GRAMMAR] 




..... 712 . 
713 











.......................................................................... , ................................ 723 
724 
R+RSTO ON,SET+GIVE RSTO•TRUE; 
R+RSTO OFF,SET+GIVE RSTO+FALSE: 
~+SHORT;MAKE+LEGiBLE+FALSEJ 
R6 L0NG,MAKE+LEGIBLE+TRUE; 
R + TRACE ON, SET+ GIVE TRACE+ TRUE; 
R + TRACE OFF, SET+ GIVE TRACE+ FALSE, 
R+SUB,BLANK LINE,G+Q toMNENT, 
RST: (R + eus, G +SEMICOLON;. 
G+INPT,READ+~NPT,:RST), 
SVr-'BOL-HEAD: 
R+RESULT, IS TAG+HEA0, 
NEW PAGE, 
(TRY TYPE+HEAO+ACT~ON,APPLY ACTION+HEAO,TERMINALS,G+HEACJ 
APPLY PRE~ICATE+HEAD,TF.RMINA~S,G+HEAO), 
.. -725 SKIP, UNTIL POINT: 
726 NXTI ERROR+ SKIPPlD + INPT, 






































7~9 (4,4,9. TERMINALS] 190 
73U •·icr10N• ~ERMINALS,FORGET GLOBALS,MAV BF. TE~MINAL,PUT OECL,FORGET TERMINALS, 190 
731 PUT CALL, 
732 TERMINALS: 
733 . . Bl.'ANI< LI NE, FORGET GLOBALS, NEW LI NE, EQUAL;+PLOC:+M IN LOCJ 
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............ ' ., ......... . 
735 .... 
736 
. 21 ..... . 
. BLANK LINE, G + INIT READ, G + SEMICOLON, NEW LINE, 
BLANK LINE,FORGET TERMINALS,NEW LINE,BLANK LINE, 
.737 FORGET GLOBALS•P•TERM: 
738 MAKE+P+MIN GLOB,MAKE+PLOC+MIN LCC, 
739 NXT: EQUAL + P • PGLOB; . 
740 GET+LGLOB+P+TERM,MAv_BE TERMINAL+TERM,l~CR+P,:NXT, 
741 MAY BE TERMINAL+X: 
742 WAS TERMINAL+X,PUT DECL+X,ENTER LOCAL+Xl 
743 WARN+X, 
744 WAS TER~INAL+x-si 
745 . GET STATE+X+S,ECUAL+S+APPLIED, 
746 GET SORT +X+S,EQUAL+S+GLOBAL, 
747 GET TYPE+X+S,EQUAL+S+POINTER, 
748 PUT OECL + XI 
749 NEW LINE,G+Q INTEGER,G+X,G+SEMICOLON,POSITION+64,INFORM+X, 
7~0 FORGET ~ERMINALS•P•TERM: 
7~1 MAKE+P+MIN LOC, 
752 NXTI EOUAL+P+PLOC; 
753 GET+LLOC+P+TERM,PUT CALL+X REAO+TERM, INCR+P,:NXT, 
754 PUT CALL +PROC + x: 
05 
7~5 NEW LINE, G + PROC, G + OPEN, G + X, G + CLOSE, G + StMICOLON, 
7~6 
757 [4,4,10 POST MORTEM] 
7~8 'ACTICN'POST MORTEM,OICTIONARY,LIST TAG~,ENTRIES, 
~~9 POST ~ORTEM: 
760 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN TAG ,OUTINT+PT~G ,OUTINT+MAX TAG, 
761 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN BOLO,OUT!NT+PBOLO,OUTINT+MAX BOLO, 
762 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN SPEC,OUTINT+PSPEC,OUTINT+MAX SPEC, 
763 N~CR,OUTINT+MIN CONS,OUT!NT+PCO~S,OUTINT+MAX CONS, 
764 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN Loe ,OUTINT+XLOC ,CUTINT+MAX LOC , 
765 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN GLnB,OuT1NT+PGL06,0UTINT+MAX GLOB, 
766 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN MAcR,OuT1NT+PMACR,OUTINT+MAX MACR, 
767 NLCR,OUTINT+MIN TEXT,OUTINT+PTEXT,OUTINT+MAX TEXT, 
768 NLCR,OUTINT+LINE,OiJTINT+CARO,NLCR,NLCR,NLCR,OICTIONARY, 
769 O!CTIONARYI 
77C LIST TAGS+ rlRST TAG, 
771 LIST TAGS+~• P•STATE•SORT•TYPE: 
712 EQUAL+ X • O; 
773 GET LEFT•X•P,LIST TAGS.P, 


















































































__ 785 [4.5, HEART OF COMPILER COMPILER] 
786 •ACTION 1 SE~TE~CE,START SVSTEN,COMPILER DESCRIPTION. 
787 •POINTER• !NIT RESTORE,00 RESTORE,XREAD,XOUT,INIT REAO,TITLE. 
788 SENT[NCE: 
789 START SYSTEM, BLANK LINE, 
790 BEGIN,COMP,1.ER DESCRIPTION,ENOBR, 













SET+GIVERS•o+FAI.SE,SET+GIVE TRACE+FALSE,SET+GIVE TEXT+TRUE, 














N)(TI SFECIF'ICATION, HlXTl 
DECLARAT'ON, :NXT; 
CCM~'.AND, : NXT; 
COr>WENT, : NXT l 
STARTING SYMBOL; 
RULE, lNXT; 
SIC IP UNT 11. PO I NT, . : NXT ,. 
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APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER TAGFULL ~ 
········"··· APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER 8OLOFULL-
~ APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER SPECFULL . APPLIED GLOBAL P01N,ER CONSFULL . APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER WRONGINPUTCOOE APPLIED GLOUAL POINTER BLANK 
I APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER LOCFULL . . APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER GLOeFULL 
I APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER MACRFULL APPL I ED GLOBAL p·o INTER TEXT FULL 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER OEF•NED I 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER GLOPAL I 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER ACTION fl 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER PREDICATE !Ii 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER LOCAL I 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER POl~TER "' i APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER LAB~L 
I APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER APPLIED APPLIED GLOdAL POINTER XIMPUSSIBLE 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER MACRO I APPLIE~ GLO~AL POINTER WRONGNUMBEROFPARAMETERS 
··•·••·"··············. APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER FLAG I APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER LIST APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER EXTERNAL APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER COMrA i. 
APPLlr.O GLOBAL POINTER POINT I APPLIED GLOdAL POINTER QINTEGE~ !l 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER SEMICOLON I APPLIE~ GLOBAL POINTER OBOt.LEAN 
···········•·••· APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER QARnAY I APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER SUB APPLIED GLOBAL POIN~ER COLON 
APPLIED GLOBAL POIN7ER BUS I APPLICC GLORAL POINTER PLUS 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER MINUS I APPLIED GLOUAL POINTER OPEN APPLIC~ GLOBAL POINTER CLO~E APPL CO GLOBAL POINTER STRINGQUOTE 
APPL Er GLOBAL POINTER WRONGAFFIX I APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER ONE APPL ED GLOBAL POINTrR TWO 
APPL CD GLOBAL POINTER THRF.E I 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER FOUR 
I 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER FIV• 
APP~ ED GLOBAL POINTfR XPARAMETERERROR 
APPLE~ GL03AL. POINTER POSSIBLYBACKTRACKNECESSARV 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER ALTF.RNATIVENEVERREACHEO I APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER QTRUE 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER QFALSE I 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER QGOTO I 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER EQUALS 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER OBEGIN 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER CENn 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER QPRr.CEDURE 
APPL ED GLOBAL POINTER TIMES 
APPL ED GLOBAL POIN,ER QIF 
APP~IED GLOBAL POINTER NOT 
APPLIED GLOBAL POIN,ER QTH~N 
APPLIED GLOdA~ POINTER RS,OON 
30:.171•198 C ,262J.17 KOSTER 30 
~ 
······"•·•""•···· ··························· ..... , .. , ......... . 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER RSTOOFF. 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER SHORT 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER LONG 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER TRA~EON 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER TRACEOFF 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER QCOffMENT 
APPL!EO GLOBAL POINTER RESULT 
APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER SKIPPED 
i 
05 
3C!l 71•19fo C 1262,h17 ICOSTER ········· ·············" ··· · ····31··· ·.· . 
,,. ............................ ., ............................... ·········· .. ·······•············ ·················•···· 
lOUOO:!. ~0'1890 110000 
.i:0 1'0(1.i. l)(l·'.:173 200600 •···· ...................... ··························· ·································· .... .............. ·1······· 
31)0 U l' 1 :rn n n a 300100 
,4Ql)OC1 400048 400300 
501 oi:::. !5 1)'10f.8 500200 
60'' 0 U l (,'1 .,~~-3 601000 
70flGC.i. 701;534 10•100 
eocoo~, 1111910 flQ4ll00 
eo9 ,1:.. 
··········· ................. ·········•····· ............................... ····•········ ····•···--······· 
ACCC MACRO POINTER 24~ 
ACCENT GLOBAL PReo1CATE 308 
ACT I Ct. APPLIED GLqBAL POINTER 723 
ADD t1ACRO ACT I ON 783 . 
ADD,'.UL T r1ACRO ACT I CJN 344 
IIODPL;.C~ GL06AL ACTION 466 
AOVAM,ED GL08AI,. FL.AG 7(10 
............. , ........... 
AFfl>'.PACi<OPTION GL.OeAI,. ACT I ON 556 
AHEAD GLCeAL PRE0 1CATE 608 
ALTERNA:'VENEVERREACHEO . APPLIED GL06Al. POINTER 607 
' ALTERNATIVE GLOeAL PREDICATE 693 
............... 
APPL I !::D APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER 7415· 
APPLYACT 1 0I\ GLOE'AL ACTION ·734 
APPLYLAi3£L GL08AL ACTION 637 
·············'•···•·•···• 
i\PPLYPRECICATE GLOeAL ACTION 724 
APPLY GLOeAL ACTION 696 
BECOl'I-ES GLC8Al. ACTION 641 
BEGllli GLOBAL ACTION 790 
81.ANl<LlllE GLOBAL. ACTION 791 
!LANI< ·APPL.'.Eti ~LOBAL POINTER 45~ 
l!OL.DChArl GL08Al. 'PREDICATE 309 
eoLDF\.LL APPL•1EO GL.08AL.POINTCR• 312 
eoL•11:n,..r;·, x 1 GLOBAL PRE0 1 CATE 66~ 
801,NC;.F'F' I X2 GLOBAL PREDICATE 669 
····•·"·''"'"'"""''"'"•"·••••n• •.. . ··•······· .... 
··• ···• .... ,.,. 
................................... 
24?. 20 
306 304 302 301 244 
704 501 491 472 435 426 
293 137 54 
56 
390 389 
684 603 383 
555 547 
606 510 509 367 366 
683 680 
568 511 499 455 453 452 
7?_3 434 423 
438 424 
436 424. 
589 561 539 441 ·424 
635 632 600 
692 672 ·643 600 
789 736 735 H3 717 652 
454 451 404 





451 442 439 437 
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BOUNDX GLOBAL POINTER .67-0 668 656 652' 384 
eus APPLIED GLOdAL POINTER 718 535 
CA!.D GL9BAL POINTER 797 768 251 190 166 
CHAR GLOBAL POINTER 376 3b2 260 259 2~8 256 253 250 2,48 246 244 243 242 240 238 236 231 
CHCICE GLOBAL PREDICATE 691 687 
CLCSf APPLIED ~LOBAL POINTER 755 687 665 608 559 5'3 
CCLOf'.. APPL!EO GLOBAL POINTER 697 686 -672 642 639 534 
co~ r1.A:,o GLOBAL ~REDl~ATE 803 709 
con,A APPLIED G~OBAL POINTF.R' 685 676 664 663 662 558 536 526 510 506 497 
COr,,t,'ENT GLOBAL PREDICATE 804 716 
COtPILERrESLRIPTtON GLOSAL. ACTION 800 790 786 
C01'SflJLL APPLIEC GLOBAL POINTER 348 
COI\S,. .. ~JT'fEXT GLOBAL ACT10N 538 534 533 515 
CF'CS GLOBAL PO I rnER 797 201 200 192 190 189 .166 
csvrv, GLOBAL. ACTION 201 200 190 189 12 
··············•····· 
CURL.Ce GLOBAL PO I tlTER 694 692 679 629 626 610 604 602 384 
CECL.ARA r, oi- GLOBAL. PREDICATE 802 517 
OECR MACRO ACTION 783 663 400 216 214 64 
OEf'll\;CACTICN GLOBAL ACTION 653 425 423 
... ············•"'"'" 
DEF 11\t;.MF IX GLOBAL ACT10N 675 670 668 429 423 
CEFINEO APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER 532 525 505 489 454 451 432 430 428 426 
CEF i NCLA!:EL GL.OBAL ACTION 639 431 423 
·········•·······•·•····· 
cc~ i l'i;;:P,1ED I CATE Gl.llE!AL ACTION 6!\4 427 423 
DI CT I i;N,,RV GLOBAL ACTION 769 768 758 
OIGIT GLOBAL PREDICATE 344 343 239 
CISPLAVC~A~ACTER GLOeAL. ACTION 249 248 234 
01 \<REIi. MACRO ACTION 192 179 176 125 115 112 57 
OOLLAF.COr.t: llACRO POINTER 201 16s; 
OOR£STME :GLOBAL POltJTER 793 787 627 
ENCBR. GLOeAL ACT I o·N 790 694 682 644 600 











E~TR 1 ES 
EQl A'...:: 
£QI.Al. 
E O<:i ::-17 
4'.:'1 ·11,;r1 







5B2 5B1 . 580 .. 
404 399 396 























c;LOBAL ACT I ON 
GLOBAL ACT I or1. 
GLOBAL. ACTION 
APPLIEC GLO~AL POINTtR 
MACRO FLAG 
579 578 577 
392 367 353 






APPLIEC GL0oAL POINT~R 
GLOBAi. ACTION 
r1ACR0 PO I N7ER 
GLOBAL POINTER 
APPL1EC Gl.08Al. POINTER 
GLCeAL PREDICATE 




APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER 




























































































798 795 715 712 711 6B4 360 220 72 
770 36?. 278 90 
582 
528 519 
701 529 494 475 
737 733 730 
6"i(J 398 388 
750 736 730 
581 
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GET MACRO ACTION . 751 753 740 576 57l, 400 39:S 351 350 334 333 323 316 280 · 182 171 118 
106 49 ··•················" ............. 
GEll.ErT MACRO .4:CTION 773 .. 286 82 
GETMTt::X':' .l'UC:RO .ACT ION 574 570 77 
GETNPARS 
~ 
MACRO ACT I ON .... . 468 76 
GEl PAf<Ai~£TEIUi --- GLOSAI. ACTION 565 575 548 
GElPU ··········•······" .GLOeAL ACT I ON. 587 586 548 
GETPLACC .................... MACRO ACT. I ON .. .. 780 391 .78 
GETRIGHT ............................ MACRO .ACT.I ON 778 289 83 
GE":-S01.T . . MACRO ACT I ON. 774 746 478. 466 4!57 153 so .. 
GETSTATC .................... .. ... f.1ACRO ACT l ON ...... · .. 774 745 450 403 153 79 
GE"'.TI•. I,. ................................ MACRO ACT l ON 393 62 
GETT"FE ................................................... MACRO ACT JON ............... . .... 774 747 .473 472 .. 463 153 . 8,1 · 
GI\IERSTO ............ GLOeAL Fl.AG .. 795 7:.1 710 688 627 623 611 602 383. 
GI\IETEXT ....................... GL.OeAI- FL.AG .......... 795 360 253 251 89 
GJVETRACE. ........... .. ........ GLOBAL f'L/\G ....... ,. .... 795. 715 714 149 89 
Gl.CBAL ............................................. AP·Pl. ! 1;;0 GI.OoAL. PO I.NTER . 746 568 550 532 525 499 489 .459 437 435 428 · 426 
GLCBf'l.ll.l. ......... .................. .. ......... APPL.I EP GL.0i3AI. PO INTER 413 
G . ·················••····•"''' .. GLOBAL ACT I ON 755 749 735 724 . 723 719 718 717 ·102 699 677 676 675 674 666 665 664 
663 662 660 659 656 654 644 <>43 642 640 639 637 635 C.32 627 62~ 594 592 584 572 568 567 563 562 '559 558 557 555 553 
544. 543 5112 541 .. 537 ........ 536 ..... 535 .... 534 .. 533 .... 532 531- 527 n6 525 524 2()7 204 
l'iAl'<Ol.E ................................... ........ . GLOBAL PO INTER .. 656 654 653 652 635 634 632 631 384 
1NCR ................................. .. MACRO ACT I ON 753 740 670 668 629 621 6.11 604 603 602 588 576 571 558 418 415 412 
4Ue 397 :!55 347 338 330 323 322 321 3:ll 285 275 250 215 200 :i.93 190 189 184 144 132 129 :!.19 63 
.................... 
INDENTA.'101\ GL06AL PIJ I ~JTER 799 216 215 211 206 
················•·•··· 
l NFCRJ,' GLOBAL ACTION 749 44~ :.57 152 l!H 149 147 
··············••,O••••"""'"''"' 
INITl~L,7EFU1<REAOJNG Gt.OBA!. ACTION 809 35() 358 
........ .,. 
INITR£AO Gl.OBAL PO I tJTER 794 787 735 734 
INITRCS":'CRE GLOBAL POINTER 793 787 623 
I l'IPT GLOBAL POINTER 799 726 719 620 512 500 490 369 367 365 364 363 231 
.I 
1 NTEq~,L~PECIFICAT!ON GLOBAL PREDICATE 498 486 
1seo1.c . GLC8AL pR!DtCATE 562 364 
·. I i: ::::: 191 • 12• -,• :17 ••~,c•: ~.:;;~L :. •• ;c;T; n . 5 8 9 -::: ,,; -:~. : . · : ···· ·· ·· °' I 
, sTAG ··· · ···· ··· ·· ············ ·············· Gi.aeAi. PRE·o I CATE .... ···· ··· ,22 696 686 675 670 668 652 589 561 539 . 532 525 ,11 5o5 496 363 1 
l ···•·• .. ..... r! 
I STVPE GLOeAL PREO I CATE 504 490 489 !;]] 
f ················· ........... •····••······•·· . r 
1 s TvP C:Oi"L oc AL GLOeAL PREo i CA ;E 50 O 499 · I 
" I 
LAeEL · APPL1EP GLOBAL po1NT~R 439 432 I 
········································· ..... . . .. . ..... I 
LAVOUTS'.'f,8CL. GLOBAL PREO I CATE 371 257 f 
"' 
LEFTl-~NDSICE ··········· GLOBAL PREDICATE 651, 649 I 
LEPT ·············. MACRO F'LAG' 286 67 . ······· . . I 
;> 
ii 
LEC: 1 eLE GLOBAL F'LA.G· 7e5 713 712 221 218 211 89 I 
~ 
L.tSS f1ACR0 F'LAG 393 293 200 193 174 132 129. 110 68 fl.; 
LETG IT GLOE AL PRED'I CATE 268 267 266 237 . . i 
L.ETTER GLOE AL PREDICATE 265 235 I 
L.GLO£: GLOBAL LI ST 740 412 38 I 
i 
LI ~EDUP GLOBAL, f'LAG 798 220 218 211 210 205 i 
I 
L 111-Ed' . ·········· GLOBAL ACT I ON 209 208 2'.l4 ! 
L '"E .. ............... ..... GLOBAL PO INTER 799 768 397 396 393 361 252 250 231 I 
............................ I 
LI STDt:CLARA TI ON ... ...... ...... GL.Of!AL PREO !CATE 530 520 i 
LI STTAG.S GLOP.AL ACT i ON 7'18. 773 771 770 758- I 
LIST APPLIEC GLOBAL POINTER ~32 53~ 476 
LLCC GLOBAL LI ST 753 408 400 37 
············•·· ............................................... ·················· 
LMACR GLOBAL LI ST 576 571 415 40 
LOCAL . APPL I El) GLOBAL PO•l tiTf.R 466 4.58 439 432 430 
LOCf'ULL APPL!EO GLOBAL POINTER 410 . 
················································ 
LO~G APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER 713 
··•·······•····· ................................ . . 
LOSTLABCL GLOBAL ACT10N 613 612 59~ 
LStQ .·MACRO P~AG 418 415 412 409 408• 347 330 311 275 213 189 124 69 
LTE)(T GLOeAL l. I ST 781 418 393 , 39 
L GLOBAL ACT I CN 644 639 537 216 204, . 
,ACRf'ULL APPLIEr. GLOBAL POINT;.R 416 
\ 
,ACRCSP:clf'ICATION GLOBAL P.RED!CATE 503 487 
30U'71•19P 0 1262J.17 KOSTER . .......... ·•· .. 36 . , ..... 0!5 . 
. ............... ······•··•· ........ 
ft'ACRO APPL1£C GLOBAL POINTtR 551 505 504 478 460 
.. 
ft'Al<E MACRO ACTION 799 797 796 751 738 713 712 694 692 688 687 684 679 652 629 590 574 
55" 5'.'l-l 490 445 .409 .3!-5 364 363. 362 361 . 360 354 350 3t.5 343 . 337 333 328 322 320 315 314 301 291 288 284 279 278 26'9 
2t'5 2-111 246 243 24ir? 2'40 238 236 214 201 190 181 174 156 136 1~4 131 128 1:17 110 51 
IIIARl<EC MACRO F'L,.AG 322 318 282 183 119 66 
...................... 
r,>ARK " MACRO ACTION 328 308 306 304 302 273 183 174 119 110 53 
ll'AX6CL0 r-lACRO PO I NiER 761 311 34 25 
............................... 
MAXCARO MACRO POINiER 200 189 165 
IIIAXCC!liS MACRO POINTER 763 347 36 27 
il'A)<Gl.~6 MACRO POINTER 765 412 38 29 
ft'AXI.CC MACRO P01NrER• 764 408 37 28 
IVAXMACR MACRO POINTER 766 415 40 30 
IIIAl<SPEC MACRO POINTER 762 330 35 26 
ft'A)t'TA1, MACRO POiNTER 760 293 275 33 24 
.. ············•···········""·······•·· 
Pt.AXTEXT MACRO POINTER 767 418 39 31 
IIIAYBETERIV tt-AL GLOeAL. ACTION 741 740 730 
..................... 
lt.EP, BER GLOBAL. PRED•CATE 695 689 
·····•············· .. 
11'11D1.E GLOEAL. PREDICATE 671 649 
·•·············•··········· 
IV, I" 8C1.D MACRO PO I N';Efl 761 361 3:1.4 34 25 
l#ll'CONS MACRO POINTER 763 360 350 36 27 
......................... ·················--·········· ·····•····•"····"·"·······" 
11' 1 "-GLCEI MACRO POINTER 796 765 738 38 29 
......... 
IV 11-LCC MACRO POINTER 796 764 751 738 733 3'99 37 28 
..................... 
fl. I f\.MACR MACRO POINTER 797 766 41'1 30 
.......... ., ........ 
1111,.,,sPc::c MACRO POINTER 762 361 333 35 26 
............. 
II' I !\TAG MACRO POINiER 760 36:!, 33 24 
11'111.TEXT MACRO PCIN'l"ER 796 783 767 397 39 31 
....................... 
llllfl.vSCODE MACRO POINTER 174 110 20 
............. . . ., .................. .. .................. 
II' I t.l.iS APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER 67.6 6.74 544 
................................ ······•·--···· 
NEwCllhO GLOeAL. ACTION 220 197 188 162 
., . .,, .... , ...................................................... ·• ········· ............... ······--·······"' 
NE•LAf:I GL06AL. POINTER ~79 629 384· 
............. .. ............ 
11.E\I.L I r,E . GLOBAL. ACT I ON 755 749 736 735 733 644 6113 639 637 536 217 20-4 
I 
:so1111-ue 0 1262Jw12.KOSTER- .37 . . .... , ........ O!J I 
I 
................. •··· ......... __ ,, ................. •·· 
I 
Nl!:t.NPARS GLOBAL ACTION . 656 575 570 555 46~ 424 
..... ,, ........................................................... ·············••·····•· ···•··· 
lliE'tiPAGI!: GLOBAL ACTIQN 791 722 12 
....... ···•···· ....... ., ................ 
,t-lUPLAC:E GL.OBAL ACTION 465 444 442 424 
.............. . ··············•"'''''''"'"'' 
I NE)(TC1-tAR GLOeAI. ACTION 376 371 255 247 2144 243 242 234 . ' ·•····· . NEXT~ONSPACECHAR Gl.OBAL ACTION.' 254 246 240 238 236 234 
I .......................... ··············"···· NCXTSyt,18CL GL08Al,,·ACTION 727 512 ~68 366 365 364 363 358 
I 
NIX MACRO POINTER 328 306 · 304 302 272 271 199 143 20 I ................ ············••»•• NLCRCC,0C MACRO POINT&:R 259 250 201 197 190 141 134 20 
I 
NLCR GLOBAL ACT10N 782 780 776 768 767 766 765 764 763,. 762 761 760 445 156 141 136 13:S I 
12!: 99 
. I .................... 
t-OT .................... APPLI ECI GLO~AL PO .. I.NTER .. ?02 699 I 
ONE ......................... .... APPL I E0 GLOBAL PO I NTr.R. 578 I 
OPEN .. ., .............. - .. -APPLIED GLOBAL POINTfR .. ?55 687 660 659 557 553 ! 
I 
CPT 10NAL80LNCAFF' I XES: .......... ............... · GLOBAL ACT I ON 658 656 647 I 
I 
CPT I Ot.ALFREEHF IXES .................................... GL08AL ACT I ON 673 672 647 I 
CUT ............................ GLOBAi. ACT I ON ..... 809 799 776 446 445 159 156 154 102 99 · I 
CUTIN: ...................................... GLOBAL ACT I ON .. 781 768 767 766 7~5 764 763 762 761 760 ... 110 108 107 106 99 I CUTINT1 .......................................... GLOBAL ACT I ON .............. 252 251 115 113 112 99 I 
PACK2 ................................................... '. .. : ................. MA(:RO .ACT ION .................................... 397 60 I 
PACICJ ............................................................. MACRO .ACT 1 ON ..... , ................... ··· · 328 .. 307 306 · 304 · 302 272 271 270 268 58 
i 
I 
PBCLD ................................................................ GLOPAt. ... PO.INTER ................................... 761 361 320 311 301 87. 
PCC'NS .................................................. GLOBAi.. PO INTER .................. 763 360 354 347 .345 87 ! 
PGLoe ................................. GLOBAL .. PO INTER ........... 796 765 739 412 88 
PLCC ......................... GLOBAL. PO INTER ... · 796 752 738 733 409 408 ·400 399 88 
PLUS ....................... : .......... APPL I EO GLOBAL POINTER .. 670 588 558 557 543 .. 
PMACR ............................................................ GLOBAi. PO INTER ..... 797 .. 766 508. 415 88 
PO I N'I ERDECLARAT I ON ........ .......................... GLOBAi. PREO I CATE 521 518 
POINTER APPLIED GLOBAL POINTER ....... 747 568 522 493 ... 474 ... 430 .................. 
POI N,. .APPLIED GLOBAL POPNTER 727 650 620 577. 572. 537 ~27 510 509 506 497 
PCS t TI 01~ GLOBAL ACTION 777 776 749 446 252 251 159 158 157 .. 151 149 12:S 100 
. 
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POS 
. 
r..LOl!AI.. PO INTER. . ....... 799 445 156 ... 144 .. 1:S7 136 134 124. 101 
POSSIBLVeACKTRAC~NECESSARY. ... APP.J.J ED GLOBAL pO tJIITER. ....... ~03 
• POST,-.CIHEl-1 GLOBAi. AC'TION 791 759 758 419 416 413 . 410 348 331 312· 296 .276 229 
PRCl-01~ GL.OBAL ACT ION .. . 253 140 ::,39 .. 122 115 112 111 110 99 
PREDICATE APPLIEC GLOBAL POINTER 698 · 502 492 i37 428 
~ 
Pk1N7_ ......................... GLOBAL. ACl.1 ON,. 120 119 99 ... 
PRINT GLOBAL ACTION 116 105 l 'J4 103 99 
PRSYf>'. ...................................... GL~BAL ACT JON 144 137 1:54. 12 . 
PSPEC ............................ GLOBAL POINTER ...... 762 361 337 .. 330 328 .. 87 
PT~G ..................... GLOBAL POiNTER 760 362 361 295 294 29:S 284 275 265 87 
PTEXT .................................... , .... GLOBAL PO! NTER .. 796 767 41"8 395 88 
PUCHAR ................................. , .... GLOBAi. ACT LON ..... 201 196 195 187 179 176 175 174 163 
Pur-:cro1 ... : .................... GLOBAi. ACT.I ON 185 184 183 162 
PU"C:t- ................................................................... .' .. GLOBAi.: ACT ION ................. .......... 180 170· 169 16e --162---
PUT ....................................... MACRO .. ACT. I.ON ... , .... 418 415 412 408 347 330 311 275 50 
PUTABS ............................. '. .......... GLOBAL ACT I ON ............. : ..... 214 212 211 204 
PUTAFFl~EXPRESSION ............. ~LO BAL ACT I ON . . 705 702 699 549 547 
PUTC:AL.L. ................................. : ......... GLOBAi.. ACTION ........... : ........ , ........ .. 75-4 .. 753 731 
PUTC:CN'lECT.ANO ......................... GLOBAL ACTION .............. .. 7(13 •700 601 598 
PUTCONNECTCR ···············································-GLOBAL-ACTION 693 660 6')5 598 
PUTDECL ··· ........................................... r.LOBAL. .ACT ION ...................... .745 742 730 .. 
PUiD I f..ECT . . ........................................... GLOflAI. .AC.Tl ON ..................... 554 550 547 ' .............. . ................................ ··• . 
PUTINIT . . . .... ... ······················-·········· GLOBAL. ACT I ON: .................. ... 692 · 672 62? , 59.8 . 
PUT Jl.,;tp ....... ...... '. ............................................. GLOBAi. ACT I ON .......................... ' 686 636 621 · 611 -604--603 -602 599 
PUTLAB!L. .............................................. ··GLOBAi.· ACT.ION ·697 638 626 618 616 · 610 · 5-99 
PUTL.Ef"T · ···············•··•··1·················· ···MACRO. A~T I ON 295 287- ·82 
PU1MACRO .... ··· · ... : ............. ····GL08AL .. ACT I ON: .. 573. 55:3 552 548 
PUTloP.TE)(j . . ·•········•·"·•····· .. MACRO ACT l ON ..... ··:· .......... 508 294· 77 . 
PUTNPARS ·· '. .. · ...............•.................. f4ACRO ,ACTION ... '. ......................... 469 293· 76 
PUTPA~A~LESS~ACRC. ·············• GLOBAL. ACTION-• 583 569 567 548 540 516 .... 
:so:., n.-1111 0 1262J,17-KOST!R-•-· .. .... ...... 39 ..... ........... .......... ·········· 05 I . 
. ...................... : ................ GLOeAL .AC:T I ON ......... · .. 582. 581-580 579 
i 
PUTPAt< 591 578 548 I 
PUTPLAC:E ·······•·. .... M,t1CRO AC:TI ON 395 294 7P. I 
PUi-RESTl..11.£ ............. GLOBAi. ACTION 624 612 606 ·599 I . Ii 
PUTRIGHT ... MACRO -ACTION .. - 295 290 83 I l 
GLOE!AL .ACTION .............. 595 565 561 547 
t 
Pu~s 'l,Gi.£ .~ . i 
PUTSCRT - .. - .... MACRO ACTION. 457 401 294 80 I I 
t: 




FU1TY!"E ............................. MACRO .. ACT I ON. 4(,3 401 295 81. I 
.lAl-<Rt.Y ................. APPL LEO GLOBAL POINTER .. 531 
i 
i 
--APPLIEC GLOBAL POINTER 643 
I 
C:BEG I;-.; t 
i 
C:BCOLEA:I ......................... ~PPLIEC GLOBAL-POINTER. 654 529 I 
f5 
er: 
C:C(;/,;1'E.N"~. ................... APPLlEC GLOBAL POINTER 7!7 f • 
i 
QENO .. .... APPL.I ED GL.O~AL PO I NTf'.R 644 ! 
i 
Clf'AL.SE ......... APPL I EC GLOBAL pO I NTF.R 635 · I Q(iC.TO ·········· - APPLJEC ~L08AL POINTER 637 ' ! 
QIF ~PPL!EO GL.OUAL POINTER 702 699 I 
I 
Cllt-TEGER ............. /1,PP.LlEO GL06AL POINTER 749 674 666 531 ,22 I I 




C:Tt-t:fla .................... APPL I EP GL.OI.IAL PO I NTr:R . 702 699 
t.TFiUE . .. .................................... ....... APPL I EO GLOBAL. PO INTER 632 
~UCTE ... '. .................................................... MACRO PO INTER 242 20 
j 
Rf:AOBCL.0 .................................................... -GLOBAi,,. PREO I CATE ............ 373 300-
REIIDCCNS ................................................... GLOBAL PREOlC.ATE .375 342 · 
REIIDt,.ACRc .............................................. · CiL.OBAL- ACT I ON- ................... " 507 505 483 ·•-"•;""'••···· 
REIIDSPEC ...................... GLOBAL PREO I CATE 374 327 
REAOTAG ............. .. . . ....... .. GL08AI,,. PREO !CATE ............ 372 . 264 . 
REIIO GLOBAL ACTION ........ 809 799 794 793 ... 719 376 370 369 358 
RECEf'INE:t · · · ...................................... GLOBAi. PREO I CATE 447 · 444-
REC·EF" i NC · GLOBAL ACTION 568 532 .. 525 ... 505 496443 439 437 · 435 432 430 428 426 · .424 
RE PL.A..:t GI.OBAL ACTION 394 393 :92 389 






RI CihThAl~OS I OE 
qs-rocr, · 
Rs-roci. 
. GLOBAL .. ACT ION ... 
........ GLOBAL. .. AC:ll.ON .. 
GLOBAL ACTION . 
-362 292 .. 290 .287-.283 263 
_____ 663 ._662 661 .. 660 .659 647. 
655 654 653 647 
.APPL. l ED GL013AL PO 1.NTER .......... 722 
. GLOBAL PO INTER 
GLOBAL-PREDICATE 
.......... .. ,APPL.I ED GLOBAL PO INTER. 




........................................... APPL I 1::0. GLOBAi. PO .LNTl::R .............. 710 .. 
GLOBAL PREDICATE 806. 648 
O'S 
RUI.E 
R GL.OBAL..PREUICATE 727 722 718 717 715 114. 713 712 711 710 697 694 687 686 685 681 676 
674 672 00 
4P.9 3u6 








668 650 588 558 557 544 5A3 537 536 535 534 533 53t 529 527 ~26 522 506 504 502 501 497 494 493 492 491 
APPL.I EC GL.06AL. POINTER 
GL.OBAL..ACTION 
.................................... GL.OBAL ACT l ON . 
MACRO ACTION 
............... ······················ GLOBAL. ACT I ON 
~PPL.IEO .GL.06AL-P0lNTER 
- GL.OBAL ACTION. 
755 749 735 718 694 681 677 640 637 606 537 527 
705 694 682 666 657 640 635 632 599 
809 788 786. 
798 795 715 714 711 710- 700 684 220 211 52 
650 537 527 506 497 135 :100 
712 
406 150 .147 
·APPL I EO GL.0BAI. PO l NTi:;R , ........ 726 
SK I PL t;T 11. PC l KT .......................................... . GI.OeAL .ACT I ON . 807 725 .. 708 
SPA CECA RC . GLOBAL .ACT I ON ·······•194 193 :t62 .. 
SPACECOOE MACRO PO I N7'ER 258 ... 256 195 189 139 20 
SPACES GLOBAL ACT I ON .................. .... 136 127 126 124 .99 
SPACE GLOBAL ACT I ON. 138 129 117 112 .. 111 .. 109 99 
SPECC~1AR ·GLOBAL PREDICATE .. . ............. 328 245 
SPECFl.,;t,.L. APPL. I EC GLOBAL .po INTER ········ · 331 
SPECIF!CATIOt> .... GLOBAL. PREO ICATE. ·· ···· ........ 801 484 . ............. 
SPECX · GLOBAL. PO I HTER ..... 670 666 •664- 663 •652 384 
STI-CKBOi.0 · · GLOBAL ACT, ON ··••······· ................. 310 309 308·· 306 · · 304 · 302 .. 299 ········· 
STACKC0;,5 GLOBAL. ACT10N 346 345 341 
30U71-l9l' ·· .. D. U62J.17• KOST-ER············ ········•········································· ·◄ 1· ···················· ········· 
STACl<sp·tc ........ . 
STACl<1'A:. 
START I NGSVff 8CL 
. STARTSV:iTEff 























. TREATCECL.1.1 S'T 
TREATSPECLIST 
TRl EFiESuL T 
·····································:·············· GLOeAt,, .. ACT I.ON............................ ...... .329 .... 328 ... 326· 
......................................... GLOBAL .. ACT I ON ... 
........................................... GL0eAL. PRED'l CATE ......................... . 
.•. ,!, •. 
... GLOBAi.. ACTION . 
.:APPL I EC. Gl.01:tAL pQ INTER ... 
..................... . MACRO .. ACTION .· 
.. APPLIED GI.OUAI. POINT~R . 
GLOBAi. ACTION 
MACRO POlNTER 
. GLOBAi. .ACT I ON 
. GLOBAi. ACT ION 
GLOBAi. .ACT I C,N .. 
. ............ APPL! EC GLOBAL PJ:) .. 1.NTER .. 
GLOBAI.L,IST 
GLOBAL .. 1,..1 ST 
................................................. GLOeAI. .ACTION .. 
·---APPI.IEO GLOBAL POtNTER· 
.............................................. APPLIE0 GL.0i3AI. POINTER 
........................................ ........... .... AP~L I EO. GLOBAL· .pa I NTF.R .. 
.............................................................. GI.OB AL·· POINTER ..... 
274 273 ... 269 263 .......... · .. 
805 721 . 
792 789 786 .. 
594 562 
397 124 .55 ..... -'•O'••····"····· 
717 53:5 
221 214 198. 191· 162 
. 260 198 142 . 137 20 
142 137 132 99 
643 639 221 204 
130 125 99 
296 276 
323 316 311 169 104 34 
351 350 347 171 106 36 




799 . 794 .. 787 ..................... ............ ,. ........ 
679 621 .. 618 384 · 
679 620 614 611 .. 603 .. 384 
. .................... 
liLOBAL PQ.1 HTER . 
.................................................... GLOBAL .. POINTER . 
................................................. GLOBAL. POINTER .... 
.............................................. APPL I EO GL.08AL PO IN.TER .... 
688 · 687 · 684 625. 620- 615 609 .. 607 604· ·602 .. 384·-
715 
............................... ·APPL I EC GLOBAi. PO I NTF.R . 714 
GI.CP.AL ... A.CT 1.0N. ······ 405 . 404 148 147 ... 
GLOBAL ACTION 560 .. 558 557 547 .. 
. GLOBAL ACT I ON ... 529 523 522 515 
·· GLOBAL ·ACT I ON• ' 499 '495 489 ·483 · 
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........ MACRO .. POt.N:r.£8 .......... .. 
GLOeAL PRf:O u:A.Tt ······ 
GLOP.A~ PREO ! CATE: ..................... . 
... GLOeAL ?RED l CATE ....... . 
¥'' ..•. .... .... ........ GLOBAL .L.1 ST ......................... .. 
GLOBAL LIST 
AP~LlEO GL.08AL POJNTE~ 
. MACRO .ACT.I ON .. . 
............. , ....... tlACRO.ACTION ...... . 
GLOBAi.. ACT.1 ON .. 
GLOeAL ACT; ON ....... . 
.. ..................... GLOBAL PRED I.CATE ........... . 
. GLOeAL PREO I CA'r:E .... . 
.. .. 798 . 795. 714 .... 7.1:3 ...... 110 .... 700 .... 211 73 
......... 551. 550 . 456 .. . 448. 
511. 449 448 442 
.. 723 704 701 698 462 .. 448 
334 
.. 280 
333 330. 170 105 
275 168 
.579 .. 
·. 781 .. 61 
H6 121 59 
643 .. 639 .531 
743 402 .4')0 
. 653 634 631 
566 48C 473 
1ll3 .33 




........... , ......................................... MACRO FL.AG .. 594 364 ::69 104 · .43 . ..... .. 
..................................................... . MACRO Fl.AG .. . 592- 440 433 365 171 106 4~ · .. 
............................................................... MACRO f'LAG .......... . ....................... ........ 240 17 
MACRO FL.AG . 
........... .................................. MACRO f".I.AG ........................ . 
238 16 ... 
.............. 236 .. 15 
G\.08AI. Pl~EOlCATE ...................... 567 480 477 
WASl?Ai,A:>.1.ESSl'(ACRO ...................................................... GLOeAI.. PRED !CATE. ......... .. 583 540 479 
WASSPECCI-! .................................................. MAC~O f'LAG ... .................. ...... 246 18 ... ····•··········· 
WASSPEC ............................ MACRO rl.AG .............. 170. 105 44 
WASTAG ........................................ MACRO. F.'I.AG ............ 480 439 432 •-363- 168 .. 157 103 · ·42 
WASTERMINAL ··•············ ....................... . GLOBAL PREDICATE ...... .. 744 742 
WR I TE I NT1 . GLOBAi. ACT I ON · 179 177 176 162 
WR1,E:N7 ················ GI.OSAL ACT10N 190 174 173· 172 ·171 162 
WRITE · GLOBAL. ACT l ON 208 167 162 
IIRCNGA!'"l' IX APPLIED GL0dAL POINTER 564 
WRCNG, N;;L,TCOCE · - .. APPLIED GLOBAL PO~NTER 376 
WRCNGNU~EEROFPARAMETtRS APPLIED GLOOAL PO,NTER 470 
:so:.,n-1?E1 0 ·12li2.J, 11 l<OST£R ············ ······················ .. 43 .. · . 
XI ftlPCSS, !1.E ... ·····························································"P.P.L.1.ED ... Gl,..08A1,, .... p.Q.J.NTtR. ········· . 44!5 ....... .... .. . ··············· ······························· 




.. ··············· ....................... Gt.OBAL·····PO·'·"'TER ........... . ........ . 
. ,APP.I.. I E:0 GL.08,AI. POI NTE:R .. 
............................................ GL.OBAl.··POINTE:R ... 
............ ·····•····· .. ••·••······ .. •·········•·"························ 
793 787 734 .......... ···················· 
593 590. 
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1 • eEG, r--, 
2 'CCMMENT'4COMP•LERCO~P1LEROESCRIBEOINCOL*************************************l 
3 • ('.0~-IENT' 4, 1GENERALENV I Ror-..r1ENT; -
4 1 rO~i-1i::1n 1 4,1,11NTERFACEW:TH~-ACHINE; 
5 •cO~·iENT'4,1,2STACK5; 










15 · 1NTtGtR'POS; 
16 ·PRC CEDI,; RE I CUT ( X) ; 1 I NT EGER• X; •BEGIN' • INTEGER I f. L; • IF t., ( 10 0 0 C 1 •LE• x.., X<PT AG) I THEN' t GOTO t 1 l PR I NT ( TTAG, X) ; • GOTO 1 999; 1: t IF'., ( 2 0 0 Q O 1 1 LE t X,. X <:> 60 
LO) • Tl-'E N • • GC ·re•.:!; PR I J,T ( T BOLD, X) ; • GOT o • 99 9 l 2: • : F' ' .. ( 3 0 0 ri O 1 •LE• x,. X < P SP EC l •THEN• 'GoTJ 1 3;? RI NT (TS PEC, X) ; • GOTO 1 999; 3: 1 1 F' 1 .. ( 4 0 0 O O 1 •LE• x--x < i"CONS) 1 THE "1 1 1 
GOTO 1 4; EL: :T CC NS ( X] : OUT I NT (EL) l 'GCTC '999; 4: OUT I NT ( X) ; 999: 1 END 1 ; 
17 'p RC CE 01.;RE I OUT I NT ( X) ; 1 INTEGER• X; •BEGIN 1 ' I IIIT EGER' QUOT, REM; SPACE; ' I I''., ( X< 0) 1 THEN' 'GOTO' 11 REM: :X; REM: =•REM l P RCHAR ( 65) I CUT I NT (RE~·) ; 'GOTO 1 999 
ll:' 1F• .. ;x= 1 ) 1 T~EN 11 GOT0 1 2:PRCHAR(O);SPACE; 'GOTC 1 Y99;2:QuCT!=X'/ 1 1C;REM:=x-1o*QUOT;O~TINT1(QUOT);PRCHA~(REM);SPACE:999:•~NO'J 
18 · r:: RC CEDURE • nuT IN T:1.. ( X l ; • 1 NTEG ER• X; 1 BEGIN' • INTEGER I QUOT, REM: • 1 F • ... < X: 0 l • THEN 1 • GOTO 1 1; •GOTO• 999 l 1: QUOT: IIX •I' 10; REM: =x-1 O•QUCT; Cl.IT I NT 1 ( 0UOT) ; 
P'1C~AR(R:::1•) ;Jc,9: 'END'; 
19 FRC::EovRE'PRINT(LIST,Y): • lhTEGER•v; 'BEGIN'' INTEGER'X,LX;x::v;SPACElRST:LX:=LIST[X]:'BEGIN•' IF• .. (LX<0) 1 THEN 1 •GOT0•2:Lx::-LXlPRlhT1(LX)l • 
GCTC 1 999; ~ : PR IN ·1 l( LX) ; X:: X +1; 'GOTO' R ST; 'END' ; 9 99: 1 END• ; 
20 'pRCCEDl;RE'PRINTl(X);' INTEGER•x;•eEGIN 1 ' INTEGF.R'Xl,X2,X3;x1:=x•1 1 16384:X3!:X-16384*X1JX2:=x3 1 / 1 128JX3:=X3•128•X2;PRCHAR(X1):PRC~AR(X2)1P 
RChAR<X3l; 'E;,c'; . 
21 • i:, R c C.E Di.,R E I P :is IT I ON ( x l : 1 1 NTE GER' x; 'l::!EG IN• ' 1 NT EGER I TBS, SP CES; SPC Es:= X-Pos: • 1 F • ... ( 0 ,sPCES l •THEN• •GOTO• 1; SPACES ( SP CE s) J ·'GOTO• 999; 1: r-. LCR; TBS: 
=x 1 / 1 8: Si'C CS : = x-o*Tl'lS: TA dS ( T 3S > ; • e E G IN• • 1 F' • ... ( SP CES:: 0) •TM:: N 1 •GOTO• 3; • GQT(\I 999; 3: SPA CE s ( SPC Es) ; 1 GOTO• 999; •END• ; 999: t END 1 ; 
22 · F RC:: c. DvR E • s PACE s ( x > ; • 1 NTEGF. R • x; • BEGIN• • 1 NT EGr: R • N: N:: O; s? C: • 1 F' •., ( N< x l •-HEN, •GOTO• 1: !';PACE; N: = N+ll •GOTO• s PC 11: •ENO• ; 
:i J '~ '~C C.t:. ::ll. RE' TA BS ( X l ; ' I NT F. GER' X; ' e E GI N 1 ' I NTE GER' N; N:: 0: TBS: ' IF' 1 ., ( N< X) 'THEN 1 1 GO TO' 1: TA Fl l N:: N+ 1l 'GOTO' TBS l 11 1 ENO I l 
c4 'FRC..:EDl-RE'NLCR; 1 BEGiN•PRSY1"(119) ;?OS:::O; 'END•; 
~5 1 PRCC.EDuRE•SHIF'T2LINESJ 'BEGIN•• INTEGER 1 0LDPOS;OLDPOS::POSJNLCR;NLCRiSPACES(OLDPOS);•ENu•; 
~6 1 pRC~EDURE 1 TABJ 1 BEGIN'PRSVM(118)lPOS::pQS+8:•END 1 ; 
27 'PRC(EDt,;RE '5pACE; 1 BEGIN• PR Ct-AR ( 93); 'END•; 
2e 'pRCl:EDLRE'PRCHAR(X);' INTEGER'X; 'BEGIN'' IF '--<x=119) 'THEN' 'GQT0'1:NLCR; 'GOT0'99911:' IF' ... (X=118) 'THEN' 'GOT0 1 2;TABJ 'GClT0 1 999:2:' lf''-,(x=63)' 
Tl•E f\ • 'e:o·-r ' 3: 'GC TC 1 99 9: 3: PR s VM ( x) ; PCs:= POS + 1; 999: 1 END• ; 
29 · rot< :~i:.tn '4. 2. 2TRACEADM IN I STRATI CN: 
JO 'F RC CE QI,; RE' TRACE ( X) ; ' INTEGER' X; 'BEGIN 1 1 IF'' -,G i VE TRACE• THEN I 'GOTO' l I POS I TI ON ( 32) i I NF ORM ( X); 1 GOTO 1 999;1:999: t i::ND I l 
31 • F' RC C.E Dl;R E '5 i GNA L ( X) ; 1 INTEGER• X l 'BEGIN I P OS IT I ON ( 16) ; I NF ORM ( X) ; 1 END' ; 
32 •P~CCEOl-RE• INFORM(X); 1 INTEGER 1 Xl 'BEGIN' 1 JNTEGER 1 STATE,S0RT,TYPE;STATE::TTAG(X•5];SORT::TTAG[X•4JJTYPE::TTAG[X•3];0UT(STATE);CUT(SORT);O~ 
T(TYPE)JCLT(X); 'END'; 
3 3 ' PRC CE DU RE 'ERROR (TEXT, 1 NF' C) ; • 1 NT EGER• I NF O, T Ex T: 1 BEGIN• 1 INTEGER• OLD POS; OLDPOS::: PCS: NI.CR; our (TEXT) ; •BEGIN 1 • IF' 1 .., ( 1 O Q Q O 1 •LE• i NF' Q,. I NF O<P TAG l 1 
Ti- EN • 1 GOT r ' 2 : ' NF OR:~ ( I NF' 0 ) ; PO S I T I ON ( CL DP CS ) ; ' GOTO ' 9 9 9 ; ?. : ' I F' 1 .. ( I NF O: 0 ) ' T 1-1 EN 1 • GOT o • 3 ; p OS I T I ON ( OLD PO S ) ; ' GOTO 1 9 9 9 ; 3 I OUT ( I NF O ) 1 PO S I T I ON ( 0 L DP OS l J ' GOTO ' 
999; 'ENO' ;99·n 'ENO'; 
j4 cow:a.ti1 1 '+,2,jCARDPlJi~CHSECTIONJ 
j5 ••NTE~ER'CARD,CPOS; 
J 6 'PRC .:E Dl.,R E 'WR I TE ( X) ; ' I NT EGER I X; 1 BEGIN' 1 I NT EGER I E L l I I F' '., ( l O C Q O 1' LE I X,. X< PT AG) 'THEN 1 1 GOTO 1 1 i PUNCH ( TT AG, X) ; 1 GOTO 1 999 l 1: 1 IF' 1 ... ( 200001' ~E I X,. X < P 
BCLC)'TH:~••bCTC'2;PUNCH(TBOLD,X)J'GOT0'99912: • IF 1 -.(300001 1 LE'X"X<PSPEC)•THEN• •GoTo•3;PUNCH(TSPEC,X)i'G0T0 1 999i3:t IF' 1 -.(4Q0001'LE 1 x--X<PCChS) 1 THEN 
' 1 GCTC 1 4iEL:=TCCNS!XJIWRITEINT(EL.); 1 GCTC 1 99Y;4:WRITEiNT(X)J999:'END': 
3 7 • F HC c E Dv RE •WRITE I NT ( x) : • 1 NTE GER• X; 'BEGIN• ' INTEGER• OUOT, REM; 1 IF'' ... { X< 0 l •THEN• q;oTO • 1; REM: =X l REM: =-REM l PUC:HAR ( 65) I WRITE I NT ( REM l : 1 GC TO' 999 11 
I' 1F•-cx=r) 1 ,t-Eh 11 GOT0•2;PUCrlAR(O);IGOTC 1 999;2:0uOT::x•1•1o;REM1=x-10•QUOTJWR!TEINTl{QUOT);PUCHAR(REM)1999:•END 1 l 
3 8, 1 PRC CE DIJ RE' 1~R I TE I NT' IX) i • 1 NT EGER• X; '6E GIN' ' 1 NT EGER• OvOT I REM; 1 1 F 1 .. ( X:: 0 l , THEN 1 •GOTO• 1 l I GOTO• 999 l 1: QuoT: :X '/ 1 10; REM 1: X-10 *C: UOT I \Ii R 1.,. E I NT1 ( Qu 
0'1') ;PUCH;\P(REIY) ;999: •END'; 
3 9 • PRC CE DIJRE 'Pl.INCH (LI s T, v l ; • I NT EGER I v, LI s T; 'BEGIN' t t NT EGER I X, LX: x: =v; RST: LX: =LI s T ( x J ; •BEGIN 1 • 1 F, .. ( LX <O) •THEN' 1 GOTO• 21 L x: = •I. x; ~ vNC>-1 CL x l ; 'G 












0~:!.271- J4 A 1262J,19 KOSTER 2 00 
40 'FRCCl:.OURE 1PUNCHl(X); 1 INTEGER 1 XJ 1BEGIN'' INTEGER'Xl,X2,X3;x1:=x 1 / 1 16384:X31:X-16384•X1JX2:=x3 1 / 1 128;X3:ax3•128•x21PUCHAR(X1)1PUC~AR(X2);P 
UCHAR(X3);'E'.lC 1 l . . 
4~ 1 PRCCEDURE 1 NEWCAROl 1 BEGIIPSPC: 1 1F 1 .. (CP05~72)•THEN 11 GOT0 11;CSVM(93);CPOs:=CPOS•lJ 1GOTO•SPc;1:cP0S::11wR1TEINT(CARO)JCSV~(119)JCAROl•CAR0• 
llCPOS::_:•Ei'lC•; , . 
4~ ·FRCCEDURE•TABCAR0; 1 BEGIN11 INTEGER 1SPCES,TBS;TBS::CP0s 1118;sPCES:aCPOs-8•TBS;SPC:1 l•'~(SPCES<8) 1 THEN•tGOTO•1;SPACECAROJSPCEs:aSPCES•11'' 
01'0'SPC;::.: 1 E'~C• l 
<13 'FRCCEDURE 1 SPACECAR0; 1 BEGIN'PUCr.AR(':13)l 1END 1; . 
<14 • pRCCEDuRE, PUCHAR < x >; • 1 NTEGER, x; •BEGIN•• 1 F • ... < x=ll 9 > •THEN, , GOTO• 1; NEWCARD; , GOTO• 999; 1:, 1 F, --< x=118 >,THEN• 1 GOTO• 2; T ABCARD; •GOTO, 999; 2:, 1 F • .. 
(X=~~)•T~FN' 'GOT0•3; 1 GOT0'999;3:• IF 1 --(CPOS<72)'THEN••GOT0 14JCSVM(X);CPOS:aCPOS+1J 1 GOT0 1999;4:CsVM(133);CSVM(119);CPOS:=11PUCHAR(X);999: 1END 1; 
45 'C0~MENl'4.2,4RESULTAOMINISTRATION; 
<16 'poc~tA~ 1LINEDUPl 
<17 '1N1f.GEH' INDENTATION; 
48 • p RC CEDli RE• G ( X); ' I ~TEGE R • X; 'BEG I tJ I L I NEUP; ·wR I 1'E ( X) ; 'END' J 
A 9 F' RC CE DURE' LINEUP; 'BEGIN• • IF' --1. I NEOUP •THEN' 'GOTO 1 1 l • GOTO 1 999; 1: 1 If' 1 --LEG I 81.E • ,HEN 1 • GOTO 1 2 l P UTA BS ( I NOE NT AT I ON); LI NEOUP I= !TRUE 1 : • GOTO t 99912 
:999: 'END 1; 
~ O · r RC CE Ol, RE• PUT A es< N > ; • 1 NT EGER• N l •BEGIN' ' I NTEG!': R' N1 l 1 1 F 1 .. C N:.0) 1 THEN' • C.OTO 11; • GOTQ • 999; 1: N1: =N; Nl: =N1•1: TA BC ARO; PUTA es ( N1 l 1999: t EI\O • : 
!:11 •pRCCEDURE•u; 'BEGIN' INOENTATICNl:INDENTATION+l; 'El',D'; 
,2 •pRc•:t:.DURE•L; •BEGIN• INDENTATIONl:INDENTATION-1; •EN0 1; 
;3 "pRCCEJLRE 1NEWLtNE;'BEGIN 11 IF 1-.LEGl~LE 1THEN 11 GOTO'l1' IF 1~LINEOUP 1THEN''GOT0'1;BLANKLINE; 1GOT0 199911:999:'END 1J 
54 'FRCCEDURE 18LANKLINE; 1BEG1N 1 NEWCARDILINEDUP::•fALSE 1J'EN0 1; 
!:15 'p RC CE Dli RE 1 ":';,BL I NE; 1 BEGIN 1 • IF 1 -.LEG I BLE I THEN' 1 GOTO' 1; TA BC ARO; 'GOTO 1 999; 1: 999: •ENO• ; ,6 ·coiv;~r-Ni'4,31NPIJTl 
!,i • 1NTtGER'LINE,CHAR, INPT; 
,& 'C0fVMENi'4,3.1REAOINGCHARACTERSl 
59 ·eccLEA1' 11 PROCEDURE 1LETTER(X); 1 INTEGER 1X; 1BEGIN 111F•~(CHAR>9ACHAR<36)•THEN••GOT0•1;x::CHAR;NEX~NONSPACECHARJLETTER1c•TRUE•1•GOTC•99911:L 
ETTEH::'f/\LSE' ;999: 'ENO'; . 
6 0 '1-oc LE A,..·, 1 PROCEDURE I LE TG ITC X) ; 1 I NT EGER' X; 'BEGIN' • IF 1 .. ( CHAR <36) • THEN 1 1GOTO 11; X: :CHAR; NEXTNONSPACECHAR; LETG IT:: 1 TRUE, ; • GC TO 1 999 J 1: LETG IT: c 
'FALSE• ;?99: 'END' I 
61 'EOCLEAN''PROCEDURE'DIGIT(X)l' INTEGER'Xl 1BEGIN 11 IF 1-(CHAR<1Q) 1THEN 11 GOT0 11lX!:CHAR;NEXTNONSPACECHARJ01GiTl: 1TRUE•;•GOTC 1 999l1101GIT:a 1FA 
t.SE' ;999: •t:f\:.JI l 
62 'FOCLEA"''PROCEDURE'BOLDC~AR(X)i' IN1EGER'X1 1BEGIN' 1 IF'~(CHAR=12l)'TH~N••GOT0 11;x::120;NEXTCHAR;B0LDC~AR:=•TRUE 1 ;•GOT0 199911:x:=cHAR;NEXT 
C~AR;BCLDCHAR:: 1TRUE';9Q9: 1 EN0 1; 
63 'F0C~EAN 11 PROCEOURE 1 ACCENTi'BEGIN 1 ' IF•-.(CHAR:~20) 1THEN 11 GOTO'l;NEXTCHARIACCENTl:•TRUE•; 1GOT0 1 9?9ll1ACCENT1= 1 FALSE'J9991 1EN0 1; 
64 •rocLEAN 11 PROCEDURE•spECCHAR(X)J' INTEGER•x;•BEGIN• 1 'F'~(CHAR>63)'THEN• •GJT0•11x::CHAR;NEXTNONSPACECHAR1SPECCHAR::•TRUE•;•GOT0•99911:sPEC 
CMAR::•F'1\LSE'J9991 1r.ND 1 l 
05 1 PRCCEOliRE 1NEXTCHAR: 'BEGIN 1DISPLAVCHARACTE.RlCHAR::RESYMJ 1ENQ'; 
6 6 ' F RC C. ED IJ :. E ' D I S P LAV CH AR AC TE R : 1 E! E G I N ' 1 I F 1 ~ ( C. HA R : 11 9 ) 1 THE N I I GOTO ' 1 ; L I 1l E : : L I NE • 1 ; ' BEG I N t • I F ' -, G I VET E X T ' THEN • • GOTO • 2 ; PO S I T I O I. ( 13 3 ) ; 0 U; I NT 1 ( CA R 
0 l ; P os IT, c NC 11e) l ou-r I NT1 CL I NE l ; POSIT I ON ( 5 2) ; 'GOTO' 999;?: 'GC TO• 99 9: • END 1 ; 1: ., 1 F •-GI VE TEXT' THEN• 1 GJTO • 4 l PR CHAR (CHAR) ; 1 GOTO 1999;4:99 9·1 1 ENO 1 ; 
f7 •pRCCEDURE•NEXTNUNSPACECHAR; 18EG1N 1CHR:NEXTCHAR;t8EGIN 11 IF' 1-,(CriARa93) 1THEN••GOT0•2;•GOTO•CYRJ2:'GOT0 1999;tEND•;999:•END•: 
t 8 ' E' O C L E AN ' 1 P RO CED URE ' LA YOU TS Y M ea L ; 1 BC: G I N ' • I F ' ~ ( C 1-1 AR: 9 3 ) 1 THE N • • GOTO 1 1 ; LA v o UT S v f•1 BO L : = • TRUE 1 ; • Go TO • 9 9 9 ; 1 : 1 I F • .. ( CH AR: 11 9 ) , Tr- E N 1 1 G C Ta • 2 : L Av o.; ,. 
SY!V,EOL::''TRl..C'; 1GCT0 1999;2:' IF'-(CliAR=118) •THEN' •GOT0 13JLAVOUTSVi.,BOl.:=•TRUE'; •i;OT0•999:3:LAVOUTSVMBOL:: 1F'ALSE 1 ;999: 'ENO! 1 
t9 'C0WME.NT'4.3,~TAGSY~80L.S; 
I lJ · E oc c. EA N' • PROC ED uR E • R EADT AG C X > ; ' IN TE.GER' x J 'BE<; IN• , INTEGER, T, T 1, T2, T3, T4; • IF• ... LETTER C T1 l I THEN 1 •GOTO• 1: x: =PTAG; N x T: , eE GIN, • IF'• -L. Er GI TC T 2 > • 
il-f. I\' 'GO ·c '2 i ' SEG IN 1 ' IF' ..,LET G i -r( T3) 'Tr.EN' 'GOTO 1 3; 1 BEG' NI I IF 1 -.LETG Ii ( T 4) 'THEN' •GOTO• 4 l T:: ( 1'1*128+T2) *12 ''• T3; STACK TAG ( T) ; Ti: :T 4; • GOTO 1 ~ XT; 4: T:: (Tl 
*. 2b•T2)•·!2E•T3:'GOTO'LST; 'EN0 1:3:T:=(T1*126+T2)*128+63; 1GOTO'LST;'END';2:T:=IT1*128•63)*12e+63JLST:T::•T;STACKTAG(T)JREADTAG:= 1TRUE•; 1GOT0 1999; 
'f.NC>' ll: lfACT;.G:= 1FALSE 1 J999: 'ENO•; 
1 1 ·rRc-:tDuRE•srACKTAG(X); • INTEGER•x; •BEGIN•' IF•-(PTAG.:110000, •THEN• 1Go:·0•1;TrAG[PTAG] ::x;PTAG::PTAG+1; •GOT0•999;1:ERRCR(TAGFULL,O) ;POST~CR 
TEMJEX,T,9?9!'El\0 1l 
/~ 'F~CCEDliAE•ENTER1'AGIX)l' 1NTEGER 1 x;•BEGIN• 1 INTEGER•v,x1,v1,wx,wv:v::F'IRSTTAG;Nxv:x1::x;v1:=v:Nxw:wx::TTAG[XlllWVl:TTAG[Y1JJ 1BfGll\t I IF•-<w 
x=WY) 'TH:'.1 I •Gere '2; 1:3EGIN 1 ' 1F•-<wx<0) ITI-IEN' 'GOT0•3; 'Bf.GIN• 1 IF' .. (Y=X) 'THEN• 1GOTn'4JRESERVEADr' INSPACEl 1GOT0•999;4:PTAG:=x;x:=v; •GOT0 1999: •END• J31X 
1 : c:: X 1 • 1 ; '.', : = "1 + 1 ; ' GO-~ O I I\ X w ; ' E ND ' ; 2 : ' i F ' - C A BS C W X ) < A BS ( w Y ) ) 1 THE N ' 1 GOTO ' 7 ; WV : = TT A G t v • 2 1 ; 1 BEG I N • • I F 1 ., ( WY= 0 ) 1 THE N • 1 Go TO 1 8 ; TT AG C v • 2 l : = X ; R E s ER v E A :, M 1 'Is P 
ACE; •GcT~•?S<i;c,:Y:=~/Yl 1GOT0 1NXYl 'END' ;7:vJv:=TTAG[V-1]; '6EGIN 1 ' 1P 1 -.cwv=O) 'TtlEN• •GOT0 111iTTAG[V•1l ::x;RESERVEADMINSPACEJ •Gorc1999;11:v::n; 1GOT::l'N 
xv;• p,o,,, EI\D •;',,Ye;:, cNo,; 
/J 0 PRCCEDliRE•RCSERVEADMINS?ACE;•BEGIN'PTAG::PTAG+8; • IF•-.(PTAG(11oooo>•TrlEN• •Goro•l;TTAG[PTAG-8J::999;TTAG[PTAG.7J::Q;TTAG[PTAG.bJ:=O:TTAG[ 
PTAG•5]::r;T~AG[PTAr.-4]:=0;TTAG[PTAG•3l:=Q;TTAG[PTAG•?.l:=~;TTAG[PTAG•1)::Q; 1GOT0 1999J1:ERROR(TAGPULL,0)JPOSTMORTEMJEXIT;999: 1E~D 1 l 
74 •co~~ENT'4,3.3BOLDSYMBOLS; 
75. ' FCC 1..E Ai',' • PROCED uR E •READ BCLD c x > ; 1 1 NT EGER• x: 'BEGIN• • 1 NTEGE R •Bl, B2, B3, D; , 1 F, .. A cc.ENT, Tl-IE N, , GOTO• 1: x: =P BOLD: , BEGIN, , 1 F, -Ace ENT, n,E N, , GOTO, 2; 
D:=<63*!2P+~3)*128+63:o:=-DJSTACKEOLO(O)JREADBOLD:= 1TRUE 1 ; 1GOT0 1999;2:• IF 1-.B0LOCHAR(Bl)'THEN 11GOT0 13JRSTl 1 BEGIN'' IF•~ACCENT'THEN 11 GOT0 14;D:=(B1* 
128•63)*!~a+63;D::-D;STACKBOLO(O);REAOBOLO!=•TRUE•; 1GOT0 1999;4:1 IF• .. BOLDCHAR(B2)'THEN••GoTo•51•BEG1N•• ,F• .. ACCENT•THEN••GcTC•6;D:=(B1*128+B2l•!28 
+63;D::-:>;ST~CKBOLD(D);REAOBOL0:: 1 TRUE 1) 1GOT0 1 999;6: 1 •F'-.BOLOCHAR(B3) 1THEN''Goro•7;D;:(B1•128+B2)•12B+a3J 1BEGIN 11 IF 1-.ACCENT~THEN''GOT0'8:0::-o;s 
02:Lo(71- 84 A 1262J,19 KOSTER 3 00 
T o\CK tJCL.0 ( r.) ; •~E AC 3Cl.D:: ITRUE' ; 1 GOTC' 99<1; 8 1 IF 1 -,80Ll)Ci-,AR ( 81) 1 THEN 1 'GOTO 1 9; STACK BOLO ( 0) ; 1 GOTO• RST l 9: 1 GOTO t OJ t ENO I J 7: 1 GOTO 1 0 J IE NO t ; 5: 1 GOTO 1 0; 1 !:NO, 13 
:•GCTC•O,•E~D•11:0:REAOBOLD:= 1FAl.SE'J999 •ENO•; . 
76 ·pRCCEO~RE 1STACKBOLO(X)l 1 INTEGER Xl'BEGIN 11 lf•-,(PBOLo,200600) 1THEN••Goro•1;TBOL0[PBCLD]::x1PBOL01:PBOL.0+1J 1 GOTOl999;1:ERROR(BOLCfULL,O); 
PCSTJvi0RTEIVlf"<lil999: 1 f.NC 1 ; , 
17 •pRCCEDLRE'EN1ERBOl.O(X)l' INTEGER•X; 'BEGIN'' INTEGER'Y,X1,Y1,WX,WV;y::2Q0001;NXY:X11=XlV11:V;NXW:WX::TBOLD[X1];WY:aTBCLO[Y1]J'BEGIN''IFt~( 
wxs:wv) 'T:if.N' 'GOT0'2: 'BEGIN'' 1f• ... cwx<O) 'THEN' 'GOT0'3l 'AEGIN 11 1,• .. cv=x> 'THEN' 'GOT0 141 'GOT0'99914:PBOLD:=x1x:=v1 IGOT0 1 9991 'ENO' 131x1:=x1+11v1:cv1+1 
I 'GCTC • NXl'r: • i;;I', D' ; 2: SKP: ' IF'' - C WY< O) •THEN' • GOTO 1 7; Y: =v1: Y: =Y+ 11 • GOTO I NXY; 7: Vl: =vt +1 I WY:;: TBOL.D [ Yl l l • GOTO I SKP J , ENO I J 999: , END, ; 
18 'C01VMtN1'4,3,4SPECIAl.SYMBCLSi 
t9 'f0Cl.EA~' 1PROCEDURE'READSPEC(X)l 1 INTEGER 1 Xl'BEGIN• 1 1NTEGER 1S,S11 1 lf 1 ..,SPECCHA~(S1) 1 THEN• 1 GOTO 1 11~1:PSPECiSID(S1•128+63>•128+631Sl=•SJSTAC 
KSPEC(S):~e:~os,Ec:.:•TRUE 1 ;'GOT0'999il:REAOSPEC:=•FALSE'l999:•EN0 1 J 
eo •pRCCfDLRE'STACKSPEC(X)l' INTEGER•x;'BEGIN 1 ' IF'•~<PSPEC~300100)•THEN 11 GOT0'1;TSPEC[PSPEC]:=x;PSPEC:=PSPEC+1J'GOT0'99911:ERROR(SPECF'ULL.,O)I 
PCSTMORTEIV;EXITl999:•END 1 1 . • 
bl •pRCCEDURE•ENTERSPEC(X); • INTEGER•x; 1BEGIN'' INTEGER•v,wx,wv;v::3Q0001;wx::TSPEC[X]JNXY:wv::TSPEC[V]J'8EGINIIIF'~ .. cwxs:WY)ITHEN••GOT0•21•eEG 
I N 1 ' I f • .., ; v : X ) IT i-, E ~ • • GOTO ' 3 i • GOT o 1 9 9 9 ; 3 : P SP EC : : X i X : = Y ; 1 GO i C ' 9 9 9 ; ' END 1 ; 2 : .V ! : Y + l ; • Go TO I N X Y ; • E ND I J 9 9 9 : , END , ; 
b2 'COl'~E~T'4.3.~CO~SiANTS; • 
I, 3 'F. OC L. EAi\,' 1 PROCEDURE' R EADCCNS ( X) I ' I NT EGER' X; 'BEGIN 1 1 INTEGER' D, S; ; I F' 1 -,i) I GIT ( D) • Tt;iEN t •GOTO• 1; S: =O I RST: t BEGIN I I If t -.O I GIT ( D) 'THEN t 'GC TO •-2; S ! : 
S•10+D;•GcTC'~sT;2:x:=PCONSISTACKCONS(S);READCONS!= 1TRUE 1 ; 1GOT0 1999; 'END'll!READCONS:='F'AL.Sf. 1 ;999:•ENO•; 
84 1 PRCCEDURE'STACKCONS(X)l' INTEGER•x1'BEGIN'' IF'•-,(PC0NS~400300) 1 THEN••GoT0 1 1;TCONS[PCCNS]l:X;PCONS::PCONS+lJ'GOT0•999;1:ERROR(CONSF'ULL.,O)J 
PCSTMORT:.:I'; EXIT; 999: 1 END 1 ; 
t 5 'PRC CE DU'~E 'f. NT E RCONS ( X) ; 1 I NT EGER I X I 'BEGIN 1 ' I N'l"EGER I Y, S, T; S:: TCOtlS [ X] ; y: =400001; NXT: Tl :TCONS [ Y J ; 1 BEGIN t I If 1.,. ( S :T) 1 Tl-iE N 1 1 GOTO 1 2 J I EEG IN t , IF' 
1 •(X=Y) 1 ,1-E~' 'GC7C'3; 'GCTO'<l99;3:PCCNS;:x;x::v; 1G07°0'999; 1 END' ;2:v::Y+ll 'GOTO'NXT; •END' ;999: 'END'; 
86 'C01'MEN1'4,3,61NPUTADMINiSTRATICNl 
87 •pRCCEDURE• IN 1 TIALIZEFORREADINGI 1BEGIN 1GIVETEXT!:•F'Al.SEIJPCONS:.:400001:PTAG::100001;PBOL0::200001;PSPEC::300001lLINEl:0;CHAR::RESYMIRESE 
RVEADMIN5PACE;FIRSTTAG:=PTAG; 1END'l 
88 'f! OC L. EAN 1 1 P ROC!DURE' I STAG ( X) l I INTEGER I X l I BEGIN' 1 IF' 1 ~ ( 100001' LE I I NPT"' I NPT< PTAG) 1 THEN I t GOTO t 1 J X ! : I NPT l NEXTSYMBOL; IS TAG I:, 1 TRUE 1 ; t GC TO 1 999; 1 
! ISTAG!='FALSEt;999: 'END'; . 
8 9 • eOCLEAN' 'PROCEDURE' 1 s BOLD< X) ; ' INTEGER' x I 'BEGIN' • 1F'• .. <20 0 O O 1 1 LE' I NPT,,, 1 NPT<P BOL.0 l •THEN, •GOTO• 1; x:: I NPT I NEXTSYM BOL 1 1 s BOLO:.,• TRu E • ; , GOTO, '#9 
911: ISB01..r.:=•FALSE• ;999: •END•; 
Si O • eoc LE. AN' 1 p ROC EDUR E • 1 SCONS ( x) ; ' 1 NT EGER• X; 'BEG, N • t IF' 1 ... C 40 O O O 1 •LE• 1 NP T,,, 1 NPT< PCONS I I THEN 1 • GOTO 1 1 l X: = I NPT I NE XTSVM BOL. 1 1 SCON s: = 1 TRUE• ; •GOTO• 99 
9 I:,: I SCONS::: 'F Al.SE'; 999: 'END'; 
91 'eoc LE AN 1 1 PROCEDURE' RC X l ; 1 111:TEGE R • X; • BEGIN' ' 1 F • ... AHEAD ( X) 1 THEN 1 •GOTO• 1: 'JEXT SYMBOL.; R: = 1 TRUE• : 1 GOTO• 999; 1: R: =•FALSE, : 9 9 9: , ENO• : 
92 •eOCL..EAN' 1 PROCEOURE 1AHEAD(X); • INTEGER•x; •BCGIN'' If''--( INPT:X) 'THEN' •GuTo'llAHEAD::•TRUE•; 'GOT0'999;1:AHEAD:=•rALSE' :999: 1 EN0 1 ; 
93 'FRCC.EOlJRE 0 NEXTSYMBOL:'BEGIN 1READ(INPT);•END•; 
94 •pRCCEDURE 1READ(X);' INTEGER'X; •eEGIN 1 SKP:' IF 1 ... LAYCUTSYM60L'THEN' 1 GOT0•1;NEXTCHARJ 'GOT0 1SKP:1: 1 IF''-.READTAG(X) 1THEN' tGOT0•2:ENTERTAG(X); 'G 
OTO' 999 I 2: ' IF 1 -,READ BOLD ( X) 'THEN' 'GOTO' 3; ENTER BOLD ( X) ; 1 GOTO 1 999 I 3: I IF'' -,RE AOSP EC ( X) t THEN 1 'GOTO I 4 l ENTERSP EC ( X) l • GOTO t 999 I 4: t I flt •REAOCONS ( X) t THEN t t G 
010'5iENTERC011,S{X); 1GOT0 1999;5:ERROR(~RCNGINPUTCODE,CHAR)JNEXTCHARiREAD(X)l999:'END'I . 
~5 •co,~ENT'4,4COMPILfRCO~PILERTCALGOL6Q; 
96 ·eoc~EA11, 1GIVERSTO,AOVANCEDl 
97 '1NlEGER 1 1-iANOLE,BOUNoX,SPEcX,TONEX!,TOLOsT,TOEND,CURLAB,NEWLAB; 
98 •cO~MENT 14,4,1AUXILIARYACTICNS; 
99 · ;, RC CE DLRE I ADD PL.ACE (TAG) ; t I~ TE GER I TAG; 1 BEGIN 1 ' I NT!GE R I H, K, Q l H l: TTAG [ T AG-6] l 'BE.GIN I • 1 F' t., ( H= 0) 1 THEN I I GOTO' 21 REPLACE (TAG, I-') ; 'GOTO 1 999 I 2: -:l:;: 
L. TEXT r HJ ; K: = u-o' I' 8192*8192: • 1 F • ... ( K<L I NE> •THEN• 'GOTO• 3; REP L.A CE c TAG, H > ; •GOTO• 99Q; 3: , GOTO• 999: , ENO, ; Q99: , ENO, ; 
. 1 U O • p RC CE D lJ RE I RE P LACE ( T AG , H ) J I I NT E G ER ' h , TAG ; 1 6 E G I N I TT AG [ T 4 G • 6 J : = PT E X T ; ' BEG I N t I I F' 1 .. ( H" 0 ) 1 THEN t t GOTO • 2 I ENTER TEXT ( L I NE·) ; t GOTO 1 9 9 9 I 2 : H : = H • 8 0 0 0 0 
1 l H: :H+ 1; t-:: 81 92 *l",+L I NE; ENTE KT EXT ( H) ; 1 GCTO 1 999; 'END' I 999: 'END 1 ; 
101 1 PRCCEDURE 1FoRGETLOCALS;•eEGIN'' INTE.GER'LCC;RsT: 1 1F'•~(PLOC=5J00~1) 1THE'J''GOT0'11'GOT0•999;1~PL.OC::PL.Oc-1;LOC:=LL.OC[PLOCJ;WARN(~CC);TTAG[ 
LCC•5J :=O;TTAG(LOC-4] l=ll;TTAG[LOC-3) ::0; •GQTQ•RSTJ999: 'ENC''; 
;_ fi2 'PRC,: E. DURE' WARN C X) ; ' I IIJT EGER' X; 'E!EG IN' ' IN TE GER'S TATE; ST A TE: :TT AG [ x.5 J ; 'F!EG IN' • IF''.., (ST ATE: BLANK) •THEN• •GOTO' 21 TRACE ( X) l I GOTO• 99 9: 2: t IF'•.., ( S 
TATE.:0) •:1-Ef\' •GlT0'3;TRACE(X); 1GOTU'999J3:SIGNAL.(X); 'GOT0'999; 1ENO' ;999: 1EN0'; 
!03 'PRCCEOlJRE'f.NTERL.OCAL(HEAO);' INTEGER 1 HEADl'BEGIN' 1 lf• ... (PLoc,soo2oo>'THEN 11 G070 11;LLnC[PLOC]:=HEADIPL.OC:=PL.OC+1l'BEGIN 1 • IF' 1~(PLCCSXLOC)'T 
HEN' •GOTJ•2; 'G010'9<l9;2:XLOC::PLOC; 'GOT0'999; •END' ;1:F:RROR(LOCF"ULL,(1) ;POSTMORTEM;EXIT:999: 1END 1 I 
104 •pRCCEDLRE'EIJTERGL0BAL(l-1EAD); • INTEGER•HEA0i'BEGIN1 1 1F•~(PGL06S6010001•THEN••GOT0 11;LGLOB[PGL0B]::HEAD1PGL.OB::PGL.OB+1J'GOT0 1999;1:ERROR(G 
LCBFULL,O);FJST,ORTEMIEXIT;999!'END'i 
:'.. 0 5 ' r- il C ::'. E D L RE ' E i, T ERM AC RO ( 1-1 F. AD ) ; 1 I NT EGER I HEAD ; 1 BEG I N I I I F' • ~ ( PM AC RS 7 C, .L 1 0 0 ) • 7 Ii E N I t GOTO 1 1 l L. ~AC R [ PM AC R J : : HE AC> I PM AC R : 11 p MAC R + 1 J I G C TO 1 9 9 9 ; 1 : ERROR ( MA 
CRFULL,0);PC3TMCRTEM;EXIT;999: 1 EN0 1 ; 
106 'PRCCEDURE•E~TERTEXT(X)l' IN1EGER•x; 'BEGIN'' IF'•~(PTEXTs8040001 1THEN 1 'GOT0'1J~TEXT(PTEXT]l=X;PTEXT::PTEXT+11'GOT0•99911:ERROR(TEXTF'ULL.,n); 
PCSTM0RT!IViEX,T1999:•END'l . 
~y7 1 C01'MENT'4,4,2TREATMENTOFTYPESI 
108 'PRCCEO~RE'DCFINEACTION(HEAC)I' INTEGER 1HEADl 1 BEGIN 1REDEFINE(HEAD,C>EF1NED,GLOBAL.,ACTION)J 1 EN0 1 J 
109 •pRCCEDLRE'DEF'INEPREDICATE(~EAD)I' INTEGER'HEAOl 1BEGIN'REDEflNE(HEAD,DEF'INED,GL0BAL.,PREDICATE)J 1 ENO•J 
110 'PRCCEDlJRE'DEflNEAF'F'IX(HEAO);• INTEGER•HEAD; 1 BEGIN 1 REOEF'INE(HEAO,DEFINED,LOCAL.,POINTER); 1 EN0 1 1 
021271- 04 A 1262J,19 KOSTER 4 00 
lll •pRCCEDURE'DEFINELAeEL(LAe):' 1NTEGER 1 LAB;•BEG1~•· IF 1-(l00001'LE 1LAB .... LAB<PTAG) 1THEN••GOT0 1 1lRE0EFINE(LAB,DEFINE0,LOCAL,LABEL)J'GCT01999J1 
: 1 IF•• ( 4 O l' ::l Cl• LE' LA e .... LA e<P C-0111S l 'Tl-EN• • GCTO' 2; •GOTO' 999; 2: 999: 'ENO 1 ; 
112 •pRCCEDURE•ArPLYACTION(HEAD)l' INTEGER 1HEA0;'BEGIN•REDEFINE(HEAO,APPLIED,GLOBAL,ACTl~N)J 1 ENn•J 
113 • pRC CE DURE' A? PL v·PRED I CAT[:: (HEAD) I I IN ·1 EGER' 1-tEAD: 1 BEGIN' REDEFINE (HEAD, Al-'PL I ED, GLOBAi., PREO I CA TE) I I ENO t J 
114 •pRCCEDURE 1APPLYLABEL(l.AB);• INTEGER'LAB;•BEGIN 11 IF 1 •(1C0001 1 LE 1LAB .... l.AB<PTAG)•THEN••r.oTo 111REDEFINE(LAB,APPI.IE0,1.ocAL,LAB£L)J'GOT0•999111 
1 IF'•<40J~01'LE'LAB,.,LAB<PCONS) 1THEN' 1GOT0 1 2l'GOT0'999:2:999:•EN0 11 
115 'PRCCEDURE 1APPLY(X)J' INTEGER'X; 1BEGIN 1NEWPLACf.(X); 1 IF'•TRVSTATE(X,APPLIED) 1 THEN' 1 GOTO'1J 1 GOTO 1 999J1l9991 1 ENO•l 
116 'PRC'EDURE'REDEFINEIX 1 NSTATE,NSCAT,NTYPE)J' INTEGER•NTYPE,NSORT,NSTATE,x;•BEGIN 1 ' INTEGER 10LDPOS;• IF•~REDEFINE1(X,NSTAiE,NSORT,NTVPE)•T~EN 
''GCTC•l;NEl~L~CE(X); 1GOT0'999;1:c1.cPoS::poS;Nl.CRJOUT(XIMPOSSIBLE); 1NFORM(X);OJT(NSTATE);our(NSORT):OUT(NTYPE);POSITION(CLDPOS);999: 1 EN0 1 J 
117 ·eOC'-EAN''PROCEDURE'REDEF'NEl(X,NSTATE,NSORT,NTVPE)l' INT£GER'N7YPE,NSORT,NSTATE,Xl'BEGIN 11 1r 1-TRVTYPE(X,NTYPE)•THEN••GoT0•1; 1 lf 1 -TRYSORT 
(X,NSCRT)•T~~N• 1GCT0•01• IF'-TRVSTATE(x,NSTATE)•THEN' 1GOT0 10JREOEFINE1:='TRuE•;•GOT0'999J1:0:REOEFINE1l: 1 FALSE•;9991•END•1 
:l 18 'E OC LE AN' 1 PROCEDURE' TRVS TATE ( X, S) ; ' INTEGER I S, X l I BEGIN' 1 INTEGER I Q l Q:: TT AG [ X •5] ; 1 IF 1., ( Q: 0) 1 THEN' 1 GOTO' 1 I TTAG IX •5] : • S l TRY STA TE:: 1 TllUE I I t GOT 
o, 99911: , 1 F, - < Q=DE F , NED> , THEN, , GOTO, 2; , 1 F • ... cs =AP PL I ED> , THEN• , GOTO, 2; TT AG [ x-5 J : = Bl.ANK: TRYST ATE:=, TRUE, 1 , GOTO, 999 1 2: , 1 F, .. < 0:AP Pl. 1 ED> , THEN, , Go To, 3 1 
1 P.EG IN• • t F 1 - ( s ::AP Pl. 1 ED l I THEN 1 • GOTO 1 4; TRY s TATE:::' TRUE• : 1 GOT o 1 999 l 4: 1 IF 1., < S:OE FI NED> •THEN' 1 GOTO 1 5 J TT AG [ X-5 J 1 =BLANK; TRYST A TE 111 •TRUE, J I GOTO 1 999; 5: 1 c. 
OTO' Q; • E tlr,' ; 3: • IF"• ( 0:: BLANK) 'THEN' t GOTO t 71 ' IF" 1., ( S: AP ?L I ED) 1 THEN 1 1 GOTO 1 7; TRVS TA TE:: t TRUE' ; t GOTO t 999 J 7: Q: TRVSTA TE l:: IF AL SE 1 1999 I t ENO I J 
119 , E oc LE.AN 1 1 P ROCEDuR E • TRY s ORT c x, P > ; , 1 N"iEGER I P, x: 1 e EG IN, , 1 NTEGER, c: c: :TT AG [ x • 4 1 ; , J F, .. ( c= O) , THEN, , GOTO• 1; TTAG c x-4 l : = p 1 , BEG 1111, , 1 F, .. c P = LO·CAL. > , 
T~EN 1 'Go~c'21ENTERLOCAl.(X)iTRYSORT:='TRUE 1 l'GOT0•999;2:' IF 1 --(P=GL.OcAL) 1THEN''GOT0 1 3iENTEAGLOBAL(X);TRVSORT:='TRUE'J 1 GOTOt999J3:• IF 1-,(P=~ACRO)ITH 
EN• 1GCTO't. lENiERGl.OBAL.(X) ;TRYSORT:::'TRUE' J 1GQT0'999J4: •Goro•o; 1EN0 1 ;1: 1 IF 1-.(P:r.,) •THEN• 1GoT0•6;TRYSORT:::2•TRUE' 1 •GOT0 199916:0:TRVSORT::1•FAL.SE• 1999 
: 'END I; 
12 O • poc LE AN' 'PROCEDURE• iRVTYP EC x, P > ; 1 1 NT EGER' P, x: •BEGIN• • 1 NT EGER I Q: Q: = TT AG C X•3 J ; • IF 1 .. C Q: O) 1 THEN• 1 GOTO• 1 l TTAG [ X•3 l : =P J TRV T VP e:: =•TRUE I J I GOTO• 
999111 • IF•~(P:Q) 'THEN' 1GOT0'2;TRYTYPE:: 1TRUE• l •GOT0'999J2:TRYTVPE:=•FALSE 1 ;999: 1END 1; 
;). 21 'PRC CE DURE' NE WPL ACE ( X) I ' I NTE GER I X; 'BEGIN' ' INTEGER I S ORT I SORT: =TT AG [ X •4] ; ' IF•., ( SOR T::Lr.:CAl.) 1 THEN I t GOTO 1 1 J • GOTO 1 999 l 1: ADO PL ACE ( X) I 99 91 • ENO I I 
122 'PRC 1.E DURE' NE WNPA RS ( X, P) l I INTEGER I P, X; 'BEG I N' ' I NTE GER I Q IQ: :TT AG [ X•B] ; 1 IF 1 • ( Q= P) 1 THEN t t GOTO• 11 I GOTO• 999 l 1: I I 'I'•"' ( Q: 999) t THEN I t GOTC • 2 l TTAG [ 
x•aJ:=p; 1 GOT0'9y9;2:ERROR(WRONGNUr,'BcROPPARAMETERS,X);999: 1ENO'l 
:!.2 3 1 eocLE AN' 1 PR cc EOUR E • WAS ACT I ON (HEAD) ; • 1 NT EGER• HEAD; 1 BEGIN 1 • 1 NT EGER I T; T: :TT AG [ HEAD-3] ; • IF'•., ( T =ACT I ON) • THEN I t GOTO' 1 l \II AS AC t I ON::• TRL, E • J • Go To 
'999;1:WASAC\ ION::•FAl.SE' ;999: •END•; 
124 'F0CLEAN 11 PROCEDURE 1WASAfFtX(HEAD);' INTEGER'HEAD; •BEGIN' 1 INTEGER 1TJT::TTAG[HEAD-3l JI IF• .. (T:POINTER) 'THEN' IGOT0 11JWASAFF 1x:= 1TRuE• I 'GOTO' 
999;1: 1 IF'.,( r:FLAG) 1THEN 11 GOT0 12lWASAFFIX:::'TRUE 1l 1GOT0'999;2: 1 IF 1•(T:LIST)'THEN 1'G0T0 13J\IIASAFFIXl: 1TRUE'J'G0T0 1999J31\IIASA'l'FIXl: 1PAL.SE 1J999: 1ENO 
I• , . 
125 'EOCLEAN''PROCEOURE'WASMACRC(HEAD)l' INTEGER'HEAD; 1BEGIN 11 tNTEGER 1S;S:::TTAGtHEA0•4J;• IF 1•(S:MACR0) 1THEN''G0T0 11l\llASMACRO:a•TRUE 1 ;•GOT0 199 
9 J 1 l WASMACRC:: 1 F- ALSE': 999: 'END'; 
1t'6 . pOCLEAN' 'PROCEDUAE'WASPARAr-'LESSMACRO(HEAD) l 11NTEGER 1HEAOl 1BEGitJ 1 I 1F• ... c1ooon: 1 LE'HEADAHEAD<PTAG) 'T11EN 11 GOT0 11l 11F 1~11'ASr-'ACRO(~EAC) 1THE'l'' 
GCTC•l;• :F•-WASAFFIX(HEAD) 1THEN••GOTO•O:WASPARAMLESSMACRO:a•TRuE•; 1G0T0'999;1:n:wAsPARAMLESRMACRo::•FA1.sE1;999:•END•: 
127 'C0r-'MENT 0 4,4,3SPECIFICATtCNSI 
12d 'F0CLEAN' 1PROCEDURE 1SPECIFICATION; 1 BEGIN 1 ' IF•-.EXTERNA1.SPEClflCATION'THEN' 1GOT0 1 l;SPf.CIFICATION::o 1 TRUE•;•GOT0 1999;11 1 IF 1-1NTERNALSPEC1FIC 
ATICN'THC~' •GCTC'2;spECIFICATICN::•TRuE•; •GOT0 1 999;2:• IFt-MACROSPECiFICATION'THEN••GoT0'3:s0ECIFICATION:=•TRUEtJIGOT0•999;31SPECIFICATICNl='FALS 
E1J999: 1END 1; 
!. 29 ' F OC LEAN' 'P ROC ED URE·• EXTERNALS P EC IF' I CAT I 01~; 1 BEGIN I I I ~iT EGER I TVP E; ' IF' -.R (EXTERNAL) 'THE',' t GOTO• 1 J I IF t.., I STYP E (TYPE) t THEN 1 1 GCTO 1 0 l TR EA TSP E CL IS 
T(DEFINE~,GLOEAL,TYPEl;EXTERNAl.SPECIFICATION:: 1TRUE';•GCT0 1999J1:Q:EXTERNALS?ECtPICATION:=••ALSE•J999:•END'l 
13 a · eoc !. E All:• , P Hoc ED uR E • i s Tv pr: c x > .: , 1 NTEGER • x; • BEG N • x: = 1 NP T, • 1 F, -.R <AC;, orn , niE N, , GOTO, 1 1 1 STY PE:= 'TRUE, ; , Gero, 999 11: 1 1 P, -R < P RED I c.:. TE l , TrlE 111, , :. 
OTO' 2; t S :v Pr. : : 'T Ru E' ; 'GOTO' 999 l 2: t IF 1 -R (PO INTER) !THEN' 1 GOTO' 3 l IS TVP E:: 1 TRUE' ; • <iOTO t 999 J 3: 1 I F • •R (FL.AG) t THEN• t GOTO' 4 l IS TYPE:: 1 TRUE• ; 1GOTO•999; 4: 1 S 
TVPE:=•F\t.SE'J999: 1f.ND•; 
:.:ll •pRCCl:.DURE'TREATSPECLIST(STATE,SORT,TYPE) 11 INTEGER•TyPE,SORT,STATE: 1BEGIN 1 • INTEGER•t-'EAD;NXT: • IF•-.ISTAG(HEAD) •THEN• •GOT0•1;REOEFiNE(HEAt.., 
S TAT E , SO:~ T , T Y P E l ; ' 6 E G i N ' ' I F 1 ~ R ( CO r,- MA l ' Tr< EN ' ' GOTO ' 2 ; ' Go TC ' N X T : 2 : SH I f" T 2 L I NE S : ' I F 1 .., R ( p O I NT ) 1 THEN 1 1 GOTO 1 3 J • GOT o ' 9 9 9 J 3 I I GOTO 1 0 l ' END 1 ; 1 : 0 : 9 9 9 : ' END 1 1 
132 ' eoc ... E AN' ';., ROCEDUR E' , NTE RN AL SP EC I F I CAT I ON: 'EEG IN 1 • I NT EGER I TYPE; ' Ip 1 .. 1 STYP EOf L.OCAL. (TYPE) 1 THEN 1 1 GOTO 1 1; TREATSP E CL Is T (APPL I ED, Gl.0 BA l., TYPE l ; 
INTER~AL~FECIFiCAT,ON::•TRUE•;tGQT0'99911! INTERNALSPEC1FiCATION::•FALSE 1J999:•END'; 
13 3 'f: :JC L. E AN' 'PROCEDURE' : ST VP E OF LC CAL ( X) i ' I NT EGER' X; 1 BEGIN I X:= I NP T; ' IF 1 ..,R (ACTION) 'THEN 1 • GOTO I ll I STYP EOFLOCAL:" t TRUE I I I GOTO 1 999; 1: ' I F '-.R ( P q ED 
ICATE) •TrEN' '(:()10 12: iSTVPEOFLOCAL::•TRUE' l 1GOT0'9'>l9J2: ISTYPEOFl.OCAL:=•FALSE 1 ;9Q9: 'END'; 
13 4 'eoc 1.. E ,\I',' 'PROC ED JR E 'MACRJS P EC IF I CAT I UN; ' BEG' N • 1 I NT EGER• TYPE, HEAD; • IF 1 -R ( MACRJ l • i HEN• t GOTO• 1: 1 IF t ~ I STVPE (TYPE) 1 THE Ill 1 •GOTO• 0; "IX T: • IF•., I s TA 
G(hEAC)•7~~N' •GCTC 1 0;REDEFINE(HEAD,CEFINED,MACRO,TYPE)lREAD~ACRO(HEAD);'BEGIN 1 • IF'-.R(tOMMA)•THEN••GOT0•2J•GOTO•NXTl2:SHIFT2L.INESI' IF 1•AIPOINT) 1T 
l-tEN 11 GQTC 13;MACROSPECtFICATION::•;ALE 1J 1GOT0 1999;3: 'GOT0 1 0l'EN0 1;110:MACROSPEC1F1CATiON::tFALSE 1;999l•F.NOt; 
1~ 5 'PRC CE DURE I R EAD~1 ACRO (HEAD) l I INTEGER I HEAD l 'BEG I N 1 • I NT EGER I X; TT AG [ HEAD •7 J : : PMACR l NXT: t BEGIN t t IF I •AHEAD ( PO t "IT) t THEN I t GOTO 1 21 ENT ERMA CRO (PO IN 
T);'G0T0·~9i;i: 1 IF•-A~EAD(COMMA) 1 THEN 11 GOT0'3;ENTERMACRO(POINT)J 1 GOT0•999;3:• lf" 1-,ISTAG(X)•T~EN•'GOT0 14; 1 1fl•TRYSTATE(X,APPLIED)tTHEN• 1GCTO•QJENT 
ERt:.ACRC ( :<); 'GCTC I f'iXT; 4: ENTERMACRO ( I NPT); NEXTSVMBOL l 'GOTO t NXT J 'ENO t l O: 999: t END•; 
136 1 C0JMENT'4,4,4DECLARATIONS; 
137 •eOCLEAN' 1PROCEDuRE 10ECLARATICNl 1 BEGIN 1 ' 1F• ... po1NTERDECLARATION 1 THEN 1 'GOT0'1:DECLARATIONl='TRUE•:•GOT0•999J1:• IF 1 .. f"LAGDECL.ARATICN 1THEN•'~ 
0~0!2JDECLARATICN::•TRUE 1 l 'GOT0 1999J2: 1 IF 1-.LIST0ECI.ARATION 1THEN 11 GOT0'3lOECLARATION:: 1TRUE'J'GOT0 1999l3:DECLARATION::•FALSE 1J999: 1 END•; 
138 •eOCLEAN 11 PROCEOURE'?OINTERCECLARATION;'BEGIN' 1 lp•~R(POINTER) 1 THEN 11 GOT0•1;TREATDECl.LIST(0iNTEGER,POINTER)lPOINTEROECL.ARATION::o•TRUE 1 ; 1 G 
OT0'999;~:PC,Nir.RDECl.ARATION::•FALSE';9991 1END 1i 
139 'PRCCEDURE 1TREATDECLLIST(Al.G0l.TYPE,TVPE)l' INTEGER•TVPE,ALGOLTVPEl'BEGIN'' INTEGER•HEADIBLANKLINEJG(ALGOI.TVPE);NXT:•IF 1 --ISTAG(HEAD) 1 THEN'' 
021271- J.: A 1262J,19 KOSTER 5 00 
GCTC•1;RCrEFl~E(HEAD,OEFINED,GLCBAL,TVPE)JG(HEAD)l 1 BEGIN 11 1F 1 -R(COMMA) 1 THEN 11 GOTOt2;G(COMMA); 1 GOT0 1 NXT;21SHIFT2LINES;•1F• .. R(POINT)'T~EN••GOT0•3J 
G(SEMICOLCN); •Go,c•999J3: •Goro 11); 1 El'<D• ,1:0:999: 'END'; ' ,, 
140 •eOCLEA~'•PROCEOURE'FLAGDECLARATiONi 1 BEGIN'' IF'-R(FLAG) 1 THEN' 1 GOT0 1 1JTREATDECLLIST(QBOOLEAN,FLAG)JFLAGOECLARATION:••TRUE•1•GoT0•99911:FL 
AGDECLARATICN::•FALSE';999: 1 END 1 ; , 
141 'EOCLf.AN''PROCEDuRE'LISTDECLARATION;•eEGIN'' INTEGER'HEAOJ 1 IF'-R(LIST)'THEN''GOT0 1 1JP.LANKLINEJG(QINTEGER)JG(QARRAY)JUJNXT:' tF••tSTAG(HEAD 
)•T~EN••GrTC•Q;G(~EAD);REDEFINE(HEAC,DEf1NED,GLOBAL,L 1ST); 1 IF 1 -R(SUB)•THEN 11 GOTO•O;G(SUB);CCNSTANTTEXT:' if•~R(COLON)•THEN••GOTC•O;G(COLCN)JCONST 
ANTT Ex T; • 1 F • -R < eus l • it1EN' • GOTO 1 0; G ( E us> ; •BEGIN• ' IF • ... R c CCMr-' Al •THEN• •GOTO• 2; G < CO"'lMA l ; NEWL t NE; •GOTO• NXTJ 2: SH t FT2L t NES J , 1 F, --R ( PC t ,NT> , THEN, , GOTO, 3 1 G < 
SEMI CCLo:n J L; L IS TOE CLARA TI ON:=' TRl,;E 1 ; • GCTO • 999; 3: 'GOTO 1 0; 1 END• ; 1: O: LI S'!'DECLARA 7" 1 ON::• FALSE• ; 9991 , ENO I I 
~~2 •pRC~EDURE•CONSTANTTEXTJ•eEGIN'' INTEGER 1 SVMB;NXT1 1 IF•-ISTAG(SvMB}•THEN• 1 GOT0 1 1JAPPLV(SVMB); 1 B~GIN••IF••WASPARAMLESS~ACRO(SVMB) 1 THEN••GOT 
0•2;PUTPARA~LESSMACRO(SVMB)1 1 GOT0 1 NXT;2lG(SYMB);•G0TO•NXT;•END'J11' 1F• .. 1scONS(SYMB)'THEN 11 GOT0•4;G(SVMB);t~OTO•NXTJ4:•1F• .. R(PLuS)'THEN••GOT0•51G 
(PLUS);'GCTC·~xT:5:• 1F•-R(MINUS)•THEN••GoT0'6;G(MINUS)J'GOTO•NXTJ6l•ENCt; 
143 •cOr-'MENT'4,4,5AFFIX!XPRESSIONSl ' 
14 4 'P RCCE DI.IRE I P UT AF FI XE X PRESS I CN (HEAD) l ' INTEGER• H;;:AD; IS E GIN' • IF' :.,TRVSORT (HEAD, GLOBAL) 1 THEN 1 • GOTO 1 11 PUTO I RECT (HEAD) l t GOTO t 99911: • IF• .. TRY SORT 
(~EAD,~ACR0) 1 Tt1EN•tGOT0 1 2;•BEGIN•• IF•-WASACTION(HEAD)•THEN 1 'GOT0•3;PUTMACRO(HEAD)J•GOT0'999;31G(OPEN)JPUTMACRO(HEAD)JG(CLOSE)J•GOT0 1 999; 1 EN0 1 ;2: 
999: 'END' • • . 
145 •~RCCEDURE•PUTDIRECT(HEAD);• INTEGER•HEAD;•BEG!Ntt INTEGER•NPARS;NPARS::o;G(HEAD);AFFIXPACKOPTION(NPARS);NEWNPARS(HEAD,NPARS);•ENC•J 
l 4 b 'P RCCE fl I.IRE I AF F I XPACl<OP TI ON ( NPARS) l ' I NT EGER' NPARS l I BEGIN I I IF'' ~R (PLUS) 'THEN' •GOTO.' 1 l G (OPEN) l TREATAFF IX l RST: t BEGIN' NPARS:: NPAR S+l; 1 IF t _;R ( PL 
US) 'T'"'EN' •GCTC 1 2lG(COf'MA) ;TREATAf'F IX; •GOTO'RST;2:G(CLOSE); 1 GOT0 1 999; 'END• ;1:999: •END' l 
l 4 7 • p RCCE Dl,R E I TREAT AF f" I X; 1 BEG It..• • INTEGER' Ar F X; ' IF" 1 - IS TAG ( AF F X) •THEN' t GO TO 1 1; PUTS I NGL.E ( AF F X) ; APPL V ( AF'F X) l t GOTO 1 999; 1: t IF t., IS BOLD ( AFF X) t THEN t 
'G0•0'2l~(STR1NGQUOT£);G(AFF'X);G(STR!NGQUOTE);•GoT0 1 9°9;2: 1 1;• .. 1scoNS(AFFX)'THEN 11 GOT0'3;G(AFFX)l'GOT0'999;3:ERROR(WRONGAFFIX,AFFX)l9~9:•END•; 
:, 4 8 •PRC c ED uRE 'PUT s INGLE< x l ; • 1 NT EGER• X; 1 BEGIN 1 ' 1 F • -w As AF F I x C X l •THEN• •GOTO• 1J •BEGIN• 1 IF• -WASMACRO ( X) •THEN• • GOTO 1 2; P UTPARAMLE SSMAC RO< x) J •GOTO• 
999 l 2: G (XI ; 'GCTC' 999 l 'END' l 1: R EOE F I ts; E ( X, AP PL I ED, GLOBAL, PO I NT ER) ; G ( X) ; 999: 'END• : 
149 •pRCCEOI.IRE'PUTPARAMLESSr-'ACRC(V)l' INTEGER•v;•a~GIN•• INTEGER'X,M;X::TTAGrY-7]:NEWNPAR~(Y,O);NxT:~:=x+l;M::LMACRtXJ;•SEGIN•• IF•-(M:POINT)'T 
HEN' 1 GOT0•2; 1 GOT0•999:2:G(M): 1 GOTC't-.XTI 'END' ;999: 'END'; 
150 •pRCCEDURE 1 PUTMACRO(X)l' INTEGER 1 Xl 'BEGIN 1 ' 1NTEGER•P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,Q,M,NPARS;NPARS::Q:Q::TTAG(X~7]lGETPARAMETERS(NPARS,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5)lNEW 
NPARS(X,NFARS);NXTIQl=Q+1:M:=LMACR(C];•BEGIN•• tF•-(M:POINT)'THEN••GOT0•2;tGOT0•99912: 1 IF•-(M:DNE)•THEN••GOT0 1 3JPUTPAR(P1,1)J'GCT0 1 N~T;3:• lf•.,(M: 
TWO) •THE!,• 1 GOi0'4JPUTPAR(P2,2); 'GCTC 1 NXT;4:' IF• ... (M=THREE) 'THEN' 1 GOT0 1 5;PUT?AR(p3,3): 1 GOT0 1 NXT;51 • IF 1 -.(M=FouR) •THEN' •GOT0•6;PUTPAR(P4,4); •GOTO•l'<X 
TJ6!' IF•~1M:F" 1VE) 1 THEN 11 GOT0'7lPUTPAR(P5,5)l 1 GOTO'NXT:7:• IF'-WASPARAM1.ESSMACRO(M) 1 THEN''GOT0 1 8;PUTPARAMLESSMACRO(M)J•GOTO'NXT:8:G(M); 1 GCTO•NXTI' 
E~D• ;999: •E~D•; 
151 •PRCCEDURE'GETPARAMETERS(P,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5)J' !NTEGER•p5,P4,P3,P2,P1,P:•9EGIN'GETPAR(P,P1)JGETPAR(P,P2)JGETPAR(P,P3)JGETPAR(P,P4);GETPARI? 
,,P5);'ENO•; 
:!.5 2 'p RC(.E!)U RE I GETPAR ( P, X) l I INTEGER' X, Pl I BEGIN' 1 IF' -R (PL US) 1 THEN' 'GOTO' 1; P: :p +1: 'BEG·1 NI t IF 1., I ST AG ( X) 1 THEN• 1 GOTO 1 21 AP p LY ( X) J • GOTO 1 999; 21 1 IF 1 "" 
ISCCNS(X)•T~~~• 1 GCT0 1 3J'GOT0'999;3:'GOTC'0J'END';l:X::XPARAMETERERROR; 1 GOT0 1 999l0l999:'END•; 
!53 1 pRCCEDURE 1 PUTPAR(X,Y)J' INTEGER'V,Xl•BEGIN'' IF 1 -(400001 1 LE'XAX<PCONSl•THEN••GOT0 1 1JG(X)l•GOT0 1 999;1l' tF•-(XaXPARAM!TERERROR)•THEN••GOTO• 
2 l ERRC R ( X, V) ; 'GCTO '9 99; 2: 1 IF ''"' ( 200001 •LE I X,-X <P BOLO) 'THEN I •GOTO' 3 JG ( S TR I NGQUOTE l ; G ( X) ; G ( S TR I t-lGQUOTE) l I GOTO t 999 J 3 IP UTS INGLE ( )() ; 99 9: 1 END I l 
:54 'C0~MENT'4,4,66UILDINGSTONESOFARULEI 
1~5 •pRCCEDURE•puTCONNECTAND;•BEGIN'' lf' ... GIVERST0 1 THEN 1 'GOT0 1 1lPUTJUMP(CURLAB);TONEXT:=TONEXT+lJ'GOT0•999;1:• IFl.,ADVANCED'Tl-'EN' 1 GOTC'2lERROR 
(POSSIBLYFACKTRACKNECESSARV,·O);PUTJ~MP(0)JT0LOST::TOLOST+1J'GOT0 1 999l2:PUTJUM?(CURLAS)J•ONEXT;:TONEXT+1l9991'END•J 
j?6 'PRCCEDURE 1 PUTCONNECTORJ •BEGIN'' IF 1 -AHEAD(SEMIC0LCN)•THEN 11 GOT0•1;PUTRESTORE;FRESHLABELJ'BEGIN• 1 IF•"(TONEXT=O)•T~EN• 1 GCT0 1 2:ERRCR(ALTERN 
ATtVENEVERRE,'\CHED,0); 'Go·ro 1 999:2: 1 GcTc•999; 'ENO' ;1: • IF '-Al-'EAD(CLOSE) •THEN• 1 GOTo'4J •BEGIN 11 1 F• .... (TONEXT:Q) •THEN• IGQT0 1 5J 1 GoT0 1 999;51PUTLAEEL(CURI.A 
8) l FRESHL,, BEL;• eEG IN•' IF'' ... GI VERSTO •THEN'• GOTO' 7; •GOTO• 999; 7: PUTJUMP ( 0); TOI.OST; :TOLOST+l; 1 GOTO• 999 J t END• J • ENO 1 ; 4 I PUTRESTORE I LOSTLABEL; 999: 1 ENO I I 
.l ?7 'F RC .:Eou RE' LOS Tl.A e EL; 1 BEGIN• • 1 F '-. C TO LOST= U) 'THEN 1 • GOTO 1 1 l '6EG I tJ' 1 IF' ... ( TONE XT=O l 'THEN 1 1 ~OTO• 2 I I GOTO 1 999 J 2: F AL.SERESUL Tl 'GOTO' 99 9; 1 ENO• : 1: P 
UTLA8EL(1llFALStRESULT;999: 1 END'; 
1 :,8 'PRC CE Ol. i<E 'E NDLA BEL l 'BEGIN t • IF'~ ( TOE ND: U) 'Tt1E N' 'GOTO• 1 l 'GOTO' 999; 1 l P UTLABEL ( 999) ; 999: •END' ; 
:'.. 5 9 'PRC...: E 0~ RE' ENDJUMP; 'BEG I t~' ' IF 1 -. ( I NPT :PO I NT l 'THEN 1 • GOTO 1 1 l t IF ' ... ( TO LOST: 0) 1 THEN 1 'GOTO• 1 l ' IF'., (TONEXT=O) t THEN 1 1 GOTO t 1 J I GOTO' 999; 1:? UT Ju Mi:> ( 9 
99):TCENJ::TOfNC+1;999:•END•; 
160 ·pRCC~DURE 1 PUTINITJ'8EGIN•' IF•-,GIVERSTO'ThEN••GOT0 1 1;G( INITRESTORE)l'GoT0'99911l999:'END•J 
1fl 'PRCCEDURE'PUTRESTORE; 'BEGIN'• lf•.,(TONEXT:Ol•THEN••GoT0 1 1J'GOT0'999ll:PUTLABEL(CURLAB)l'BEGIN 1 •1F•-,GIVERSTO•THEN••GOT013;G(OORESTORE)J 1 G 
0T0'999;3: 'C:.Ji0'999; •F.ND' ;999: •Er~o•; 
~62 •pRCCEDl,i<E'FRES~LABEL;'BEGIN'CURLAB::NEWLAB:NEWLABl=NEWLAB•1l'END 1 ; 
l63 'PRCCED~RE•TRUERESuLT; •BEGIN• •IF• .. WASACT10N(HANDLE) 1 THEN••GOTO•l;tGOT0•999:1:G(~ANDLE);BECOMES;G(QTRUE)JSEMICOL;999:•END•; 
!64 'FRCCEUURE 1 FAl.SERESULTl'8EGIN' 1 lf'-,WASACTION(HANOLE)•THEN 11 GOT0 1 1J'GOT0 1 999J1:G(HANDLE)lBECOMESlG(QfALSE)JSEMIC0LJ999l 1 EN0 1 l 
165 •pRCCEO~RE•PUTJUMP(LAB):• INTEGER'LAB; •BEGIN'G(QGOTO);G(LAB)JG(SEMiCOLON)JNEWLINEJAPPLVLABEL(LA~)JtEND•; 
166 PRC~EDuRE'PUTLABEL(LAB);' ll'<TEGER'LAB;'BEGIN'NEWLINE;L;G(LAB)JG(COLON);U;OEFINELABEL(LA8)JTABLINEJ 1 EN0 1 J 
167 'PRC~EDt,RE 1 SEMICOLJ 1 8EGINIG(SEMICOLON)J'END 1 ; 
168 'PRCCEDt,RE'BECOMES;•~EGINtG(CCLCN)l~(EQUALS);•END 1 J 
169 'PRC(EDuRE'BEGINl'BEGIN 1 NEWLINElG(QBEGIN)JUlTABLINE;•EN0'; 
170 'PRCCEDURE 1 E~OBR; 1 BEGIN 1 NEWLINEJL;G(QEND); 1 END 1 l 
171 •co~~ENT'4,4,7GENERALFORMOFARULE; 
172 'EOC1.EAN 1 1 PROCEDURE' RULE l I BEGIN 1 ' IF 1 -,LEFTt1ANDS I OE I THEN I I GOTO 1 1 l I IF' 1 ..,MI ODLE t THEN' 1 GOTO' 0 l I IF 1 ..,RI GHTHANOS I OE' THEN• 1 GQTO t O I FORGETL.CCAL.S l SH I 
0:2:'..271• '}4 A 1262J,19 KOSTER 6 00 
F'T2L t lllE S: • t F '-R < PC i NT) • T rlE N • •GOTO• 0; RUL.E:: •TRUE' : 'GOTO 1 999 l 1: 0: RULE:=• F' AL.SE 1 ; 999: 1 END• ; 
173 'E0CLEAh 11 PROCEOuRE-•LEFTHANDStDE; 1BEGtN' 1 tF•~ 1 sTAG(HANDL.E) 1THEN 11 GoT0•1:aLANKL.INE;BCUNDX:=01SPECX:=O:•BEGIN••1F•-WASACTION(HANOLE)•THEN• 
'GOT0•2:DfFINlACTtoN(HANDLEl;RESTL,.liS;LEFTHANDSIDEl= 1 TRUE 1i 1 GOT0'999;2:G(QBOOLEAN)lOEFINEPREOICATE(HANDLE)JRESTLHSJLEFTHANOSIOE:••TRUE•1•GOT0•9~9 
l'EIIID';l:LEFT~~hDSIDE::•FALSE•;999:•E~O•; 
l/4 •pRCCEDuRE 1RESTLHSl'BEG1~1G(QpRCCEOURE);G(HANDLE);OPTIONALBOUNDAFFIXES:NEWNPARS(HANDLE,BOUNDX);SEMICOL.1•ENDt; 
;'..75 •pRCCEOURE 1 opTICNALBOUNDAFFIXES; 1 BEGIN'' INTEGER 1AFFX:' IF'•~BOUNDAFF'IXl(AFFX) 1 THEN••GOTO•l;G(OPE'.l)lG(AFFX)JRESTBOUNDAF'F'IXESJ'GOT0•999:1:'I 
F''•BOUND~FF'IXi(AFFX)•THEN''GOT0'2JG(OPEN);G(AFFX)lRESTBOUNDAFFIXES;G(AFF'X);'GOT0'999;2:999:•END 1; . 
~76 'PRCCEDURE 1 RESTBOUNDAFFtXESJ'BEGIN'' !NTEGER'AFFXJ' IF•~BOUNDAFF1Xl(AFFX)'THEN 11 GOTO•~;G(COMMA);G(AF'FX)JRESTBOUNDAFFIXESJ'G0T0•999l11'1F'~ 
BCuNDAFF;x?.(AFFX) 1TH~lll••GoTc•2;G(CO~MA);G(AFFX);RESTBOUNOAFF1XES;G(AFFX);SPECx:=SPECx-1:•eEr,1111• 1 1F•~(SPECx=O)•THEN'•GOT0•31•GOT0•999;3:G(COMMA)l 
1 GOTC' 9Q'l; 'ENC l; 2: G C CLOSE) ; 'BEGIN 1 ' 1 F •-. ( SP ECX: 0) 'THEN' 1 GOTO' 6; 1 GOTO• 999 l 6: SEMI COL; G (QIN TEGEQ) ; t GOTO• 999; •END• J 999 I • END 1 ; 
:77 •pOCLEAh''PROCEDURE'BOUNDAF'FIXl(AFFX)i' INTEGER•AFFX;•BEGIN'• IF•..,R(TIMEs)•THEN 11 GOT0'11'1F•~ISTAG(AFFX)•THEN••GOTO•O;DEF1NEAFFIX(AFFX);~O 
UNOX:=eou~DX+l;c0vNDAFFIX1:=•TRUE•;•GoTC'99Y;l:O:BOUNDAfflX1:=•FALSE';9991•ENO•; 
118 'E' OC 1..EAI\' 'PROCEDURE' BOUND AF F IX 2 ( AF' f X) ; ' INTEGER' AF F)C l 'BEGIN' 1 IF' ..,R (Pl.US) 'THEN' 1 GOTO t 1; t IF 1-, I STAG ( AF' FX) 'THEN I t GOTO 1 0 I OEF I NEAF FIX (AF F X) ; BOU 
NDx::eou:ic:X•l;SPECx::SPECX+t;BOUNOAFF1x2::•TRuE 1;•GOT0•999;1:o:eouNDAFflX2:=•FALSE•:999:,ENO•; 
119 'EOC1..EAN''PROCEDURE'MIODLE;'BEGIN'BEGINjOPTIQNAl.FREEAFFIXES;' lf'~R(COl.oN) 1THEN''GOTO'llPUTINIT;MIOOl.E:='TRUE 1; 1 GoTC 1 999J1lMIODl.Et• 1FAl.SE 
';999:•Ei,c:•; 
j_l: 0 • PRC .:.E Ou RE' OPT I ONALF fl E EAF FIXES I • BEG t N' ' I NT EGER• AF F X; • IF' ... RC MI NUS) 1 THEN• •GOTO• 1; G (QI NT EGER) ; FF X: • IF• .. I STAG ( AF F X) • Tl'1EN, • GOTO IO; G (AF F X) ; OE F 
I l';EAF FI xi/\ FF X l; 'BEGIN' ' IF' ..,RC MI NUS>' Th EN• •GOTO' 2; G (COMMA>; 'GOTO I F FX; 2: G C SEMI co,.otn; •GOTO• 99Q; •END,; 1: 1 GOTO 1 999; O: 999: •ENO, l 
181 ·eOCl.EAN 1•PROCEDURE 1 RIGHTrAI\OSIOE; 1BEGIN•CURLAB:=1lNEWLAB:=2;TOLOST:=o;TOENO:=O;NxT: 1 IF 1 .. ALTERNATIVE'THEN''GOTo•1;PUTCCNNECTCR;•BEG1N•' I 
F• ... R1SEM,C0L0h)'iHEN••G~T0'2; 1 GOTC 1NXT;2:ENDLABEl.lENDBR:SEMIC0l.JRIGHTHANDSIOE::'TRuE•;•GoTo•999J 1END'J1:RIGHTHANOSIDE:=•FAl.SE'J999:•END•: 
182 •ecc1..EAlll'•PROCEDURE 1 ALTERNATlvE; 1 eEGiN•' 1NTEGER 1l.AB,Ol.~NEXT;TONEXT:=0;AOVANCEO:=•FAl.SE•;NXT:• IF•~R(COMMA)ITHENttGOT0•11•GoTO•NxT;l:• IF•~ 
R (CCL CN l • "HiE N' • C:OTO • 2; 1 IF 1 ~ 1 s TAG CL A e) •THEN• 'GOTO I U: PUT JUMP C LAB> ; ALTERNATIVE:=• TRUE• ; , GOTO• 999; 2: • 1 F • ..,R (OPEN) •THEN• 1GOTO•31 OLD NEXT 1: TONE )CT 1 • 1 F, ~c 
MC I c E •THC" • • Ge TC' 0: • ! F •-RC CLOSE l •THEN• 1 Go TO' O; •BEGIN• • IF• ... c; 1 vE RS TO• THEN' •GOTO• 4; TONE XT: = 1: Al. TERNA TI VE 1 =•TRUE 1 ; t GOTO' 999; 4: TC NE x T: =CLONE x Tl ALTER N 
AT1VE::•TRUE 1 ;•GOT0•999; 'END•;3:• tF•..,rE,BER'THEN••G~T0 16:•GOT0 1NXT;6:TRUERESULTlENOJUMP:Al.TrRNATIVE::•TRUE•J'GOT0 1 999:0:Al.TERNATIVE::•FILSE•;9Y9 
I I El\0 I; 
183 'EOCLEAN''PROCEOURE'CHOICEl'BEGIN'' INTEGER'LABILAS::CURLABlBEGiN;PuTiN1T:FRESHl.ABEL1NxT:•tF•~ALTERNATIVE•THEN 1•GoTo·•1:PUTCONNECTOR;•BEGI 
N•' 'F'-R(sEII IC.OLON) •THEN' •GOT0 12; •GCT0 1NXT;2:ENOBR;SEMICOL;CuRLAB:=l.AB:CHOICE:: 1 TRUE•; 1GOT0 1999; •END' ;1:CHOICE:=•FALsE• ;999: •Er,o• 1 
1b4 'l'OCLEAh' 'PROCEDURE'MEMBER; 'BEGIN'' INiEGER'HE/,Dl I tF•~ISTAG(HEAO) 'THEN• •GOTO'llAPPLY(HEAO); •BEGIN 1 • IF''~R(COLON) 'THEN' •GCT0'2lPUTLABEL(HEA 
D);~E~BE,{::•TRUl'J'GOT0 1999:2:• IF•~TRyTYPE(HEAD,PRED1CATE) 1 THEN 1•GOT0•3;G(QIF):G(NOT)JPUTAFFIXEXPRESSION(HEAD)lG(QTHEN);PUTCONNECTANDJAOVANCEO:: 
1TRUE';M~I/BER::'TRUE•;•GOT0•999;3:' IF•~TRVTYPE(HEAD,Ft.AG)'THEN' 1GOT0'4;G(Q1F);G(NOT);PUTAFFIXEXPRESSION(HEAO);G(QTHEN)1PUTCONNECTAND;MEIIBER::•TR 
ue:•;•GCTC•99?;4:• 1F• ... TRYTYPE(HEAD,ACT10~)ITHEN' 'G0~0•5;PUTAFFIXEXPRESSi0N(HEAD)lSEMICOLIMEMBER:=•TRUE 1; 1GOT0'999;~:•GOTO•Q1•ENC';1:o:MEWBER:=•FA 
I..SE';999:•Et\:J•; 
~~~ 'C01/M~NT'4,4,bOTHERBUll.DINGSTONESOFAGRAMMAR; 
~b6 'EOCLEAN''PROCEDURE•COMMAND;•eEGIN'' 1F•-R(RSTOON)'THEN••GOT0 1 1;GIVERST0::•TRUE'JCOM~AND:=•TRUE•;•GOT0•999J1:• lf'-R(RSTCCFF)•THE~••GoTo•2 
: GI v E.Rs T:::: = 'r A LS E' : cnMMAND: = 'TRUE• ; • Go Tc• 999; 2: ' 1 F • ~R < s~oR Tl , T!-!EN, •GOTO• 3; LEG I a LE:= 1 F' Al.SE, ; COMMAND:= 'TRUE• ; , GOTO, 999; 3: , 1 F, -R c LONG> •THE", • Go To• 4 
; l.EG I ELE::: 'TRLE'; COMr1AND:: 'TRUE•;• GCTO 1 999; 4:' IF• -RC TRACE ON)• THEN•' G01'0' 5 I GI VE""RACE:: •TRUE•; co~•MAND:: •TRUE•; 1 GOTO 1999 l 5: 1 I I" •-R ( TRACEOFF) •THEN•• G 
0TC'6lGl~ETRACE:=•FALSE 1JCOMMANO::'TRUE 1 ; 1 GOT0'999;6:COM~~ND::•FAl.SE':999:'ENO•; 
~b7 'POCLEAN''PROCEDURE•co~ME,-.Tl'EEGiN'' IF'-R(SUB) 1 THEN'•GOT0•1;BLANKL,NE:&(OCOMMENT)JRST:•BEGIN'' IF'~R(Bus)•THEN 11 GOT0'21G(SEMICOLCN)JCOMME 
NT::•TRUC•; •GCTC 1999;2:G( INPT) ;READ( iNPT); 1GQTO'RST; 'f.NO• ;1:COMI\IENT:=•F.£'.LSE 1 ;999: 'EN;)•; 
l!:S 'eOCLEAI\' 1 P~OCEDURC: 1 STARTI NGSvMeOl.l 'i3EGIN'' IN-E:GER 1 HEADl' lf'~R(RESULT) 'THEN' 'GOTo'1:' IF 1 "'1 sTAG(HEAol 'THEN' 'GoTo'O:NEWPAGE; 16EG1 Is'' IF'~TR 
YTYPE(HEAr,ACT1CN)•THEN 11 G0T0•21APPl.YACT10N(HEAD);TERM1NALS;G(HEAO);START1NGSYMBOL::•TRUEt ;1GOTC•999;2:APPLYPREDICATE(HEAD)ITER~1NALS;G(HEAD):ST 
ART I NGsv;\lf' '.lL: = '1 Ru E • ; •GOTO' 999 l •END• ; 1: 0: s TART I NGSYM aoL: = • F AL.SE I J 999: •END I J 
:!.b9 'PRCCEDURE 1SKIPUNTILPOINT)'EEGIN 1 NXT:ERROR(SK,PPEO, 1NPT); 1BEGIN' 1 IF 1 ..,R(POINT)'THEN''GOTO 1 2; 1 GOTO'999;?.:NEXTSYMBOLl 1 GOTC 1 NXT;•E~c•;999;'E 
NO•; 
lYO 'COIIMENT 14,4,YTERMINAL.Sl 
:a;l 'FRCCED~RE 1TERMINALS; •6EGtN 1cLANKl.lNE;FOR~ETGLOEALS;NEWLINE;• IF'~(PLOC:5Q0Q0l)•THEN• 1 GOT0•1; 1 GOT0•999;1:APPLYACTION(XREAD);App~yACTION(X 
OuTl;App~vACTION( INITREAD):BLAN~LINE;G( INITREAO);G(SE~ICOLON);NEWLINE;BLANKLtNElFORGETTERMl~ALSINEWLINEiBl.ANKl.lNEJ999:•EN0 1; 
~92 •rRC:EPLRE 1FORGETGLCtlALS; •BEG 1 N'' INTEGER•P,TERM;p::6Q0001;Pl.OC:=500001:NXT:• 1F'-(P:PGLOB)•THEN 11 G0To•1:•GOT0 1 999:1:TERW::1..GLOB(P]JMAV~ET 
ER~INAL( ~fRI/) ;p::P+1J 'GOTO'NXT;999: •ENO'; 
~- <, 3 'p KC.;;~ DURE' 11A Y BE Tl: RM I NAL ( X) ; t I NT EGER' X l 'BEGIN' ' IF' -.WAS TERMINAL ( X) 1 THE: N 1 'GOTO' 1; P UTDE CL ( X) ; ENTER LOCAL ( ·:) ; 1 GOTO 1 999; 1: WARN ( X) l 9 99: 'END' l 
J. 94 • FOCL f.AI\' t PROC ED URE 'WAS TERM I NAl. ( X) l ' i NT EGER' X .: 'EEG I~! 1 ' INTEGER'S l S: :T, AG ( X•5 J ; t t F ' ... ( S :Ap PL I ED) 'THEN t I GOTO' 1: S: cTT AG ( X •41 l I IF 1 ... ( S :GLOBAL.) 1 
T~EN•'GOTr't;s:=TTAG(X-3]:' IF•-cs:PCINTER) 1THEN'•GoT0•1:wASTERMINAL:=•TRUE•:•GoT0 1 999;1:wAs~ERMINAl.:=•FALSE: 1 :999:•EN0 1 ; 
1 95 'PRC CE [JURE' P UTOECl. ( X) ; ' IN.,. EGER I X; 'BEGIN' NEWLINE:; G (QI NT EGER) ; G ( X) ; G (SEMI COLON) : PCS IT t ON ( 6 4) : I NF ORM ( X) ; 1 E: ND' ; 
JY6 •pRC~EUURE 1FORGETTERMINA~s:'BEGIN• • INTEGER•P,TERM;P::500001;NxT: 1 IF'~(P:PLOC)•THEN• •GOT0•1:•GOT0'999;1:TERM:=LLOC(P]JPvTCAl.L(XREAO,TE~M) 
lP::P+l; 1 <,0T0 1 NXT;QQ9: •END' l 
~Y? •pRCCEOURE•Pu,cALL(PROC,X)1' INTEGER'X,PROCl'BEGIN'NEWLINE;G(PROC);G(OPEN)JG(X)IG(CLOSE)JG(SEMICOLON)J•EN0 1 J 
~~8 'C0WME.NT'4,4,10POSTMORTEM) 
199 •pRCCEOURE 1 PoSTMORTEMl'BEGIN'NLCR;OUTINT(100001)JOUT1NT(PTAG)JOUTINTC1tOOOQ);Nl.CRJOUTINT(200001)lOUTINT(PBOl.D)lOUTINT(200600)lNLCR;ouTIN 
T(3C0001>:0LT 1NT(PS~EC)JOUT 1 NT(300100);NLCRIOUTINT(4Q0001)10UTINT(PCONS);OUTINT(400300);N~CRJOUTINT(500001)JOUT!NT(XLOC)10uTINT(S00200):N~CR;ouT 
I NT ( 60 O O O;; ) ; OLT I NT ( PGLOB) ; OUT I NT ( 6 01 O O O) : NLCR: OUT I NT C 7 O O O O 1 I ! OUT I NT I PMACR l ! OLJT, NT t., n 1 1 n n, , "' rci, 1"111'!', N'I' t An nn n 1 1 • ,..,.,. 1 N'I', .,.,..,.,.,._, • ,.,,,. , .,.,. '"'"A" n"' • ... _., • 
0211!71- 84 A l262J,19 KOSTER 7 00 
0UTINT(L:~E);CuTl~T(CARD);NLCR;NLCR!NLCR;OICTIONARYl'EN0 1 ; 
2U0 •pRCCED~RE 1 0iCTIONAR¥l'8EGlh'LiSTTAGS(FIRSTTAG)J'ENO•; 
2 l' 1 • p RC CED 1,; RE. , L I ST TAGS ( X ) ; • I NT EGE R • X J t BEG I N • 1 I NT EGER • P , ST ATE , SORT , TV PE l ' I F 1 .., ( X: 0 l I THEN t t GOTO ' 1 l I GOTO t 9 9 9 l 1 I P I •TT AG [ X • 2 ) J L I ST TAGS ( P ) ; ST AT£ I ■ 
TTAG[X.5J:SCRT::TTAG[X.4J;TVPEl:TTAG[X•3Jl' IF'-(SORT:n) 1 THEN• 1 G0T0'2l'GOT0 1 SKP;2lNLCRJOUT(X)JPOSITION(32)10UT(STATE).lOUT(SORT)lOUT(TYPE)lPOSITIO 
N(59)JENTRIES(X)JSKP:P::TTAG[X•1J;LISTTAGS(P);999: 1 ENO'l 
2U2 'PRC~EDl:RE•E~TRiES(P)l' l~TEGER 1 P;•BEGIN'' 1NTEGER•Q,H,K;Q::TTAG[P•6ll' IF 1 -.(Q:Q)'THEN''GOTG'1lNLCRJ'G0T0 1 999J1:LNE:Hl:LTEXT[QJ;Q;:H'/'8192 
; K: = H-a 1 Jr.,: c uT I flj r c K, 1 , BEGIN, , 1 r, ... c Q: o, , n1t::N, , Goro, 3: NLCR; , Go To, 999: 3: Q: :0+ao no 01: Q: = Q•l; , r.oro, LNE: • E:'lo • 1999: , ENO• 1 
203 ·co~~ENT 1 4,5,HEARTOFCOMPILERCOMPILER; 
204 'INT.:GER' INITRESTORE,DORl:STCRE,XREAD,XOUT, 1NtTREAO,TiTLE; 
205 •pRCCED~E•sENTENCE;•BEGIN•STARTSYSTEM;BLANKLINE;eEGIN;COMPILERDEsCRIPTION;EN~BR;BLANKLINE;NEWPAGE;POSTMORTEM;•END•; 
2C6 "pRC:EDURE 1 S7ARTSVSTEM:'BEGIN'REAO( INITRESTORE)JREAD(DORESTORE)lREAD(XREAO)lREAD(XOUT)JREAD(INITREAO);READ(TITLE)lGIVERST0:: 1 FALS['JGiV[ 
TRACE::•r11LSE 1 lGIVETEXT:=•TRUE 1 lPLOC:::5QOQ01JPGLOB::6000011PTEXT::8QOQO\;PMACR:=700001lCARO::Q;CPOS!:1:XLOC:=QJLINEOUP::•FALSE'Jl.EGIBLE::tTRUE 1 1 
INCENTAT,c:N:=C;LiNE::O;Pos::Q;OUT(TITLEl:REAO( INPT)J'END 1 ; 
2 u 7 , r- RC ..:e. ouRE, c:oll"P I LE RD ESCR Ip TI ON; •BEGIN, NX T: 1 1 F, -.s PEC IF I CAT I ON• THEN, 1 Go To• 11 , Go, o' NXT: 1: , 1 F' • -.0EC1.ARA TI ON, THEN, , GOTO, 2; • Ge To• N x T; 2: • 1 ,.. • ... coM 
MANOtiHEt,• •GOT0'31 •GQTQ•NXT;,3: • IFt-,COt'MENT'lHEN' •GOT0•4; •GOT0 1 NXTJ41' IF' 1 -.START!NGSVM80L'THENt •GOT0•5; 1GOT0•999;5: t lf't..,RUI.EITHEh 1 •GOT0 1 61 •GOTO•f';X 
T;61SKIPJ~TILPOINT;'GOT0 1 NXT;999: 1 Ef';D•; . 
208 · I NT EGER' TAGFULL; • I NT EGER I BCLOF'ULL l' INTEGER I SPECFULL;' INTEGER I CONS FULL: 1 INTEGER' WRONG I NPUTCODE; 1 INTEGER I BLANK I I I NT EGER I LOCFULL l I INTEGER 1 
GLOl:FLILL;, lt-TEGER•MACRl'ULL; • INTEGERtTEXTF'ULL; • INTEGER•DEFINEo; 1 INTEGER 1 GLCSAL; • INTEGER 1 ACTION; 1 INTEGER 1 PREDICATE; t INTEGER 1 LCCAI.J I INTEGE~•POINTER 
; • iNTEGER•LIIBELI' 1NTEGER 1 APPLIED; • 1NTEGER'XIMPOSSI BLE; 1 INTEGER 1 MACROI' INTEGER'\VRONGNUMBEROF'PARAMETERSJ I INTF.GER•F'LAGJ I INTEGER 1 LISTI I INTEGER 1 EXTER 
NAL; t INTEGER• CC~MA l • INTEGER• PO I NT J • INTEGER' QI NT EGER; • t NTEGER •SEMI COLO"i; 1 I NTEGEQ I QBOOLEAN; 1 I t;TEGER' QARRAV l t INTEGER' SU9 It INTEGER I COLON: 1 If\ TE GER• BU 
S; • I NT EGCF • P Ll:S l I INTEGER I M I NUS: ' 1 NTE GER I OPEN; 1 I NTE.GER I CLOSE; • I NT EGER' STR I NGQUOTE; 1 I NTEGE.R I WRONGAF FIX l I I NT EGER' ONE J I I NT EGER IT '110 l I I NT EGER I THR F. EI I I 
NH:C:ER, F01,;R; •INTEGER• FI VE l I INTEGER• XPARAMETERERROR; 1 I NT EGER I POSS I BLVBACKTRACi<NECESSARV;' I NT EGER I ALTERNAT I VENEVERREACHED; •INTEGER I QTRuE l I INTEGER' 
GlF ALS E; 1 It. TE. 1>E R 1 0GOTO l t I NT EGER• EQUALS; t I f~TEGER I Q BEGIN; • I NT EGER I GlEND; 1 I NT EGER I QPR QC EDUR E; 1 I NT EGER IT I MES; 1 I NTEGe:R 1 0 IF J I I NTE GER I NC T: 1 I NT EGER 1 0 THEN: 










211 SENTE~CE 1 EN0 1 • 
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The differences between versions 17 and 19 of the CDL-compiler; first up-
date to MR 127/71. -
1. p. 23, bottom line, .•.• ignored, add: 
; moreover any sequence of symbols, not containing a 
$-character, enclosed between $-characters is also ignored 
2. p. 24, 1. 16, equals=, add: 
not -, 
3. p. 24, 1. 25, list . .. , add: 
comment symbol 'comment' 
4. p. 25, 1. 17, flag symbol, add: 









1. 13, 'external' . .. flag, add: 
'external' 'list' defined global list 
1. 19, 'macro' .... pointer, add: 
'macro' 'list' defined macro list 
1. 8, 2.6. Comments. . ... input; , replace by 
2.6. Comments. 
comment : skipped comment; translated comment • 
skipped comment : sub, rest skipped comment. 
rest skipped comment : bus; nonbus, rest skipped comment . 
translated comment: comment symbol, rest translated comment . 
rest translated comment: point; nonpointnonsemicolon, 
rest translated comment. 
(Here, nonbus stands for any symbol except J and nonpoint 
nonsernicolon for any symbol except . or; .) 
B!Bl.lOTHEEK MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM 
----------~ t.MSTfl\OAM - __...-

2 
A skipped comment is skipped and a translated comment is 
translated into an ALGOL 60 <commeqt>; e.g. [input] is skipped 
while 'comment' input. is translated into 'corronent' input;. 
The text of a comment may only consist of allowed CDL-symbols 
(see 2.2), as opposed to the sequence of characters between 
two $-characters (see 2.2). 
9. p. 30, bottom line, replace by: 
(semicolon, right hand side; ) • 
10. p. 31 , lines 1-8, replace by: 
alternative: 
label, colon, alternative; 
affix expression, (comma, alternative; ) ; 
group; jump; . 
affix expression: 
handle, optional affixes; 
not, tag • 
11. p. 32, line 10, .... affix expression, add: 
that starts with a handle 
12. p. 33, after line 20, a; , add: 
The translation of an affix expression that starts with a 
not is: 
:!:1 tag then goto 'A; 




13. p. 33, bottom, , add: 
The above translation scheme makes use of integer labels, 
which, for some applications, are undesirable. Therefore a 
symbol is prefixed to every label in the translation; this 
symbol is the terminal "label prefix" of the CDL-compiler, 
which is read in during the initialization phase of the 
compiler. The prefix should be chosen so that the resulting 
names will not clash with existing names. The present value 
of "label prefix" is 111"; in the examples in this report its 
value is "" (i.e. the empty symbol). 
14. p. 36, 1. 4, delete: Various .... themselves. 
15. p. 36, 1. 25, .•.. occurrence. , add: 
Line numbers of specification are preceded by S:, 
line numbers of definition are preceded by D:. 
16. after page 36 add the following pages: 

36a 
2.10. Error detection and recovery. 
All errors fall in one of the following four classes. 
1) Warnings: 
backtrack? 
alternative never reached 
nonfalse 
may be false 
2) Unexpected symbols: 
wrong input code 
symbol missing, assumed: symbol 
An alternative may fail although one of 
its predicates may have succeeded. 
One of the previous alternatives in this 
right hand side will always succeed. 
This predicate will always succeed, and 
is in effect an action. 
Possibly none of the alternatives of 
this action will succeed, 
Some unreadable item is met on the input 
medium. 
1. The grammar requires at this point the 
presence of the indicated symbol, 
which, however, was not found in the 
input. The symbol is assumed to be 
present, so that e.g. "'list' a[1:10." 
will yield a correct translation. 
2. 
3, 
The grammar requires at this point 
presence of a tag, which, however, 
not found in the input. The tag 
"dummy" is inserted. 
The grammar requires at this point 











None of these, however, was found, The 
symbol 'predicate' was inserted. 
symbol not allowed inside comment symbol 
affix missing 
The indicated symbol violates the 
restrictions on the symbols allowed in-
side a corrment. In this version of the 
compiler the symbol can only be a 
semicolon. 
The grannnar requires at this point the 
presence of an affix, which, however, was 
not found. The tag "dummy" was inserted. 
skipped --- state, sort, type., symbol 
3) Conflict of attributes 
The indicated symbol was skipped because 
it was unacceptable as the first symbol 
of a compiler description. 
impossible redefinition state, sort, type, tag, new state, new sort, 
new type 
The indicated tag with the indicated 
state, sort and type is specified, defined 
or applied with the conflicting attributes 
new state, new sort and new type. 
wrong number of parameters state., sort, type, tag 
wrong sort state, sort., type, tag 
The number of affixed following the 
indicated tag is incompatible with that 
number in the definition of the tag. 
The indicated local tag is applied as a 
handle. 
' 
... 
